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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The scope of work under this contract involves specifying
a process sequence which can be used in conjunction with automated equip-
ment for the mass production of solar cell modules for terrestrial use.
This process sequence is then critically analyzed from a technical and
economic standpoint to determine the technological readiness of each
process step for implementation. The process steps are ranked according
to the degree of development effort required and according to their
significance to the overall process. Under this contract the steps
receiving analysis were: back contact metallization, automated cell array
layup/interconnect, and module edge sealing. For automated layup/inter-
connect both hard automation and programmable automation (using an
industrial robot) were studied. The programmable automation system was
then selected for actual hardware development.
This work has been done to improve the performance of solar
modules and to log-,er the cost through process development and large scale
automation. The guidelines used in this effort has been to work toward
a process sequence which will provide a 500 megawatt/year production
capacity in the industry by the year 1986. The baseline factory design
used within this industry has a capacity for 200 megawatt/year production.
The price goal guiding the effort has been to provide photovoltaic power
at $.70/watt(1980 dollars) by 1986. These photovoltaic cells must be
encapsulated for protection against the environment to allow an operating
life of 20 years.
Contact ;metallization is an area of current (and future)
cell production which represents a large percentage of the added cost
to a wafer during cell making. Metallization also represents an a*.*aa
which can have an effect upon the useful life of an array through
contact corrosion characteristics.
The efforts of ARCO Solar Inc. (ASI) under subcontract
to this work have largely been directed at using thic'•. film aluminum
in back contact metallization scheme to improve cell performance
through back surface field formation, and reduce materials costs. Mork
was directed at performing this aluminum p+ metallization in an automated
fashion using a belt furnace.
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Panel edge sealing (though a relatively low cost item)
shows some possibilities for cost reduction and improved performance.
The improved performance involves a -vapor tight seal which can improve
the life of the panel by protecting against vapor migration from panel
edge to interior, and it can also guard against delamination of the
panel assembly at its Edge, and corners.
Efforts have been directed at finding low cost sealants
which could be applied in an automated, high throughput environment.
This has led to the development of hot melt sealing techniques for
application to the edges of encapsulated solar modules.
Array layup and cell interconnection has been seen to
be one of the most labor intensive processes of current production
facilities. Efforts with this process have therefore been directed
toward short range benefits as well as development of long range tech-
nologies. To provide a transferrable technology which would be appli-
cable to various module configurations, programmable automation has been
studied and a prototype cell layup and interconnect system has been
developed. The system uses a Unimate 2000 S industrial robot and an
automated cell preparation station. It was developed as a feasibility
demonstration of a process adaptable to industry.
In order to meet the production quantities desired,
processes which are currently being used within the photovoltaic cell
industry will have to be scaled up. Many process throughput rates are
dependent on the number of wafers or cells handled. For example, in
a cell layup and interconnect operation, the time to place and inter-
connect a four-inch diameter cell (one-watt each) is approximatel y the
same as that to place and interconnect a two-inch diameter cell (1/4-watt
each). This indicates that a desirable trend From an automation standpoint
is to increase the size of cells, thereby reducing the number to be
handled. Some process parameter variation is expected when using larger
cell sizes, and therefore these variations have been the subject of some
study.
2
Scale-up studies arc also necessary in some batch
processes due to the variations of process parameters which come about
through the use of larger batch sizes. To this end, some of the work
performed at ASI has been in the area of higher throughput rates in
etching and cleaning operations, diffusion furnace junction Formation,
and plasma etching for the removal of front-to-back current shunts
present after a furnace diffusion.
Economic analysis using the SAMICS system has been
performed during these studies to assure that development efforts have
been directed towards the ultimate goal of price reduction.
i
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2.0 BASELINE PROCESS SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION AND
CRITICAL REVIEW
The following sequence has been proposed for a process
with an input of four-inch Czochralski wafers (as sawn) and an output
of encapsulated solar arrays. The proposed sequence is shown in Figure 2-1.
This production technique is capable of producing 200 megawatts per year
(SAMICS baseline company size ). A target volume throughput per pro-
duction line has been set by MBA at 3,000-3,600 cells per hour for
the cell manufacturing line, and 88 panels per hour for the module
manufacturing line. This dictates a plant working three shifts per
day, seven days per week, with six to eight parallel cell lines and
one module line.
There is a trade-off in any production line of this
nature between batch and continuous process. For some processes where
individual processing time is large in comparison to the desired production
rates, wafers or materials must be handled in a parallel or batch mode.
When processing times are shorter, continuous processes can be used.
For the proposed cell fabrication sequence an automated batch process is
used in Figure 2-1 to the point in fabrication prior to contact printing.
This batch mode is chosen because of the nature of the proven process
steps currently bei.ig used by the cell manufacturing industry. Contact
printing to final panel test and shipment is proposed to be a continuous
process because of the nature of the steps involved.
In the proposed process it will be assumed that the wafers
are purchased in such quantities that the containers they are received
in are factory-specified and factory- or vendor-supplied. This will
aid in simple materials input and han3ling at the start of the line.
Most of the cell making processes have had significant
background work performed in the area of manufacturing equipment.
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Some of this comes from a technology transfer from the semiconductor
industry. Most of the currently designed and currently available
equipment requires scaling and/or modification to reach program goals.
The throughput rates for the semiconductor industry are
much lower than that required for solar cell production and therefore
special high speed techniques must be found t^ reach production cost
and volume goals.
2.1	 Process Step Descriptions
The process sequence will be taken one step at a time
with a description given and problems discussed.
2.1.1	 Incoming Inspection
Description
To star,d,xdize and control wafers which may be received
from many vendors, incoming inspection (QA) will measure thickness,
resistivity, and wafer shape/diameter. This station will measure the
thickness and resistivity of all wafers and will measure wafer dia-
meter on a sample basis.
Operation of this station will be as follows: Prior
to measurement;, a specially adapted machine will unpackage the wafers
and send them via conveyor to the inspection plant. Assuming that
the wafers are contained in a special cassette (possible SO to 100
wafers closely spaced) a handling machine will feed the wafers to
the in-line measuring locations where the tnickness and resistivity
will be determined using non-contacting probes. Thickness will be
measured by two capacitive transducers which separately measure
distance to the wafer surface. The resistivity measurement employs
two special purpose transducers which create, in a wafer inserted
into the gap between them, eddy currents whose magnitude depends on
the wafers resistivity and thickness. Thickness information is
received from the preceding tester. The wafer will probably be in
the machine for longer than one second (including wafer handling)
6
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but if the indexing cycle for serial events is one second, a production
rate of one p.r second can be achieved. Testing equipment currently
available could be modified and designed to reach this one second
cycle time.
Each lot of cells will be characterized by prediction
of expected efficiency based on variations in thickness, area, resis-
tivity and diffusion length of the input material. Information from
this station will be input for a central processor which will keep track
of the data and enable simplified process control.
Input Requirements/Characteristics
• Wafers and incoming carriers.
The incoming wafers are to be in plant supplied and/or
specified containers to allow automated handling. Wafers from in-
plant slicing stations will be loaded into the specified containers
after cutting and purchased wafers will be supplied in large enough
numbers to make container specification practical. Empty cassettes
will return from the diffusion station where the wafers will be trans-
ferred from plastic cassettes to quartz cassettes.
Output Requirements/Characteristics
• Wafers in plastic cassettes on conveyor to etch
station.
The outgoing tested wafers are to be in standard 25
slot polypropylene cassettes. Empty receiving containers will be
discarded, returned to plant receiving or cutting station, or shipped
to wafer suppliers, depending on final specification.
Materials and Supplies Used
•	 Silicon wafers (four-inch diameter, .015-inch thick).
•	 Standard 25 slot cassettes.
Equipment Used
•	 Siltec 2600 series tester/sorter.
• Conveyor to etch station.
• Unpacking machine.
Critical Review
This step is presently performed manually. An operator
unloads wafers from shipping containers, visually inspects and loads
them into cassettes. At the required 3,000 wafers/hour production
rate, Bich manual operation becomes prohibitive. It has already been
assumed that volume purchase of sawn wafers will make it economically
feasible for LSA facilities to procure the wafers in ready-to-process
cassettes. These cassettes can then be automatically introduced into
an off-the-shelf thickness/resistivity inspection station. Technology
presently exists which will facilitate the development of a totally
automated station to perform all the required incoming inspections.
Critical parameters are size, thickness and resistivity
for the material and a 3,000 wafer/hour throughput. Automated tech-
nology in general, and the semiconductor industry specifically, will
allow the required 3,000 units an hour rate required for incoming
inspection procedures. Development of a special high speed machine
will be required, but this can be done from proven technology. Thus,
no specific verification should be required.
2.1.2	 Etch, Clean and
Description
The silicon used for this process sequence is in the
form of as sawn Czochralski wafers. This station will etch the saw
damaged surfaces from the wafer and then, by means of an automated
materials handling system, transfer the wafers to a rinse and then
to a texture etch bath. (The texture etch will eliminate the need
for AR coating of the cells.) The wafers will then be transferred
8
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to a cleaning and drying station in preparation for diffusion. This
process will be performed in a batch mode due to the time required
in the etch solutions, with etching and rinsing times regulated by
the microprocessor controlled handling system. A system monitoring
and controlling conditions in the etch tanks will assure constant
etch rates.
Input Requirements/Characteristics
•	 Inspected wafers in plastic cassettes.
Output Requirements/Characteristics
• Etched wafers in plastic cassettes.
The outgoing wafers will be within specified thickness
limits, damaged etched, black texture etched, clean and dry.
Materials and Supplies Used
• Sodium Hydroxide
• De-ionized Water
• City Rinse Water
• Isopropyl Alcohol
• Sulphuric Acid
Equipment Used
• Programmable hoist system such as SEL-REX PCB-
2000 from Oxymetal Industries.
• Control system for etching tanks.
• Rinsing tanks.
• Etching tanks.
• Cleaning tanks.
• Basket loading/unloading device.
• Feed conveyor to diffusion.
• Liusar blow-drier.
9
eCritical Review
At a production rate of 3,000 wafers/hour this step
is not a problem, even though it is a batch process, because the
rates are higher than the most limiting step -- diffusion. At pre-
sent ASI successfull y etches 300 Blur-inch wafers per L" tL' it.
twelve cassettes. Current batch size increases indicate that the
etching characteristics do not change drastically by increasing
the lot size and stacking configuration.
It is anticipated, therefore, that: 3,000 four-inch
wafers can be etched per hour in essentiall y the same manner but in
larger containers, using automated transfer equipment, larger etch
tanks and control systems for monitoring and maintaining temperature,
solute concentration and solution level. Computer controlled equip-
ment (similar to what is used in the semiconductor and plating
industries) with excellent programming flexibilit y is available to
handle the wafer lot transfer duties, controlling the etch time
accurately and automatically. Precise control of the solution pro-
perties (pH, temperature) will produce constant etch rates all,.-,wing
high product reproducibility with the required throughput.
The process could also be handled in a semi-continuous
processing mode by using long etch bath tanks and movin g; quantities
of cells down the etch line. Very simple overhead carriers and trans-
fer machanie.ms could be used to transfer cells from one hath to
another at preset times. This type of equipment is readil y available
and has been used in commercial plating plants.
For those solutions which must he totall y replaced after
processing a given number of cells, speed of solution mixinit and heat-
ing to process temperature becomes important. A poss ih l ., solution to
this problem is to include a set of tanks located adjacent to the
etching and cleaning line. These tanks would be used for preparins; a
replacement solution and heating it to process temperature .iurin^z wafer
processing operations on the line. The only time required for replacement
10
of solutions would Le the time required to pump out tilt old solution
and pump in the previously prepared solution from the adjacent tank.
Wafer etchin; •
 operations could then continue with only this small
interruption time.
The basic materials handling equipment for this
station already exists. Verification should take the form of studies
performed concerning; etch rates and their dependence on temperature,
concentration, agitation and other variables. An optimal control
system should be determined including pH monitoring, NaOH addition
and concentration selection. This system would be simplified by
selection of a concentration such that the value of the derivative
d(etch rate)/d(concentration) - 0
A convenient tank size will have to be determined in conjunction with
control systems, etch rate, heater capacity, etc., and compatible
rinsing techniques need to be established to ensure sufficient
cleanliness. A cassette stacking machine will be required to assemble
the cassettes coming from inspection into the proper batch configuration
if this type of batching is used.
Verification studies of batch size scale-up were per-
formed at ASI. No significant problems were encountered during the
transition to etch tanks containing 10 times the volume of solution
used previously. While existing capacity is now several mwlvear, good
results are projected for even larger tanks and higher throughputs.
_' . 1 .3	 Diffusion
Description
This station will diffuse batches of wafers to provide
a uniform junction on one side of the wafer. The system will minimize
the amount of diffusiot deposited on the back side of the wafers.
In order to do this the station will be designed to load two plastic
cassettes worth of wafers (50 wafers) into 25 slots in a quartz
cassette for back-to-back diffusion. The quartz boats will automa-
tically be inserted into a diffusion furnace for POCI, diffusion and
11
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0automatically withdrawn at the end of the cycle. The equipment for
this chemical vapor deposition reaction is well-developed and very
reliable. The systems which are currently available provide automated
diffusion atmosphere control as well -:s automated quartz boat pulling
into and out of the furnace tubes. into face machinery will be re-
quired to load the full quartz cassettes into the boat pulling me-
chanisms. The transfer tasks will be done in the diffusion room so
that the quartz cassettes and other items going into the diffusion
furnace do not leave the diffusion room. This room has the highest
level of cleanliness in the cell fabrication area.
A furnace with multiple eight-inch diffusion tubes
(with time, temperature and gas flows optimized) will be required to
meet a target of 3,600 cells per hour with a uniform sheet resis-
tance of approximately 40 ohms per square.
An alternative approach to junction formation may be
to ion-implant the wafers. It should be noted that this process
requires relatively high cost equipment, and equipment to operate at
the target volumes requires some development. The diffusion furnace
was chosen as a baseline here because of its current availabilitN , and
performance.
Input Requirements/Characteristics
•	 Clean etched wafers in plastic cassettes.
Output Requirements/Characteristics
•	 Diffused wafers in cassettes or on conveyor.
Materials and Supplies Used
• Nitrogen
• Oxygen
•	 P. 
cl3 
source
1?
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Equipment Used
• Automatic cassette dump load/unload transfer
machine.
• Two diffusion furnaces with four eight-inch
tubes each, automatic boat pullers, and automatic
diffusion control.
• Automatic sleet loader/unloader.
• Two feed conveyors.
Critical Review
It is proposed to use off-the-shelf type diffusion
furnaces with already developed pusher/puller and microprocessor
systems. Such a furnace including all safety and,)roduction control
alarms to handle 3,200 four-inch wafers per hour is available. V , L-
MIAjor work here will be to adapt the dump transfer equipment and
cassette loader and unloader to automatically put the boats in a
sled lined up with the furnace tube.
This step is inherently a batch process in each tube
and it is planned to use batches as they come from the etching station.
The equipment for this chemical vapor desposition reaction
of POC1 3
 on silicon is well developed and very reliable. ARCO Solar
has already performed the initial experiments with diffusion of two wafers
per slot back-to-back, and feels this wll be ver.-:,uc:essful. a minimum
amount of diffusion source material will remain in the wafer back.
POC13 diffusion techniques are well established in the
semiconductor industry. ARCO Solar currently diffuses 400 four-inch
wafers per run in four tubes. The diffusion system proposed would meet
the volume goal.
An important wafer transport functson is included in this
step. Wafers coming from the etching station mast be transferred two to
a slot: into quartz boats for diffusion. This should be feasible in an
automated fashion using a specially designed m-ichine.
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Detailed verification studies were not performed on
this step as the diffusion is currently being done at close to the
single diffusion tube rate. This scale-up therefore does not pose
a significant problem. The wafer handling equipment conceived is
within the state-of-the-art of manufacturing equipment, but will
require special design efforts.
2.1.4	 Edge Etch
Description
This station will take the wafers from the diffusion
station in plastic cassettes and coin stack them in preparation for
plasma etching of the edges. This will eliminate the front-to-back
contact formed during diffusion. The wafer stacking and loading/
unloading of the reactor will be mechanized and control of the process
will be automatic. The etching cycle should last approximately 15-20
minutes, depending upon the batch size.
This process step can also be performed after front
and back metallization processes have been completed. Edge etching
in this manner only affects the edges themselves. One advantage to
performing this process in this sequence is to keep all of the batch
processes in one zone, and then process continuously thereafter.
Input Requirements/Characteristics
• Diffused wafers.
Output Requirements/Characteristics
• Edge etched wafers on a conveyor.
Materials and Supp lies Used
• CF4
• 02
14
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Equipment Used
• Etching chamber with automatic load/unload.
• Vacuum pump for etching chamber.
• Wafer stacking equipment.
• Process programmer.
• In-feed, out-feed conveyor.
Critical Review
Plasma etching is new, but ARCO Solar has had parts
etched by three different manufacturers of such equipment, LFE,
International Plasma Corporation and Tegal Corporation and had good
results. It does work, but the current machines are small and have
been optimited for use in manufacturing IC's and other fine electronic
devices. We feel this process will significantly help LSA achieve
its goal of $0.70 pe r
 watt (1980 dollars) selling price. The etching
rates and throughput of upgraded machines can handle the required 3,000 -
3,600 wafers per hour without problem.
ARCO Solar is currently using this technique in
production with excellent results. Plasma etch equipment developed for
the semiconductor industry has been applied to batches of 100 four-inch
wafers. The desired rate of 3,000 - 3,600 wafers per hour would,
therefore, require eight such tubes assuming a 15-minute cycle.
The equipment used in low-temperature plasma processing
is reliable and accomodates a high degree of automation. Special plasma
etch equipment may become available from manufacturers for this large
volume application. The basic principles involved do not constrain
system geometry to the small sizes presently available. Larger and an
overall reduction of equipment cost.
15
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2.1.5	 Back Contacting
Description
This station will receive diffused and edge etched
wafers on a conveyor, feed them into an automatic screen printer, and
print aluminum ink cn the back. The wafers will then be dried and
fired for back surface field formation. The aluminum which has not
alloyed with the silicon will then be etched from the wafer using
hydrochloric acid. The v-afers are then rinsed and dried and sent on
by conveyor to a printer which prints a gridded silver contact on the
back.
Input Requirements/Characteristics
• Edge etched wafers on a conveyor.
Output Requirements/Characteristics
• Silver printed wafers on a conveyor (with
aluminum back surface field).
Material and Supplies Used
• Aluminum Paste
• Silver Paste
• Hydrochloric Acid
• Rinse Water
Equipment Used
• Automatic screen printer.
• Drying and firing furnace.
• Etch tanks.
• Input and output conveyors.
16
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Critical Review
Silkscreen-printed aluminum paste works quite well
for back contact metallization. When fired, the aluminum paste fuses
with silicon to form a low resistance back contact layer. Cell per-
formance can be enhanced by the formation of a back surface field.
Aluminum paste is very inexpensive and silkscreening is a proven,
high volume, low cost method for applying such paste.
ASI currently prints aluminum paste back contacts
on four-inch wa gers at a rate of 500 per hour using a manually
loaded printer. An industry survey has been conducted, and auto-
matic printers are available which are capable of meeting the 3,000-
3,600 four-inch wafer per hour goal. Therefore no printing demonstra-
tion has been performed. It has been found that etching off the
aluminum back contact and applying a silver contact allows uniform
interconnect metal systems and techniques. The extra cost for the
silver is not as high as a solid back contact, as a gridded silver
pattern can be used. This is due to the low resistance created by
the alloyed aluminum. Back surface field formation depends on proper
drying relationships. Verification work which was done on this pro-
cess is detailed in Section 4.0.
2.1.6	 Front Contacting
Description
This station will receive wafers on a conve yor from
the back contact station. It will etch the oxide from the front of
the cell which has purposely been left on through the back contact
step. It will print the front contact on the cell, dry the print,
and fire the cell (front and back silver contacts) under the proper
conditions for the front contact optimization. Following this step
the cells will be transferred to test and sort.
Input Requirements/Characteristics
• Wafers face down on a convevor.
_+
Output Requirements/Characteristics
• Completed cells on a conveyor.
Materials and Supplies Used
• Silver Paste
• Silk Screens
• CF4
• 02
Equipment Used
• Automatic loader for printer.
• Automatic screen printing machine.
• Drying and firing furnace.
• Cell flipping mechanism.
• Input/output conveyors.
Critical Review
The front surface oxide (glass layers) deposited
during diffusion is left on up to this point to protect the front
junction. This layer is etched away in a Dryox-etcher with a cycle
time of approi:imately 15 minutes. Printing, drying and firing equipment
is similar to that used in back contacting and available for high speed
throughout. No problems are foreseen with this step.
It appears feasible to perform the necessary printing,
drying and firing for this step at the desired rates using specially
designed equipment.
2.1.7	 Test and Sort
Description
This step is for quality control and process monitoring.
The station receives the finished cells with exposed ohmic contact
pads, ready for lead bonding.
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The station will isolate each cell and individuallv
measure its performance. Based on performance the cell is sorted
by class or rejected. Each class is separated, marked and loaded
into a "class" cassette. This data is reported through the central
process controller to provide process parameter adjustments.
The cells, after they are sorted into relative
efficiency classes, can be put into buffer storage. This allows
enough cells of the same performance ratings to be accumulated so
that they can be put into the same module. This is required to gain
maximum efficiency from each module system. The buffer storage is
inherently a batch process since the cells are accumulated into a
sorted batch.
It is expected that after the production system has
been experimented with in a high volume production environment, that
overall process control will yield more uniform results. This is a
desirable feature to seek in order to remove the requirement for a
batch storage. In this case, the test station would merel y be an
accept/reject decision station as far as the mechanics of the pro-
duct flow are concerned.
The output of this station is therefore working solar
cells, and these could be either packaged for shipment to a module
manufacturing company, or they could be input directly to a cell
encapsulating line located within the same facility.
Input Requirements/Characteristics
• Completed cells on a conveyor.
Output Requirements/Characteristics
•	 Sorted and tested cells in cassettes.
Materials and Supplies Used
•	 Containers for classified cells.
19
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Equipment Used
•	 Test and sort station.
Critical Review
This step possess few problems for meeting the
throughput of 3,000-3,600/hour. Testing equipment is currently avail-
able for this station, it remains to interface with a sorting mechanism.
Cell orientation should not be a problem as the probes can be designed
to contact the metallization on the front regardless of orientation
and the back contact is totally symetrical. Contacts must be exposed
and cell handling will be fully automatic.
This process is presently used for essentially the
same application, but on a smaller scale. Current methods of wafer
handling and cassette loading need to be speeded up and automatic
cassette feed and release developed. Currently existing equipment
should be surveyed and existing designs selected which best lend
themselves to rate increase. System/equipment specification and
detailed conceptual designs should be developed for automatic
loading and unloading of several cassettes within the machinery.
2.1.8	 Circuit Fab
Description
There are a few viable techniques which can he used
to connect cells into an array in an automated fashion. These basically
break into two groups, hard automation and soft automation. There are
distinct advantages to either group. The soft automation (or pro-
grammable automation) techniques allow a variability in the manufac-
turing environment. The concept is to use a programmable handling
device (industrial robot) with specially designed tooling (end effectors)
to handle, place and interconnect cells. Using this technique,
different models of a module can be easily accommodated with the same
piece of manufacturing equipment. This type of handling is also appli-
cable to various cell types, sizes, shapes and manufacturers.
-_ . _@WA
The hard automation techniques consist of providing
a pi..^^.e of handling and processing equipment specifically designed and
dedicatee to a limited task. This type of equipment is generally
much faster, and can therefore reduce production and equipment costs,
however, it lacks the variability of application available with
the soft approach.
A programmable assembly station should accept standard
poly cassettes of randomly oriented cells, unload the cells and rotate
them to a standard orientation. It should also prEpare the interconnect
leads by cutting them to length from roll storage and forming a stress-
relief crimp in the correct place in the lead. The industrial robot can
then take this indexed and prepared cell and place it anywhere at any
orientation in an array of variable configuration. Having all of the
orientation and preparation machinery in a fixed station this way reduces
the weight and complexity of the robot's "end effector" which requires
only pickup and interconnect devices.
The soft automation technique is slower than the dedicated
machinery approach and would probably require several parallel stations
to reach the desired throughput rates.
This type of preparation station has been selected for
actual hardware development and is discussed in detail in Section 5.0.
Concepts for a high speed hard automation station
consist of two stage operations wherein a ribbon of series connected
cells is manufactured, and at a later process, these ribbons are laid
in place in a modular array and connected in parallel. The following
description is for the first step of ribbon manufacture.
The station will produce a series-connected ribbon
of photocells consisting of a continuous, non-conductive, dimi--nsionally.
stable carrier tape under the cells and two parallel lead wires
between the cells. This method of interconnection was chosen for
three reasons:
,`
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1) Redundancy of contact points and leads.
2) Ease of handling downstream.
3) Ease of automation at the panel layup step.
By omitting one cell and snipping the tape, leads are provided to
connect to a buss bar at the panel wiring station.
Input Requirements/Characteristics
• Test and sorted cells in cassettes
Output Requirements/Characteristics
• Ribbons of series connected cells.
Materials and Supplies Used
• Mylar tape 1-1/2" x .001" with acrylic adhesive.
• Copper ribbon .002" x .080".
• Solder paste.
Equipment Used
• Ribbon circuit fabrication machine.
This piece of equipment must be a specially designed
piece of equipment. This will allow the high speed operations necessary
to meet goals.
Critical Review
The pacing operating for this process is forming bonds
between the cells' contact points and the load wire. While man y
 forms
of bonding are used in the semiconductor industry, ASI and MBA feel
the solder-paste method currently used by ASI should be used in this
process. This method is the most reliable found to date. Uhile other
bonding methods (ultrasonic, welding, etc.) are faster and eliminate
solder paste dispensing, they are not as reliable. The automatic cell
unload device will be an off-the-shelf automatic wafer unloader.
22
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An infeed coni^eyor is incorporated' into the station and
allows the cell to be oriented if required. This can be done using
a pattern recognition technique that searches for a reference point
in the metallization pattern. This orientation station provides a
convenient station for application of solder paste to junction points.
Making the conveyor narrower than the cell allows application to both
the top and bottom junction points simultaneously. It also provides
a method of positioning the cell under the soldering heads prior to
the automatic cell transfer device. Lead wires (or flat copper ribbon)
will be fed from large rolls. Two wires will be fed simultaneously into
position between the cell and the soldering tips. Sketches 6f these
concepts are shown in Figures 2-2 and 2-3.
As no similar process or handling equipment exists for
this process step, detailed concepts must be developed and detailed
design specifications defined. No detailed verification of this hard
automation process has been undertaken by MBA.
2.1.9	 Pottant Application
Description
This station will receive clean, dry glass panels and
prepare the module by laying a sheet of pottant (PVB or EVA) on the
top surface. This appears to be a straight-forward operation and no
technical problems are foreseen in its implementation.
Input Requirements/Characteristics
s Clean dry glass panels (consistent orientation).
s Pottant in sheets or on a roll (PVB or EVA).
Output Requirements/Characteristics
s Glass panel and pottant on a conveyor.
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Materials and Supplies Used
• PVB or EVA on rolls or precut sheets.
• Glass panels.
Equipment Used
• One panel preparation machine designed and
built for this task.
Critical Review
At a production rate of 3,000 - 3,600 four-inch cells
per hour and a glass usage of approximately 16 square inches per cell,
approximately 375 square feet of glass will be processed per hour.
To receive, depalletize and clean 1/8-inch thick,
48-inch wide panels at this rate will require automation currently
used in industry. It is possible that doubling the rate and oper-
ating only half-time may be the most cost-effective manner in which
to treat this process.
ASI has shown that by etching the front surface of the
glass, reflectivity can be reduced by three-percent, thereby increasing
panel efficiency. This process can easily be done at a rate far in
excess of that required by one cell production line.
This step consists of only a familiar material-handling
concept which is currently utilized throughout several other industries.
Therefore, detailed verification experiments were not performed in this
effort.
2.1.10	 Panel Layup, Wiring and Testing
This station accepts pre-wired circuit ribbons and
buss bars,.assembles them on the front glass panel and completes the
circuit wiring.
It will be built up around an indexing belt which moves
each panel stepwise to a specific point where each assembl y or test
operation is affected. Many automated manufacturing processes employ
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this technique, so its implementation : s hould pose no inherent problems.
The major assembly operation (buss bars and circuit ribbons) occurs
at the first stop, and since these items (particularly the ribbons)
must be positioned fairly accurately, a holding fi:cture for the panel
will be required. This fixture could be a set of movable stops which
align and hold the panel during; the assembly operation and then auto-
matically release at its completion.
The buss bars will be transferred via an infeed con-
veyor and positioned on the panel by a vacuum-pickup on a walking beam
transfer conveyor. The simplest setup would have the buss bar conveyor
perpendicular to the main indexing belt and wide enough to deliver buss
bars, two at a time, to either end of the panel. The transfer conveyor
would be required to move the buss bars in only one direction; rotation
or multi-axis motions would not be required. If the panels are suffi-
ciently long, it would be cost effective to split this procedure,
that is, provide a pair of infeed conveyors and transfer conveyors
for each end of the panel.
The circuit ribbon infeed conveyor will run parallel
to the main indexing belt with the ribbons aligned in the direction
of motion. The ribbons will arrive oriented parallel to their final
location on the panel so that they can be transferred to the panel
without rotating them. This conveyor need only be wide enough to carry
a single row of ribbons since there will be sufficient time, while one
is being transferred, to bring up the next. The ribbon transfer machine
will be more complicated and accurate than the buss bar transfer machine.
It must index laterally so that each ribbon is positioned directl y adjacent
to the previous one. If the cells are circular instead of square, the
transfer machine will also be required to index longitudinally to provide
optimum packing of the circular cells on the panel. The most critical
positioning tolerances will be between the ribbons, hence the inherent
indexing accuracy of the ribbon transfer machine is more important than
the positioning relative to the panel. The ribbon infeed convey oritra:.sfer
machine setup will be located opposite the main indexing belt from the
buss bar transfer machine so that both processes can make use of the
same holding fixture.
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Circuit ribbon leads will be bonded to the buss bars
using the same solder-paste technique employed to bond the leads to
the cells. For panels of the size currently envisioned, the lead
bonding machine could easity solder all of the leads at the same time
by providing a set of soldering heads (one for each lead) for both
ends of the panel. The individual soldering heads would have to be
large enough to compensate for lateral variations in lead positions
from panel to panel. A simplier but more wasteful method would be
to solder a continuous strip down the entire length of the buss bar.
Lead bonding could also be accomplished using a single row of sold-
ering heads, but this would require indexing each panel two times,
(once for each buss bar).
Lead to buss bar bonds will be tested for electrical
conductivity by the automatic bond test machine. A set of probes
will be placed across each bond, a voltage will be applied and the
resulting current measured. The current will be checked at oper-
ational levels to prevent false indications. Present estimates indicate
that there would be sufficient time to test each bond separately by
indexing the test probes form one lead to the next. If this does not
prove to be the case, multiple test sets could be incorporated with a
minimal increase in complexity.
An engineering sketch of this concept is shown in
Figure 2-4.
Other techniques are available for panel layup and
interconnect. Another technique which shows some promise is to lay
up the cells into an array possibly in an interconnect fixture. This
would allow the cells to be laid up in conjunction with array interconnect
pieces. The connections between elements could then be made all at
once, possibly is a solder reflow arrangement with atmospheric control.
This could reduce electrical connection time by doing them all simul-
taneously. However, it should be noted that cell and interconnect
positioning time may be larger due to the larger distances which must
be traversed by an automated positioning tool.
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Input Requirements/Characteristics
• Glass panels with pottant on conveyor.
• Solar cell circuit ribbons.
Output Requirements/Characteristics
• Subassemblies prepared for final encapsulation
process. (This consists of a tested and opera-
ting module).
• Rejected panels removed from process.
Materials and Supplies Used
• Glass panels with pottant.
• Series connected ribbons of solar cells.
• Copper buss bars.
• Solder paste in bulk containers/tubes.
Equipment Used
• Specially designed handling and soldering
machine.
• Indexing belt.
• Test station.
Critical Review
Although no equipment presently exists for the automated
performance of this step, the soldering technique is similar to that
of a ribbon fabrication step. In addition, this step requires a re-
latively simple x-y ribbon-handling assembly.
Panel layup and cell interconnect processes have had
the least amount of work directed to them. This is because wafer han-
dling and processing has been studied in the past for other semi-
conductor applications. Continued work and design is needed in this
area in order to meet LSA goals.
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2.1.11	 Encapsulation
Description
Encapsulation process techniques vary according to the
encapsulating system used. Many types of encapsulating materials are
feasible, being traded off by performance and cost features. For the
purposes of the process sequence and step descriptions, the encapsu-
lating system chosen is a glass superstrate with a pottant of polyvinyl
buturayl (PVB) or ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA). A protective plastic
back cover of mylar or tedlar is added. This process station would
receive interconnected panels, laying on a glass superstrate, transported
to this station on a conveyor. The process step here would include adding
sheets of PVB and protective plastic preparatory to bonding the panel
elements together.
The bond is made by heating the sandwich to approximately
3500F while pulling a moderate vacuum on the system to eliminate trapped
air. The heating and vacuum application require a relatively long time,
so to reach a target production rate of 190 panels per hour, special
measures must be taken. This may involve a carousel arrangement where
the panels are in the encapsulating machine for a longer period, but
the input-output rate matches the 190 panels per hour. Another technique
is to do the bonding in a batch mode, heating and pulling a vacuum on
several panels simultaneously. This technique requires a buffer storage
for panels coming from the layup and test phase and generally increases
the process complexity.
Using the carousel arrangement, the module assembly is
transferred to the equipment which has receptacles arrayed radially around
a common center, and the carousel rotates slowly while the processing
progresses. An incoming panel is placed in one of the receptacles,
which is simply a depression in the surface, slightly larger and deaper
than the panel. A cover plate is pressed over the receptacle, capturing
the perimeter of the plastic sheet between itself and the upper surface
of the receptacle. A vacuum is pulled through a port in the cover plate,
31
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pulling the plastic sheet firmly against the plate. A vacuum is then
pulled through a port in the bottom of the receptacle, which evacuates
the air in the panel assembly. The port in the cover plate is vented
to atmosphere while the vacuum to the port in the receptacle is main-
tained. The protective plastic sheet is thus draped over the entire
back surface of the panel, sandwiching all the layers (glass, pottant,
cell array, pottant, protective plastic) and eliminating air bubbles.
The receptacle is heated to 350 0F, causing the two layers of PVB to
soften and flow to fill the gaps and voids between the glass, cell, and
plastic sheet layers and bond them. After the bonding process is
completed, heating is stopped, the vacuum is released and the cover
plate is pulled away from the receptacle surface. At this point
the rotating table has completed one full cycle and the panel is
removed and passed on to the next processing station.
Input Requirements/Characteristics
• Partially fabricated solar panel, with entire
array properly oriented and electrically connected.
Output Requirements/Characteristics
• Panels with protective back cover installed.
• All internal components bonded into a rigid,
self contained unit. Entire unit ready for
trimming process.
Materials and Supplies Used
• PVB or EVA on rolls or in sheets.
• Protective plastic sheeting on rolls for back
of panel (Mylar or Tedlar).
• Size of rolls to be determined by panel
dimensions.
t.
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Equipment Used
• Pottant cutoff/transfer machine.
• Protective plastic cutoff/transfer machine.
• Vacuum/thermal bonding machine (specifically
designed for this process).
• Conveyor and positioning assemblies as required.
Critical Review
This process is presently used on a smaller scale in
the present production of solar modules. Up-scaling and automation
design should be undertaken in order to verify volume throughput
rates desired.
This verification of high speed techniques was not
undertaken as part of this work.
2.1.12	 Trimming and Edge Sealing
Description
This step receives panels from the encapsulation step
and trims any flash remaining from the encapsulant system. Trimming
is required to prepare the edge surfaces for application of an edge
sealant and/or a framing element. Attaining process speeds for trim-
ming to reach the target of 190 panels/hour does not appear difficult,
however, no off-the-shelf equipment has been found.
A specially designed machine will accept panels from
the encapsulation step off a conveyor and trim any flash remaining
with a flying knife. It will then deposit the panel on an output
conveyor. The only critical parameter would be that the panels
in a given run be of consistent size.
Trimming may not be required when the encapsulation
process is automated and uniform results provided. The plastic
backing was supplied in a larger than module size in order for it
33
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to act as a vacuum membrane. Special design of the encapsulating
equipment could possibly eliminate this requirement.
Input Requirements/Characteristics
• Completed module as outputed from the
encapsulating machine.
Output Requirements/Characteristics
• A trimmed panel with no flash ready for
framing.
Materials and Supplies Used
• None.
Equipment Used
• One panel trimming machine.
Critical Review
MBA can see no technical problems associated with
automating this task. Several nearly-identical processes are cur
rently being utilized by various industries which will require only
slight modification and up-scaling of the basic design concept.
Verification demonstrations of trimming were not undertaken during
this work.
2.1.13	 Edge Sealing and Framing
Description
Edge seal is required to prevent moisture intrusion
into the panel from the edge, as well as to prevent panel delamination
at the edges. Edge sealing also could be used as an edge support
depending upon the characteristics of sealant used. Edge sealing
is especially important when used in conjunction with the baseline
encapsulating system proposed here, as the pottants are moisture
sensitive.
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Edge sealing studies point toward the possible use of a
hot melt adhesive application system. Several different types of sealants
are available with varying properties, one of the most promising being a
butyl sealant which is currently being used for thermopane window glass
insulating systems. An advantage of melted sealant application is the
short cure time required for the applied sealant bead. This appears to be
on the order of 5 to 10 seconds, depending upon the material used. This
type of application system also interfaces well with an automated production
system as has been demonstrated by numerous can labeling, box gluing,
and other packaging techniques being used in industry.
At this station, the encapsulated module comes down a
conveyor and the leading edge triggers extrusion of a bead of hot melt
adhesive onto the edge of the panel as it passes. Before the adhesive
cures, the frames are applied. If edge frames are not required on the
panels, the station will merely seal the edges. Figures 2-5 and 2-6
show an artist's conception of the process station.
Input Requirements/Characteristics
• Bonded solar cell modules.
Output Requirements/Characteristics
• Solar modules bonded and framed ready for
final test.
Materials and Supplies Used
• Bulk form hot melt adhesive.
• Edge frames fed in with proper orientation.
Equipment Used
• Two hot melt extrusion machines.
• Frame hopper/application machine.
• Incoming conveyor.
• Outgoing conveyor.
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Critical Review
This step should be well suited for automation. Sealant
types and properties for use must be determined prior to equipment
design. An analysis of available sealants was done under this contract.
Conclusions are given in Section 4.4.
2.1.14	 Final Test
Description
With the module encapsulated and framed, it must have a
final test to ensure its readiness for shipment. The timing is not too
critical, as there are 19 seconds allocated per panel for test. A
pulsed solar simulator should be used, and a performance label can be
made and applied at this process station. The final performance data
should be input into the central processing system to keep process
controls updated.
Input Requirements/Characteristics
• Completed panels on a conveyor with contact
points uncovered.
Output Requirements/Characteristics
• Tested and classified panels.
Materials and Supplied Used
• None
Equipment Used
• Solar simulator.
• Label printing and attachment machine.
Critical Review
This common process is presently utilized in the same
application and will require little, if any, modification. No pro-
blems are anticipated in automating the existing procedure. Off-the-
shelf components can be assembled for module handling and testing.
38
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2.1.15
	 Packing and Shipping
Description
This step should be made as simple as possible to
reduce time and material3. When optimizing final panel size and
shape and panel edging and framing, the impact at this step must
be considered. A special arrangement of materials handling equipment
will be used to palletize the modules.
Input Requirements/Characteristics
•	 Finished, tested modules.
Output Requirements/Characteristics
• Packaged modules ready for shipping.
Materials and Supplies Used
• Packing crates and materials.
Equipment Used
•	 Crate wrapping, sealing machine.
• Convevors.
Critical Review
Packaging does not pose too many problems, as long as
the system handles the glass panels properly. Considerations for
packaging and shipping should be taken into account when designing
framing. The modules should probably be palletized, possibl y with
the same packing that the input glass comes in.
This is a common material-handling situation encountered
and successfully accomplished in all manufacturing situations, and
requires no verification.
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3.0 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF BASELINE PROCESS SEQUENCE
The baseline process sequence has been modeled using the
Solar Array Manufacturing Industry Costing Standard (SAMICS).
The SAMIS system takes all the process parameters and
determines a selling price by modeling all direct and indirect costs,
as well as modeling profits. Details of each process with associated
direct and indirect requirements and costs are given.
The process sequence was modeled within a projected 1986
industry. Two companies were formed: CELLCO, which manufactures cells
from as-sawn Czochralski wafers, and MODULECO, which manufactures solar
modules which have been encapsulated and framed.
Initial industry simulations resulted in a production volume
of 200 Mw/Yr at a 1986 selling price of $.82/watt (1980 dollars). Further
simulations were performed with continual improvements being made to the
processes. The most recent simulation (which is more accurate than previous
simulations with respect to commodities used) provides a production of
500 Mw/Yr of completed modules which are 4-feet by 8-feet using cells which
are 12.3% efficient. They are produced at a 1986 selling price of $.74/watt
(1980 dollars).
This run was done in early 1979 using the then-current SAMICS
rood; the output from this run is presented in Appendix A. However, there
have been several SAMICS updates since this run was made making it somewhat
dated (e.g. results are presented in 1975 dollars).
For this reason, the Format A, B and C data for the simulation
are included in the Appendix. Should a more current simulation be desired
(to take advantage of current SAMICS mods, updated database, etc.) one can
be done using these data.
No SAMICS simulation was performed for an industry using
programmable automation. Ho-gever, data on a programmable automation process
are presented in Format A form in Appendix B. These data are based on the
prototype system developed by MBA under this contract. The system itself
is described in Section 5.0.
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This process (called ROBOTBOND) can be run either stand-
alone or as part of the whole industry. When used as the latter, it replaces
both the processes CELLAY and LAYUP.
I
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4.0 'VERIFICATION STUDIES OF PROCESS SEQUENCE STEPS
The major effort under this contract has been the development
of a prototype automated layup and interconnect system using an industrial
robot. This system is covered in detail in Section 5.0.
Other efforts have been directed toward process development
and verification of a few steps within the process sequence. Lost of the
efforts have been in the area of aluminum back surface field formation,
and module edge sealing and framing. Additional efforts have been spent
in the areas of process scaleup of etching and cleaning processes and
plasma edge etch of wafers. Details of these efforts are given below.
4.1
	
Etch and Clean
4.1.1	 Damage and Texture Etch
The use of acid mixtures to remove saw cutting damage
from the surface of a silicon slice is a costly and time-consuming
process. Not only are acid etchants expensive, the N 204 fumes generated
require thorough scubber systems. In addition, the actual quantity of
etchant utilized is typically greater than the stoichiometric quantity
of required. For these reasons, sodium hydrosi,le has replaced acid. ire
etch rate is predictable (therefore controllable) and does not generate
toxic fumes, although the hydrogen evolved in the reaction must be diluted
with air to maintain an H 2 concentration of less than 4% (the minimum for
flammability). It should ^be noted that the technique is not applicable
to 1-1-1 orientation silicon.
A minimum of 1.5-mils must be removed from each side of
a wafer if that wafer has been cut with an I.D. type saw. (Only 0.5-mils
need be removed if the slices have been cut with a slurry saw.) Insufficient
material removal is evidenced by low open circuit voltage and high leakage
currents. When etching silicon wafers, the spent sodium iydroxide is
replaced according to the following equation:
Si + 2NaOH + H 2O = Na2 SiO3 + 2H,,
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For each 28 grams of silicon removed, 80 grams of sodium hydroxide
is required and water is added to a fill line on the inside of the
etch tank by a float control. The density of silicon may be taken
as 2.23 gm/cm3 except for the first mil of material which is spongy
(due to cutting damage) and may be approximated as 1 gm/cm 3 . After
damage removal etching, the wafers are quickly removed to a cascade-
rinser (to minimize air exposure and staining) in preparation for
texture etching. Each basket of slices is then transferred sequen-
tially to another tank containing a low concentration of sodium
hydroxide, two to three percent in water, with a small quantity of
isopropyl alcohol to precipitate the sodium silicate which forms.
The tank is stagnant (except for the hydrogen percolation) and main-
tained at 80 + 1 0C. After 20 minutes in this tank, the 1-0-0 wafers
have become texturized (tetrahedral pyramids cover the surface) and
are transferred to another cascade-rinser. The reflectance as a
function of wavelength is shown in Figure 4-1 for the typical slice
produced by this process.
4.1.2	 Pre-Diffusion Cleaning
The major contaminant in sodium hydroxide is iron.
This tends to plate onto the silicon surface during etching and must
be dissolved along with any residual sodium hydroxide, although the
presence of sodium ions is not as deleterious to device performance
as with other types of semiconductor processing. This function is
accomplished through the use of sulphuric acid soak (3% in water for
a time period of 10 minutes). A low concentration is used to permit
complete iron solvolysis without re-deposition as an insoluble salt
and it is neutralized by dumping with the sodium hydroxide contained
in the texturization tank. Another cascade-rinse station follows
the acid bath and the wafers are now spun dry in a commercially avail-
able spinner rinser.
ASI has etched 400 four-inch wafers per hour usin_,
the process described. The sodium hydroxide replacement technique
was shown to be a satisfactory production procedure for 12 continuous
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300 wafer lots. The wafer-to-wafer and batch-to-batch uniformity
being well within a production tolerance of + 1 mil. Process control
equipment will be specified for monitoring and maintaining the
solution conditions by gradual addition of sodium hydroxide.
4.2	 Edge Etch
The proposed cell making process sequence includes a
chemical vapor deposition and diffusion step to provide junction
formation. The technique used to mask the back of the wafer from
receiving a large quantity of dopant is to diffuse the wafers with
two inserted in each quartz cassette slot. In this manner, the wafers
mask each other. The edges of the wafers receive a large quantity
of dopant, and the backs of the wafers receive a varying dopant
layer which falls off to 2:ero at the center of the wafer back. This
imperfect masking provides a current short of the cell front-to-back
and must therefore be removed. Conventionally this has been removed
through the use of wet acid back etch. The desire to remove the
requirements for an intermediate wet etch step has led to investi-
gations of other techniques. ARCO Solar originally proposed the
substitution of plasma back etch for chemical wet etch. During
experimentation with back etching, it was found that the desired
performance could be arrived at by removing only the diffused edge
of the wafer. This technique removes a back etch process, but adds
a plasma edge etch.
Several techniques for materials handling through such
a station could be used. Edge etching in a moderate size plasma
etcher requires approximately a 15 minute sequence. Wafers are loaded
into the reactor, on boats or fixtures made of aluminum, glass or
plastic. Then the reactor is sealed, and evacuated by a mechanical
pump. Gas flows into the reactor, passing between electrodes that
supply electrical energy (from a RF generator) to convert the gas
into plasma. Gas flow, electrical power input, processing time and
other variables are governed by a control unit.
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The gases used most frequently to generate plasmas
for manufacturing process are oxygen, argon and freon 14. They are
inexpensive and are readily available in cylinders from suppliers
of industrial gases.
One technique which can be used to mask the front
and back surfaces from being etched during the process is to design
a carrier which holds a stack of wafers with the front and back sur-
faces of adjacent wafers in contact. Loading into and out of a
plasma etcher could be done manually or with an automatic loader/
unloader.
Cells are currently being edge etched by coin stacking
and exposing them to a CF4 + 02 plasma for a period of about ten
seconds per wafer. The plasma etching apparatus for accomplishing
this task is similar to that disclosed in U. S. Patent 3795557.
4.3	 Aluminum Back Contacts and Back Surface Field
Formation
4.3.1	 Background
The use of a back surface field to create an acceptor
gradient at the back side of a solar cell has the following advantages:
1) An increase in open circuit voltage is observed
for all resistivities greater than 0.8 ohm centi-
meter.
2) The short circuit current of the solar cell is
enhanced, particularly for bulk resistivities in
the range of 0.8 to 1.0 ohm-centimeter. This is
a result of increased long wavelength response.
This particular effect is of substantial signi-
ficance in optimization of poly-crystalline device
performance.
3) A back surface field provides a greatly reduced
back contact sheet resistance. Sheet resistance
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on the order of one to five ohms per square are
typical. This low sheet resistance makes it
feasible to utilize a gridded back contact pattern.
4) The curve fill factor obtained for high resistivity
devices is substantially improved over that of a
non-field solar cell.
Although any conventional acceptor materials such as
boron, aluminum, gallium or indium may be utilized to form the back
surface field, the greatest success has been achieved while utilizing
aluminum. Aluminum is an ideal material because of its capability
to dope silicon to high levels (10 18), and because it alloys with
silicon at a relatively low temperature (557 0C). This alloying
action makes it possible to form the sharp junction which is essential
for optimized back surface field performance.
The alloying action is also capable of gettering
substantial quantities of impurities from the bulk of the silicon.
This particular effect has not yet been optimized on a production
basis but offers the possibility of manufacturing efficient solar
cells from metallurgical grade silicon. The back surface field
impacts crystal growing technology, both because it is effective with
any silicon crystal orientation, and because the allowable resistivity
spread for any given slice is quite large. The back surface field
further opens options in sawing technology because it permits full
efficiency devices to be manufactured from slices only five mils
thick. Finally, aluminum is the ideal back surface field material
because it provides a low cost back contact which is environmentally
stable and because it segregates the unwanted parasitic diffusion
normally removed by wet processing techniques from the back side
of a solar cell.
4.3.2	 Prior Techniques Utilized in Formation of Aluminum
Back Surface Field
Since 1972 evaporated aluminum has been utilized as
the primary method for obtaining a back surface. The technique
f1
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typically employs vacuum deposition of an aluminum layer between
5,000 angstroms to 8 microns thickness. Following this aluminum
evaporation an alloy sequence is accomplished. The sequence typically
consists of heating for periods of 10 to 30 minutes at a temperature
of 750 to 9000C. Although the technique is often effective, it is
quite erratic in formation of a fully enhanced back surface field,
evidenced by a greatly improved open circuit voltage. The unpredict-
ability of the evaporated aluminum method as well as the lack of
a high yield of fully enhanced devices has made it a cost ineffective
technique.
In 1975, experiments were begun to fully characterize
the reason for this lack of process control. The most significant
variable apparently is the interfacial layer between the aluminum
and silicon. An alternative technique has been devised which in-
voles utilization of aluminum powders as the source for the acceptor
material. Upon heating an aluminum powder material in an oxidizing
atmosphere, a highly exothermic reaction occurs. This reaction over-
comes the initiation problems encountered with evaporated aluminum
layers and has been demonstrated to provide nearly 10 millivolts
more open circuit voltage in completed devices than was observed with
the best of evaporated aluminum layers. The significant variables
associated with the powder process are the thickness and temperature
profile associated with field formation.
Initial work was performed by printing aluminum on
wafers and firing them in a open tube. Silicon wafers of three-inch
diameter were diffused and printed with both commercially available
e.g. Englehard A 3484 and Plessy LP19-4662 and ARCO Solar aluminum
paste. All paste materials were fired at 900 0C in an air atmosphere
for times periods of 40 to 60 seconds in an open tube. This type of
procedure had been previously utilized successfully for two-inch
diameter wafers but never for three-inch sizes. The major difference
found in going to the large diameter slice was in the time necessary
to achieve significant heat transfer for back surface field formation
(20 to 50 seconds).
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4.3.3	 Mass Production Technolo&y
ARCO Solar has purchased a radiant conveyor belt
furnace, Model GS-800, from Radiant Technology in Cerritos. This
furnace was used to demonstrate the feasibility of mass production
techniques for back surface field formation on devices more than
four times larger in area than any previously successful back sur-
face field device. Initially difficulties were encountered in
transferring the small scale tube firing technique to high through-
put belt processing. The significant variables identified and
characterized during the course of this work included heat up, soak
and cool down time with the furnace. Each of these factors must be
optimized in coordination. The first variable, heat up time, was
found to be most important. During this period, it is necessary to
drive off the volatile organic materials of the plasticizer binder
and initiate the exothermic reaction which is a key to successful
field formation. The lamps within the radiant heated furnace were
adjusted so as to provide for this hot entrance zone requirement.
The soak time was governed by the necessity to heat the wafer to a
temperature between 700 and 900 0C, but to maintain it at this temper-
ature for a short period (approximately 60 seconds).
Three-inch cells with an aluminum paste back contact
were successfully fired on this conveyor belt furnace to yield the
current and voltage enhancement typical of back surface field forma-
tion. The aluminum paste was printed and dried at 200 degrees centi-
grade. Wafers were passed through the furryace at a rate of 2.08
feet per minute with the maximum power settings possible. The cells
were above the aluminum silicon eutectic (557 0C) for a period of 90
seconds. These tests were performed with material of a nominal
resistivity of 5-25 ohm-cm. The starting lifetime of the material
was questioned and high purity IC grade wafers were tried.
A number of three- and four-inch wafers were fired on
the conveyor belt furnace. The aluminum paste utilized in these
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experiments was Englehard A3484. The paste contained no frit materials
and was printed and dried in automated continuous fashion. A sub-
stantial improvement was found in the substitution of low concentrations
of high viscosity ethelcelulose for the standard grade plasticizer
typically found in these paste materials. This improvement was not
observed in field formation but in the ability to clean and inter-
connect to the back side of the slice. A wide range of belt speeds
and peak furnace temperature was found to be suitable for optimum
field formation and production of low resistance back contacts.
Figure 4-2 shows field enhanced three-inch wafers.
After firing, the wafers were reloaded in cassettes
and processed through a hydrochloric acid rinse which strips the
aluminum dopant source leaving a P+ back. This allows the use of
a gridded silver contact to be printed on the back. Less silver can
be used because of the low resistance which exists because of the
aluminum/silicon alloying. Future improv rrnents in wafer processing
should permit retaining the aluminum layer. This is dependent
upon devising an interconnection technique for reliable connection
to an aluminum contact. One technique may be to use an ultrasonic
solder bath to tin the back side of the wafer with complete coverage.
This tinning is necessary to seal the backside and prevent galvanic
corrosion between the aluminum metallization and the interconnect
material.
Since the back surface field as applied by screen
printing does not extend to the wafer edge, a slight voltage drop
occurs which is related to the area without BSF and the bulk resis-
tivity of starting material. For a full BSF:
J = J eqv/kt0
For a device which is partially BSF (A') and partially non-BSF (A")
J' =
	
J 'eqv /kt	 JIT =	 J "eqv"/kt0	 0
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for	 Area A'
	
Area = A"
I	 =	 J'A' + J"A" if the composite cell has the same
Isc as BSF.
J e
qv/kt
A = (J 'A' + J "A") eqvl"/kt0	 0	 0
J 'A' = J "A"
qv/kt = o
	 o	 qv"/kt
e	 J A	 = e
0
Jo' = Jo
J
v-v"' = kt In (A' + J0	 )
0
A' =A - A"
v-v"I = kt In (1 - A + o	 All )
q	 A	 J0	 A
at short circuit, assume J ' = J "
sc	
sc , and at open circuit, assume
Voc = V
oc , _ .595
	
Voc" = .520
V - V"' = 0.0259 In (1 - A11 + 18.1 A, )
This allows the plot shown in Figure 4-3 to be made for V oc loss
as a function of the annular margin on a four-inch cell.
4.4	 Edge Sealing and Framing
4.4.1	 Material Analvsis
The panel edge seal, though a relativel
has the potential for increasing the resistance of the
mental conditions, aid in prevention of de-lamination,
an edge frame to the panel. Several types of sealants
thus far, with the major driving factor being material
satisfactory sealant performance, cost is the ultimate
y simple element,
array to environ-
and can bond
have been considered
cost. With
selector.
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The sealant industry was surveyed and potential materials
were examined. The various types include two part polysulfides, gunnable
sealants of various types, sealant tapes and hot melt adhesives. Table
4-1 details the sealants examined.
Polysulfides are currently being used in the insulated
window industry with application similar to solar panels. However, the
polysulfides are usually two part mixtures, slow curing (16 hours to 7 days)
and fairly expensive, approximately 3.5 times as expensive as the hot
melts. The gunnable sealants either remain a non-hardening putty or have
long cure times (3-7 days). The need for rapid throughput of the line
makes long cure time an undesirable characteristic. The hot melts typically
have open times less than a minute and are inexpensive costing from S.36
to $.16 per 4 x 8 panel.
Final analysis of the data gathered during this survey
pointed to two strong candidates for edge sealing materials: EPDM (hot melt)
and Butyl rubber (both hot melt and cold setting). Summaries of these
materials follow.
4.4.1.1	 Cold Butyl
Cold setting (aka compression setting or non-setting) Butyl
is used by automotive manufacturers to seal windshield and rear window
glass. A long ribbon or tape is placed in the channel and the glass simply
pressed into place. This arrangement must withstand 70 mph wind force	 1900F
(Ford Motor Company Test). This configuration -'Ls very similar to our
laminated-panel-and-edge-frame concept.
Cold Butyl is very attractive from a time and cost stand-
point. It adheres well to glass, requires no special application machinery
and has a zero cure time. It is already mass produced in ver y large volumes
(thousands of tons per year for the auto industry alone) so the price is
very competitive.
The only drawback is that current JPL edge frame design
requires a stand alone gasket. This is necessary to dimensionally stabtize
the panels and provide edge protection for frameless panels during shippin,z
and handling (frameless panels allow much higher packing densities ror
T
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shipping and warehousing). Unfortunately, cold Butyl cannot perform
this function, but due to its other advantages it remains an attractive
alternative should framing requirements change.
	
4.4.1.2	 Heat Cured
Both Butyl rubber and EPDM are available in heat curing
(hot melt) form. Both materials are comparible in cost and processing
characteristics. Both require extended (up to half an hour) cure times
at elevated temperatures. EPDM, however, appears to have the advantage
over Butyl with regard to physical characteristics. EPD%M is clearly
superior in the areas of ozone and UV resistance. It also has a broader
range of working temperatures (-60 0 to 3000F) than Butyl. There is
even a precedent in the solar industry. Two of the elastomer manufactures
are supplying EPDM to compalLi.es making thermal solar panels. Butyl had been
tried early on as a panel sealant but has been unanimously rejected in
favor of EPDM. Note: On!, should not base a decision on elastomers strictly
on current availability. The ability to formulate properties into
elastomers is quite extensive. One manufacturer (B. F. Goodrich) includes
several "recepies" with its literature. The best approach is to select an
elastomer family that has basic properties matching your basic requirements
(i.e. temperature range or transparency). It is then possible to "customize"
it with other, more specific requirements (i.e. UV and ozone resistance).
Some concern was expressed over the ability of either EPLIM
or hot melt butyl to adhere to glass. One suggested solution is to form
the side pieces from extrusions and bond them to the glass with adhesives.
	
4.4.1.3	 Conclusions
From the above analysis, EPDM appears to be the material
best suited to solar panel edge sealing. Unfortunately, we were unable
to obtain a sample in time to participate in the testing described in
the next section. When reading the test results, it must be remembered
that more work need be done to compare EPDM to the other materials tested.
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There are still many options to be considered as to the man-
ufacturing process to be used in forming the edge seal. The panels are far
too large for conventional injection molding. The pressures required for
an average panel would range into the hundreds of tons. Reaction Injection
Molding (RIM), which uses a t-vemical cure rather than heat and pressure,
is a possibility but requires more study. Transfer molding is, perhaps,
the strongest candidate as it uses lower pressures than standard injection
molding.
4.4.2	 Testing
There is a wide variety of materials currently being
used or considered for encapsulation of photovoltaic modules. After
a survey which considered materials used in production at this
time as well as promising candidates for the 1986 goals, the following
materials were selected for compatibility testing:
• Glass
• Wood
• Acrylic
• Polyvinyl Butyral (PVB)
• Ethelene Vinyl Acetate (EVA)
• Tedlar
• Silicon
• Glass Reinforced Concrete (GRC)
• Aluminum
It is felt that testing of these materials will cover
a broad range of encapsulation schemes. Three moduel designs wree
deckled upon as follows:
Module No.	 Materials
1	 Glass, PVB, Tedlar
3	 Acrylic, EVA, GRC
3	 Acrylic, Silicon, Wood
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Applicability, adherence, and moisture resistance tests
have been performed with a number of possible sealant types. These tests
were performed by applying the sealant to strips of mylar (the more
difficult element of the laminated assembly to adhere to) under various
preparation conditions. Table 4-2 gives the sealants experimented with
during this period along with results and performance juc;gements.
The hot melt systems appear to be the most applicable,
with the butyl based type performing especially well. The 1081 Butyl
manufactured by the HB Fuller Co., shows much promise. Appendix D gives
some performance data for this type of sealant.
These sealants have also been used extensively for
hermetic sealing of thermo-pane insulating windows. Performance requirements
for insulated glass are similar to those for edge sealing of solar modules.
SIGMA (Sealed Insulate' Glass Manufacturers Association) has set up accelerated
weathering tests for insulated glass. CE Glass, a manufacturer of insulated
glass has performed extensive testing of HB Fuller 1081 butyl sealant
comparing its performance to polysulfide. Appendix E gives the Sigma
weathering test procedures as well as-the CE Glass test procedures used
for the butyl weathering tests. The less expensive butyl (approximately
$1.25 per pound) was shown to perform better than the polysulfide in
all cases.
HB Fuller 1081 hot melt was successfully used to apply
the frames and edge seal to two 1' x 4' modules. The sealant was applied
into the channel of the frame with a Hardman Polymeric Sealant Applicator
(PSA) model 240, shown in Figure 4-4. A specially designed nozzle was
used to get material distribution over the sides and bottom of the channel,
leaving a slight space for the module to be inserted and reducing the
need for the viscous material to flow out along the sides of the module.
Open times were sufficient to allow good flow characteristics and adhesion,
even though the sealant was applied with a hand held gun and consequently
was slower than possible with automation. There appears to be no nee.'.
to preheat the aluminum frames. Plexiglass frames were constructed and
used in some of the framing experiments to verify that no bubbles were
entrapped.
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Appenidx F contains information on several available hot
melt sealant application systems available from various manufacturers.
Included is a very recent development that may impact edge
sealing. This is the FoamMelt TM
 system developed by Nordson Corporation.
In this system an inert gas is mechanically introduced into a hot melt
adhesive and held in solution such that the adhesive can be applied in a
foamed condition. This foaming action is a primary element that enhances
hot melt's already desirable characteristics.
Some of the benefits claimed for this system by the manufacturer
include:
• Increased open time
• Faster set time
• Improved Spreadability
• Volumetric Increase for greater filling capability
• Improved Wetting
• Lower Heat Density
• Reduced sagging or running
• Reduced adhesive consumption
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5.0 HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT OF AN AUTO1MATED LAYUP
AND INTERCONNECT SYSTEM PROTOTYPE
The main effort under this contract was the design and
fabrication of a prototype array layup and interconnect system using an
industrial robot.
The robot general enough for this task, and one that could
possibly be used for other handling tasks within the process sequence, is the
Unimate 2000 series industrial robot. Some performance data for this
robot is given in Appenidx C.
Before any design or construction began, a sizable analysis
was done to determine an optimal system configuration. This analysis
addressed such areas as workload distribution (how much to be done by
the robot versus a piece of dedicated equipment), bonding methods, end
effector Sthe robot's "hand") design, and alignment techniques (to put
the randomly oriented cells in the correct alignment). The details of
this analysis are presented below.
5.1	 Options
There are several options for lay-up and interconnection.
These include placement and interconnection of the cells into a ribbon
or other convenient sub-unit. The sub-units wouJ.d then be placed and
connected into the module configuration (as a hexagonally close packed
module for instance). Another option would be to place an interconnect,
place a cell and iterate until the module was complete. Then a reflow
scheme would finish the interconnection. A third alternative would
place a cell and electrically bond it to the adjacent cell in one operation.
The first option would be fast, as the robot would be placing more than one
cell at a time. However, another robot (or piece of dedicated hard auto-
mation equipment) would be needed to form the sub-unit. The versatility
would be severely restricted as the end effector would be designed to pick
and place a specific sub-unit. Variations in size and shape of the cells
would alter the relative position of the cell's center increasing the
complexity of the tool or requiring a separate one for each shape variation.
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Placement of the cells and interconnect hardware alternately gives greater
versatility but would be slower and require a reflow step. The pick,
place and interconnect configuration offers more speed than the placement
of cells and interconnects separately.
Options in cell handling techniques include mechanical and
vacuum pick-up. Vacuum handling offers versatility, using a suction cup
which can pick up any size and shape cell. A mechanical gripper would
be complex if it were to accomodate the range of cell types. A vacuum
cup is easy to control through the use of the robot memory and controls.
It can be compliant to cushion the cell and reduce damage during handling
and placement. Air eductors can also be used to create the vacuum from
compressed air.
An important trade-off to consider is the amoL;nt of work
to be performed by the robot itself versus a preparation station or another
robot. A preparation station could orient the cell and attach interconnect
hardware in preparation for the robot whose job becomes only to pick and
place and final connection. Another approach would be to have the robot
pick up the cell, orient it, attach hardware, place it, and complete the
interconnection. This would involve a rather elaborate end effector and
probably a longer cycle time. However, end effector design is restricted
by the limited maximum load of the robot ( 25 lbs. at maximum speed, 75 lbs.
maximum at reduced speed) which precludes very elaborate designs.
5.1.1
	
Bond Methods
Several Bonding methods were investigated. The following
sections discuss the trade -offs with each method.
5.1.1.1	 Resistance Heating
Conventional resistance heating (e.g. soldering iron) has
the advantages of being both inexpensive and fully developed. It requires
no bulky power supplies or signal generators and is easily adapted to
an end effector. However, it is far too slow ( 5-10 sec. per connection) for
production line assembly. A different type of resistance heating was used
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with a prototype end effector. This technique used a low voltage, high
current pulse that passed through the cell and generated heat due to
the cell's own internal resistance. This end effector is described in
Section 5.2.1.2.1.
	
5.1.1.2	 Ultrasonic Bonding
This method shows great promise for interconnection of solar
cells. It uses a signal generator which can be remotely located and only
the ligthweight transducer need be mounted on the end effector. Another
advantage is that the bond is a direct metal-to-metal weld which requires
no solder or flux and effectively bonds both aluminum and silver; two
metallization systems used. The bond time is very fast (<0.5 s,..c.) and
energy consumption is low since the materials to be jointed are bonded
directly and surrounding areas remain cool. Unfortunately, our investigation
shows that near optical-bench stability is required to assure reproducible
bonds. Vibrations from roof-mounted air conditioners and closing doers
were sufficient to degrade bond quality. Since these are several orders
of magnitude lower than vibrations at the end of the robot arm, this method is
unusable for our system. However, it still appears to be a good technique
for a hard automation system where vibrations can be more rigidly controlled.
	
5.1.1.3	 Laser Bonding
Laser cutting and welding are becoming quite popular in
industry and there are many off-the-shelf units that would be directly
applicable. Lasers have the advantages of being very fast and extremely
versatile in terms of pulse duration and focusing. This allows the laser
to be "tuned" for either welding or soldering. Although welding does
ai,;ay with both solder and flux, soldering is expected to be better for
bonding leads to solar cells. Unfortunately, industrial lasers operate
in the infared region and all of the materials presently under consideration
for leads and metallization patterns (A1,Ag,Cu,Sn) are hi ghly reflective
to IR. The very high initial pulse necessary to overcome reflective effects
and weld the lead material (=100w) could simply vaporize the lead and
damage the cell. Laser bonding holds great promise for industrial scale
r-
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production but has several drawbacks that made it unsuitable for prototype
development with the Unimate robot. Although the beam can be positioned
anywhere (through appropriate optics) once in place it must remain fixed
and the array moved under the beam. An X-Y beam moving system is avail-
able, but is is very expensive (150K) and moves only 16" x 16".
5.1.1.4	 Induction Heating
This fast bonding method has advantages similar to ultra-
sonic bonding in that the power supply can be remotely located with only
the coil mounted on the robot. Additionally, since heat is produced by
inducing eddy currents in the material rather than bonding by direct
mechanical vibration, the coil need only be brought into close proximity
to the material being bonded, rather than requiring a rigid, vibration
free, accurately positioned contact. All that is required is a slight
pressure on the lead to ensure contact during bonding.
Since it is a zone heating system, it does not have the
precise area control of a laser or ultrasonics; hance it would be used
to solder rather than weld, requiring the application of solder. Other
than that, induction heating seems to have the advantages of ultrasonic
bonding without the rigid requirements. We therefore decided to use
induction heating as the bonding method of our prototype.
5.1.2	 Metallization Pattern Recognition and Cell Orientation
Techniques
The cheapest and fastest method of cell orientation would be
a mechanical alignment on the flat. Many round wafers for solar cells
are made on the same production lines as those for the micro-circuit
industry. These have a flat machined onto the edge which the IC manufacturers
use to align the crystalline structure of the wafer for their many precision
operations. Solar ceLls do not require this precision and designing
orienting machinery around the flat increases the production cost of the
wafer through both the extra time and equipment required to machine the
R.
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flat and in material loss.* Many manufacturers produce square and hexagonal
cells which have ar inherent flat side and could use mechanical alignment.
An orientation system, however, should be able to accept cells of any
configuration. Barring the guarantee of a flat side, orientation can be
achieved by optical methods.
One such method involves the use of a negative image of
the metallization pattern to creat a moire fringe pattern when placed
over the cell. The object is to maximize the signal generated from the
reflection of the cell through the negative screen.
This method gives good continucus feedback a.,-,d can handle
to
 orientation relatively well. This is a simple and inexpensive optical
orientation method, but more flexible and accurate methods are possible.
Pattern recognition can be accomplished using a laser to
scan the metallization pattern and detect the reflection from the grid
lines with a photodiode, amplifier and comparator. Cuing beam splitting
techniques to get 2 or 3 beams, the alignment can be determined and
corrected by determining the period and phase difference between the scans
of the grid lines. The system could easily be programmed to recognize
and orient any type of cell or pattern.
The negative image method has been chosen as ar. adequate and
inexpensive method to orient the tells for p,ototype purposes. Laser scan-
ning techniques would probably be impelmented for production situations.
5.1.3
	
End Effector Design Criteria
The design and development of cell handling end effectors
was preceded by an analysis of the constraints and desi gn criteria
for the end effector and the options available for the sequence of steps
and techniques for layup and interconnection of a module.
*
This is more than just scrap loss since the macll'ined-off portion is active
cell area. Although it is only 0.8;0 of the total cell area, this is
equivalent to 24 cells/hr. on a line producing 3000 cell/hr.
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The constraints and design criteria considered were:
J
(1) Versatility
(2) Speed
(3) Accuracy
(4) Simplicity
(5) Light Weight
(6) Reliability
(7) Cost
The end effector should be able to handle the various sizes, shapes and
metallization patterns of cells and be able to place and interconnect them
into whatever module size and series/parallel configuration desired.
Proposals for hard automation assembly machines are in the range of 5 seconds/
cell. If the versatility of programmable off-the-shelf hardware is desired,
a sacrafice in speed must be tolerated. A target rate was set at h - 12
seconds/cell for robot pick-and-place time and 20 seconds/cell for over-
all system cycle time. This 20 seconds includes all cell preparation and
bonding. Cell placement tolerances requirements are expected to be different
for square and round cells. Simplicity of the end effector will reduce
the cost and increase reliability which should put the output in the 95`
range with overall system cost directed towards the LSA goals. A light-
weight end effector will reduce the inertial effects of the robot arm,
and keep it moving at its maximum speed.
5.1.5	 Conclusions and Selected Svstem
Based on the criteria given in the above analysis, we
arrived at a candidate system for prototype development. This system
is shown as an artist's conception in Figure 5-1. For simplicity, only
one of the ribbon feed and solder paste dispensing mechanisms are shorn.
In actuality, however, there are two of each of these since we are usine
an ARCO Solar cell which has a dual lead configuration.
11
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Our method, therefore, incorporates a robot end effector
which combines an induction heating coil and a compliant vacuum pick up.
This scheme of robot operation requires that it interface with a "smart"
preparation station. This station must accept standard H bar cassettes
of randomly oriented cells, unload the cells, rotate them to the orien-
tation the robot is expecting, apply the proper amount of solder paste in
the correct places, measure and cut lengths of interconnect lead, place a
stress-relief crimp in the correct place in the lead and do it all with a
cycle time less than or equal to that of the robot. The robot then picks
up this fully-prepared cell, begins heating it while "in transit", and places
the hot cell on top of the exposed, solder-coated leads from the previous
cell completing the connection. A small micro-computer is being used to
syncronize all of this activity.
5.2	 Hardware Description and Development
Following is a description of all of the equipment incorporated
into the system in its final form. This equipment is divided into mechanical
and electrical systems as they were developed separately. Development
histories are given only when it is helpful to understanding.
5.2.1	 Mechanical Systems
The major mechanical system consists of the preparation
station which is further broken down into its various sutsystems. The
robot end effector also comes under this heading.
5.2.1.1
	
Preparation Station
The cell preparation station is the major mechanical develop-
ment of this contract. It consists of several individual components
each of which will be discussed separately. Figure 5-2 is an overall
view of the station.
7'
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5.2.1.1.1	 Cassette Unloader
To unload the cells from the standard H bar poly cassettes,
we are using a Siltec model 2600A load/unload module. There was only
one modification done to the Siltec. As delivered, the cells emerge
from the cassette and stop at the edge of the unloader. The unloader
was modified to extend the drive belts out approximately 2" to the edge
of the vacuum chuck.
5.2.1.1.2	 Vacuum Orientation Chuck
As originally conceived, this was simply a rotating vacuum
cup that was attached to the underside of the cell after it was unloaded
from the cassette; its sole purpose being to provide rotation for cell
orientation. By the time the first prototype had been built, however,
its role had been expanded. It was now seen as the platform upon which
all of the cell preparation would be performed and it operated in two
modes: pressure and vacuum.
The first mode (slight positive pressure) makes the chuck
an air table allowing the cell glide off of the unloader without touching
the chuck's surface.	 The pressure also extends the cell locating pins
which correctly locate the cell on the chuck regardless of whether or not
the cell has a flat (Figure 5-3). The chuck is tilted approximately 5 
from the horizontal to allow the cell to glide "down hill" into the
pins. The second mode, vacuum retracts the pins and clamps the cell to
the chuck with a force of 50 - 70 lbs. It was found however, that reverting
to the first mode (pressure) when releasing the cell caused slight dis-
locations in cell position as well as re-extending the locating pins which
interfered with robot operation. It was decided to add a third mode, ambient
pressure, which breaks the vacuum to release the cell, but does not cause
cell motion or extend the pins.
The vacuum was originally supplied by a standard shop
vacuum pump. A problem was encountered, however, with the high leakage
rate around the retractable locating pins. This tended to overwhelm
vacuum pump leading to aloss of hold down force. The solution to this
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problem, was to replace the vacuum pump with a commercial eductor or venturi-
type vacuum generator. This device uses a compressed air stream to "generate"
a high flow-rate, low grade vacuum. This is precisely what is required in
our high leakage rate situation. The main drawback is that the hold down
force is reduced to 5-10 lbs., although this is sufficient for our purpose.
As mentioned, early tests of the vacuum chuck showed hold down forces of
approximately 70 lbs. but those tests were made before the locating pins
were installed. The two big advantages to using the eductor are 	 1) the
vacuum is constant (the vacuum pump would atart at very high vacuum levels,
approximatley 28 inch Hg, but would leak to 0 long before the cell was pre-
pared), and	 2) it does away with the external vacuum source requirement
simplifying the plumbing and making the station more self sufficient. The
only external requirements are a single AC line plug and one shop air
connection.
5.2.1.1.3	 Ribbon Feed
The ribbon feed assembly (Figure 5-4) consists of several
mechanisms, each of which will be discussed separately.
5.2.1.1.3.1	 Drive Rollers
The original prep station design had two sets of drive
rollers for each interconnect ribbon. It was determined, however, that
a single set of rollers is sufficient to feed the ribbon across the
entire length of the cell. The rollers have synchronizing gears which
insure that the rollers turn without slipping, which would cause the
ribbon to curl. The roller assemblies were narrowed from their original
size to allow the close (1.625") spacing of two feeds side-by-side which
is necessary for the simultaneous application of both leads. Both
feeds are driven by a single pin tooth belt located between them.
5.2.1.1.3.2	 Crimp and Cut Mechanisms
These were originally conceived as one device: a crimping
die placed close to the cell with a cutting blade on its rear edge. This
is sufficient for creating stub leads but in our s ystem the crimp must
be placed in the center of an 8" lead. It was determined that these
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functions would have to be separated. This could be done by leaving the
crimp block near the cell and move the cutter back 4". However, with
this configuration, when the robot lifted the cell, it would drag 4" of
solder paste covered lead through the crimping die. Smearing of the paste
and contamination of the die would be unavoidable. Therefore, in the final
design we have also moved the crimp die back 4" and placed it behind
the cutter. The lead preparation procedure now is to feed out half the
lead (approximately 4"), crimp it, then feed the remaining lead while
applying solder paste from a dispensing needle located just above the
cutter. The cutter is the last device through which the lead must pass.
In this way there are no verticle obstructions to the prepared lead when
the robot lifts it.
Although each of the leads has its own crimp block, they
are operated simultaneously by a single air cylinder through a "T" bar
and bell crank linkage. An identical arrangement operates the cutter
assemblies.
5.2.1.1.3.3
	 Hold Down
Interconnect lead hold downs (Figure 5-5) have been
provided in the prototype to prevent lead motions during robot hovering
and pickup maneuvers. There are two small, padded arms operated by a
single cylinder on a common linkage which clamp the leads to the vacuum
chuck's surface. The arms are articulated to swing out as well as up to
be completely clear of the lead during lifting by the robot.
5.2.1.1.4	 Solder Paste Dispensing
There are two sets of solder paste dispensers on the preparation
station. One pair is mounted on a bridge over the cutter assembly and
dispenses paste on the lead as it emerges from the feed assembly (Figure
5-6). T'Lze. other pair is mounted on a motor driven ball slide which first
extends out over the cell then lays down a bead of solder while retracting
(Figure 5-7).
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For the fixed solder paste dispensers, the supply tubes
are mounted in clips supported by uprights while the needles ride in
carriers in the bridge surface. For fast changing of the supply tubes the
needles car. be
 removed and in^,arted in the carriers without disturbing
the aiming alignment. Both carriers are spring loaded from the center
with adjusting screws on the outside. Once correctly aligned, jam nuts
maintain the adjustments. This mechanism is quite flexible as the
paste can be easily aimed to fall anywhere on the ribbon. Also, by
varying either the air pressure and/or ribbon feed rate, the bead of
solder can be made to form dashes (when the solder flow rate is less than
ribbon feed rate), solid lines (when the rates are equal) or even swirls
(when the flow rate exceeds the feed rate). Each set of dispensers has its
own in-line pressure regulator.
The original design of the moving solder paste dispenser
had the dispensing tips mounted on the end of a cantilivered screw cri-:e
with a single guide rod on the side. This lightweight mechanism was
inadequate for supporting two 30cc paste reservoirs. In addition, it was
slow (over 12 sec. cycle time), mechanically inefficient (the losses in
the screw drive causes the moor to stall occasionally) and inaccurate
due to excessive backlash and bearing slop when fully extended (which
caused binding further increasing the load to the motor). It was
replaced by a rack and pinion drive attached to a commercial ball slide.
The ball slide has a much larger load capacity than the screw drive and can
operate at much higher speeds. Other adva:tages to -uhe ball slide ar-a Much
higher mechanical efficiency (approximately ^"% compared to 40'') and much
greater tracking accuracy. The total sideways deviation is onl y 0.005"
at full extension compared to more than 0.1" for the screw drive. (::ete:
contact pad width is 0.1"). For robot clearance purposes, the supply
tubes are laid back at approximately 15 0 from the verticle. The needles
also ride in carriers and an aiming device identic'e to that of the fixed
dispensers is used.
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We briefly investigated solder coated lead material. This
would eliminate the need for solder paste dispensing and all of its attend-
ant mechanisms. Our results, however, were not encouraging. Using solder
coated leads it was found that very poor bonds, or no bond at all, were
formed unless flux was also applied. Even when flux was applied, the bonds
were inferior to those made wit ►► solder paste. These results are consistant
with the conclusions of other contractors in the LSA project. In any case,
flux dispensing mechanism would be nearly indentical to one for solder paste
dispensing and would cancel any mechanical simplifying. The big -!vantage
in doing away with solder paste and/or flux is that the post-bonding cleaning
(to remove flux) is no loinger required, thus saving a process step.
Due to its inherent advantages, MBA feels that solder coated
lead material deserves further study. A corm of solder-and-flux coated
lead may prove to be a workable combination with correct flux compounding.
5.2.1.1.5	 PRtical Orientation
The optical orientation system works on a simplified version
of the principle describes in Section 5 1.2.
The optic4l sensor consists of a lens which focuses an image
of the cell onto a mask, behind which is a photovoltaic cell. (See Fieure
5-8). When the cell is in the proper orientation, the image of the bright
metallization pattern is admitted by the mask (actuall y a series of blocking
sli.t:.) raising the output of the photocell. The phe.,omenon involved is
simply the greater reflectivity of the silver in the metal;i_, ation pattern
compared to the adjacent silicon surface.
Although simple in design, the sensor works flawlessly.
When coupled with the correct computer program and control electronics,
it will consistently orient cells to within '1 0 , which is the positional
lianit of our turntable.
A necessary addition is that of an auxiliary light sr.^rc_-
This is to compensate for the unpredictable nature of the ambient light
in the area that the station is to be located. A moving person or object
(such as the robot) casting a shadow on the cell during orientation could
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degrade the signal sufficiently to cause problems.
The crystalline nature of the cell's surface causes
secondary reflections at about 45 0
 from the vertical. If the light source
is placed at or near this angle it causes a contrast reversal as seen
by the sensor, i.e., the metallization appears as a dark pattern against
a bright surface. This is easily prevented by careful lamp positioning.
An other problem is that there is a 60 Hz "hum" superimposed on all lamps
that use line current, even incandescents. Experiments with various
lamps showed regular room lamps with low temperature filaments to be the
worst. In some cases the amplitude change due to the hum was greater than
that we were trying to measure due to the cell rotating. It was found
that higher temperature filaments (higher wattage bulbs) suffered less
from this problem so we are using a 600 W movie illumination lamp and
reflector as a light source. A better solution for a production machine
would be to use a focused DC lamp of much lower wattage as 600 W is
five to ten times more power than necessary to make the sensor work.
5.2.1.2	 End Effector Development
Effort on end effector design was concentrated in two
areas: Robot feasibility studies with a resistance-heating type bonder and
experimentation with various induction coil configurations leading to
the end effector design.
5.2.1.2.1
	 Resistance Heating End Effector
A series of tests were performed with the end effector shown
in Figure 5-9. It consists of two spring loaded carbon electrodes beside
a centrally mounted vacuum pick up. It works by placing one electrode
oti the lead and the other on the cell's surface thus forcing the current
to pass through the solder joint. By using a fairly high current (=30A)*
intense local heating was achieved. This produced excellent bonds to Cither
side of the cell with a fairly short (= 1 sec.) bond time. However, this
was just a feasibility test. The end effector as-tested could only make
*
Surprisingly, tests performed before and after bonding showed no degrada-
tion of cell output regardless of which way the current flowed.
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short (<l") bonds and required the high precision positioning of electrodes.
5.2.1.2.2	 Induction Heating End Effector
5.2.1.2.2.1
	 Design
For an induction heating power source we used a Taylor-
Winfield Model 300 A generator. This unit produces 2.5 Kw at 450 KHz.
Several different coil shapes were tried, all designed to
concentrate the induced currents along the strips of the cell where the
leads are attached. It turned out, however, that the coil with the
fastest heating was a simple spiral or "pancake" :oil. Shown in Figure
5-10 is the coil used in the final end effector. The coil is made from
^4" thinwall square section tubing (a more efficient RF radiator than
round) and measures 4" in diameter.
Figure 5-11 shows the final end effector as mounted on the
robot. It consists of the coil described above encapsulated in silicone
RTV . The main body is formed of Plexiglass (the material also used in
the resistance heat end effector) into which the encapulated coil is
bonded. This is then mounted on a stand-off made o2 Delrin to remove
it from the steel in the robot to prevent any loss of RF energy. At the top
of the stand-off is a Plexigl.ass flange drilled to match the robot's
mounting flange. This makes the entire inside of the stand-off a vacuum
chamber. Small holes molded in a matrix between the windings of the coil
form the vacuum pick up. The encapsulant is thin towards the bottom to
get the coil as close as possible to the cell (necessary for fast, even
heating) and thick on top to act as a compliant coupling to compensate
for robot positioning tolerances.
5.2.1.2.2.2	 Testing and Modifications
The first end effector built to these specifications was tested
and its performance was quite satisfactory. There was a problem, however,
with uneven heating. This was due to the plane of the coil bein g non-
parallel tothe plane of the surface of the pottant where the cell is
attached during Treating. Where the coil was near the surface there was
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a hot spot. Where the coil was deeper there was a cold spot.
The coil was carefully broken out of the potting and tested
"bare". It proved to be quite efficient (bond time =3 sec.) with very
even heating. This further supported the sensitive nature of coupling
(the distance between the coil and workpiece).
With this in mind the coil was re-potted paying very close
attention to the coil depth during the molding and machining operations.
The coil was left somewhat deeper (about 0.5 ") than final design specs to
leave some margin for experimentation.
There were two areas where the end effector performed
better than expected. The vacuum matrix on the pickup surface did an
outstanding job. It never failed to achieve the pickup even with broken
or partial cells that exposed more than half the vacuum holes to air. This
capability is necessary for rejecting broken cells. It must be remembered
also that the interconnect ribbon was between the cell and pickup, further
reducing the possibility of a good seal. Additionally, no cells were
broken by the robot during handling tests, not even very thin (<10 mil)
cells with severe "potato chip" warping (although several were broken by
human handlers!).
We attribute this performance to two factors. One is the
broad surface of the end effector which supports the entire cell rather
than just one or two points. The other is that we are using an eductor,
identical to the one described in Section 5.2.1.1.2, as a vacuum source.
This low grade vacuum is very gentle on the cells and the high air flow
rate makes it quite insensitive to exposed air holes.
The other area in ,which the end effector excelled was heat
resistance. We are using General Electric RTV-11 as a potting compound
which has maximum temperature limits of 400 0F for continuous use and 4500F
for short periods. As normal soldering operations take place at 3500F
this i= 3ufficient. However, if the cell is broken or has a crack, the
!ddy currents tend to concentrate along the discontinuity c:.using
e,,;.,•%-me local heating to temperature in the neighborhood of 15000F
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(based on color).
Even at these temperatures, nearly four times the design
maximum for the material, the silicone did not melt, char or decompose
in any manner that would damage future cells. The only damage to the
end effector's surface was a dry decomposition of the silicone which
ranged from a fine powder to pieces the size of eraser crumbs. Although
this caused an erosion of the silicone surface, it did not seem to effect
the operation of the end effector.
A problem was encountered of the cells sticking to the
end effector after soldering due to the melted flux. To assure positive
release of the cell, the robot was re-plumbed to produce a positive air
flow out of the end effector during release. This gives the end effector
the same three modes as the vacuum chuck: pressure, vacuum and ambient.
5.2.2	 Electrical and Control Systems
From the outset it was decided to use digital control in
the operation of the preparation station. This technique, which uses
a micro computer as a system controller, allows the mechanical design
of the station to be simple and straightforward. This is due to the
fact that all of the "intelligence" of the system can be built into
the micro processor by appropriate programming rather than relying
on the elaborate mechanical design of cams and linkages. It also allows
the system to be extremely flexible as changes in operating parameters
(such as a new cell configuration) can be handled in most cases by simply
changing the computer program rather than by a mechanical redesign.
A cost/benefits analysis showed the Radio Shack TRS-80 micro
computer system (Figure 5-12) to be the most cost effective solution to
these control/processing requirements. The TRS-80 uses a Z-80 micro
processor and incorporates a BASIC Language interperter. The model used
has the Level II BASIC (which allows access to the computer's essembly
language" and 4K of RAM. This can be expanded to 16K or 32K at modest
cost.
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The following discussion is a detailed description of the
electronic hardware in the cell preparation station which interfaces the
output signals from the computer with the electro/pneumo/mechanical functions
of the preparation station.
5.2.2.1
	
Electronics Package
The electronics package performs three distinct interfacial
functions with the TRS-80; mechanical equipment interface, optical orientation
sensor interface and Robot interface. Figure 5-13 shows the location of the
electronic package components within the preparation station.
It is necessary to convert the parallel 8 bit data and
address information from the computer's output buss into discrete on/off
commands for each of the devices controlled by the computer. This is
accomplished by an Intel 8255 peripheral interface chip designed for this
purpose. A second 8255 is used as an input for interface for feedback
signals. The 8255's, inturn, interface with the following equipment.
5.2.2.1.1	 Mechanical Equipment Interface
The output ports form the 8255 cannot be connected directly
to the solenoid valves and stepper motors as its current capacity is far
too low. In order to operate these high current devices, an intermediate
driver board must be used. This board contains 22 driver circuits (only 19
are presently used) which use Darlington 2N 6055 power transistors to
switch the necessary current on and off. In between each driver and the 8255
is a Monsanto 4N33 Optical Isolator. This device (which is essentially
an LED connected to a photo transistor) allows information signals to travel
without direct electrical connections. In this way large current surges
(such as during solenoid valve operation) are prevented from reaching the
8255 thus avoiding potential damage. Fo- the input 8255, the signals pass
through a conditioning network consisting of a pair of blocking diodes and
fusing resistors. This protects the 8255 in a manner similar to the optical
isolators.
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7	5.2.2.1.2	 Optical Orientation Sensor Interface
The optical orientation sensor (Figure 5-8) is an analog
device and its data must be converted to digital form in order to be used
by the TRS-80. We used a National Semiconductor ADC 1210 analog to
digital converter for this purpose. However, the output from the sensor
is so extremely low that considerable amplification (on the order of 106
times) is required. A two stage amplifier using a pair of Motorola IMC 1556
op-amps raises the signal to a level detectable by the 1210.
	
5.2.2.1.3	 Robot Interface
The Unimate Robot was designed for use in industry where
hard-wired limit switches are used to signal the completion of external
tasks. Due to this "switch closure" logic, the robot is Lnable to under-
stand the "binary voltage level" logic used by t.-he electronics package.
Therefore, we used reed relays, driven by the 5255, to give the robot
the "switch closure" it is looking for. This also applies to the Siltac
cassette unloader since it also uses "switch closure" to initiate its
function.
The robot uses this switch closure two ways: for input
and output. When the input or "Wait External" (WX) is programmed into
the robot it will wait at that step until it receives a switch closure
signifying the completion of the external task. The output or "Operate
External" (Ox) closes a relay inside the robot presenting a switch closure
to whatever external device is being operated.
Being a piece of industrial equipment, the induction heater
also uses switch closure to start. As such, it could be operated directly
by the T.RS-80 via the reed relays. It was decided, however, that since
the robot and heater were bound in such a lock-step relationship (the
heater cannot start until the robot has picked up the cell and the robot
cannot release the cell until the heater has finished) that they would be
considered a single unit. The induction heater is controlled only by the
robot's internal program. The "heat-on" duration is controlled by the
heater's built-in timer.
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5.2.2.2	 Computer Program
The last portion of the station to be developed was the
controlling computer program. This was necesrsary since it was required
that the electro-mechanical portions of the machine be nearly fully developed
before the program could be started.
The first step in the computer program's development was
to write a single unifyin g
 program that would operate all of the functions
of the preparation station,signal the robot and Siltec cassette unloader
and do it all with the proper sequences and durations. This first program
was written in the BASIC computer language for ease of programming. BASIC,
however, is quite slow running for this purpose ( the cell, orientation alone
took over 30 sec.) so the next step was to speed up the program. This
was done by rewriting some of the subroutines of the program in much faster
running assembly language. The first to be rewritten was the cell orientation
routine. The assembly language routine cut the orientation time as order
of magnitude to just below 3 seconds.
Two other routines were rewritten in assembly language;
the ones controlling the ribbon feed and solder paste dispensing arm.- The
time saved by speeding up these three routines dropped the cell preparation
cycle time from 50 sec. (for an all BASIC program) to approximately 15sec. for
the final program.
5.3	 Operation Sequence
This description of the sequence of operations for the pre-
paration station will begin with a discussion of interface network's actions.
The reader should realize that when a description says "the computer commands
. . 
.11
	 "the valve is commanded . . ." that this refers alFo to the inter-
face network in operation. Figure 5-14 is a schematic representation of
the data flow within the preparation station.
5.3.1	 Command and Feedback Data Flow
The system is initialized by having the TRS-80 send out an
address on its output buss that the 8255 recognizes as "itself". It is
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then ready to accept commands from the TRS-80. A command comes in two
parts: address and data. The address tells the 8255 which of its 24 output
ports are to be used. The data says whether the ports chosen by the address
will output a high or low (on or off). Each port is connected to a 4,33
optical isolator which electrically separates the 8255 from the power
transistors. A "high" output form a 4N33 is enough to cause a power
transistor to switch, turning on the current to the chosen device. A
"low" output is insufficient and the transistor will switch off, turing
off the current.
Each stepper motor requires four driver circuits (Bence four
optical isolators and four ports on the 8255) and each solenoid valve
needs one. Since there are three motors and seven valves, this means a
total of 19 drivers, etc. are required. The driver board has 22 power
transistors on it and some room for expansion. The optical isolator board
has :4 circuits available to match the 24 ports on the 8255 although only
22 are used.
The feedback from the limit switches and robot OX rel<vs
works in a similar manner. The switches and relays present high or low
voltage levels (for closed or open contacts respectively) to the input
ports of the second 8255. When the TRS-80 interrogates the 8255 with an
address, the 8255 can respond with data indicating whether the input
port at that' address is high or low,
Data from the optical orienting sensor is processed the
same way. The output of the analog to digital converter is connected to
12 of the input ports on the 8255. This, in effect, creates a 12 digit
binary number representing the analog data from the optical sensor.
5.3.2	 Sequence Steps
Following is a step-by-step description of the cell
preparation, placement and interconnection cycle. Figure 5-15 is a time
line representation of the process.
1
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The gross steps involved in cell pceparation and interconnection
are as followst
1) Initialize System
2) Dispense Cell
3) Orient Cell
4) Apply Solder Paste to Cell
S) Form Interconnect Leads
6) Robot Pickup (Preparation Station returns to 2 and repeats
cycle).
7) Transport and Heat
8) Placement reflow (Robot returns to 6 and repeats cycle).
A detailed explanation of each of these steps follows.
1) Initialize. system - This series of commands sets the
preparation station to its initial conditions: The
vacuum chunk is rotated until the locating pins are
opposite the cassette unloader ('also called the home
position), the interconnect ribbon cutter is cycled to
trim any excess lead and the Siltec unloader lowers
the cassette to the first cell. All valves are commanded
to the off position. The robot's cycle must also be
started but this is not externally commandable and must
be done by the operator.
2) Dispense Cell - The cassette unloader is commanded to
dispense a cell. The system turns on the air to the
chuck and pauses about 2 seconds to allow the cell time
to travel down the belts and settle against the locating
pins.
3) Orient Cell - The cell is now clamped to the chuck's
surface by shutting off the air and turning on the
vacuum to the chuck. The cell is then rotated 360'
97	
s
in order to scan its entire surface and determine the
locations of the contact pads. The analysis of optical
sensor data is done real time (while the cell is rotating)
so that once the scan is completed the chuck can proceed
immediately (at its highest speed) to the correct orien-
tation without stopping to analyze the data.
4) Apply Solder Paste to Cell - The moving solder paste
dispenser arm is extended over the cell at maximum speed
until the limit switch is reached. Air is turned on to
dispense the paste while the arm retracts. The speed
of retraction is calibrated (empirically) to the maximum
that the flow rate of the needles will allow and remain
a continuous bead. This continues for a preset distance
until the dispenser reaches the end of the contact pads.
Air to the dispenser is turned off and the arm retracted
at maximum speed unitl the limit switch is reached.
5) Form Interconnect Leads - The ribbon is fed at full
speed until it is in the correct position for crimping.
Air to actuate the crimp die is commanded on for approx-
imately 0.25 seconds and the ribbon is again fed at
maximum speed until the crimp clears the paste dispensing
needles. Air to the lead paste dispensers is turned on
and the ribbon feed rate slowed to match the flow rate
of the needles. This continues a preset distance until
the front of the lead -eaches the far end of the cell.
At that point the ribbon feed is stopped, air to the paste
dispenser is commanded off and the lead hold downs are
activated. The cutter is operated for approximately 0.5
seconds to insure a good clean cut.
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6) Robot Pickup - The TRS-80 now interrugates the
robot to see if it is ready. When it is, s signal
is tent that starts the robot's program and it moves
into position over the cell. The robot signals the
TRS-80 that it is in position and at the same time
opens that valve creating a vacuum at the end effector.
The computer then turns off the vacuum to the chuck.
The lead hold downs are commanded to release and the
robot lifts the cell.
7) Transport and Heat - After the robot has lifted the
cell clear (about 2") it signals such to the TRS-80.
The computer then commands the chuck back to the "home"
position at top speed and returns to step 2 of this
sequence to repeat the cycle. The robot transports
the cell into 7, osition over its intended location in
the panel. It then starts the induction heater which
is under the robot's program control.
8) Placement and Reflow - The robot positions the cell
in place and waits for the heating cycle to finish.
This cycle is controlled by the induction heater's
internal timer. When the timer clocks out, the heater
signals such to the robot which starts its own internal
timer to allow the cell to cool. These timers are
continuously variable even during program execution
to allow total control over heating and cooling times.
The robot commands the vacuum off and the air on to
release the cell. The air is turned off and the robot
moves bick to its wait position in front of the preparation
station. It signals the TRS-80 that it is ready and waits
until signaled back that a cell is ready to be picked up.
The robot then repeats the cycle from step 6 of this
sequence.
i
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Critical review and verification have been performed its
the areas of plasma etch, aluminum back contact, panel edge sealing,
automated array layup/interconnect, and production variations due to
large diameter wafers.
Work in plasma etching has reached the conclusion that
plasma edge etching is superior to tack etching. Verification of this
process has been made with production lots of 1,000 being ;processed
with plasma edge etching technique. Performance of the resulting cells
are comparable to those cells being processed in a wet chemical back
etch line. Continued production lots are being run using the plasma
process.
Aluminum P+ back contacts have been produced in small
lots using automated production techniques. Some problems were
encountered in direct application to production size lots.
An EPDM based sealant appears to be the most applicable
for low cost moduli: edge sealing. Automation equipment could be designed
to allow rapid application of the sealant and/or frame.
The feasibility of using an industrial robot as the basis
for an automated layup and interconnect system has been demonstrated.
The system uses a "smart" preparation station to unload and orient the
cell, apply the solder paste and form the interconnect ribbon. The
robot picks up this prepared cell with a vacuum-based end effector and
bonds it into position in the array by refloc:ing the solder paste with
an induction heating technique.
This system can and should be expanded into one where the
robot can be used for the next steps in module production: encapsulation
and final panel assembly.
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APPENDIX A
SAMICS Data Inputs (Formats A, B and C)
and Completed Run For 500 Megawatt
Hard-Automation Industry
k,
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT C
INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION
*r.dt1*f,1*oROPMSION LABORATORY
 14111tw o •1 7 0 4000/0ity
rdnri 0e4 Grope Dr / tur4xa. Crli1 91 103
C1 Industry Referent SAM  I Cs-
C2 Description (Optional) 9 $^	 Sr-ft aax t7	 h dys ^ r,rf+
INDUSTRY OBJECTIVE 	
AC3 Industry Result 	 Nee"i ^oio vo l EslS bower C o qP	
I
C4 Quantity Produced Soo it /0 6 	 PC4 k - via ft S f Ye 0.
DESCRIPTION OF THE FINAL PRODUCT OF THE INDUSTRY
C5 Reference	 PJr N1	 Name	 s- k 	 Colo r mads2lel
C6 Production is Measured in	 Modyles / Agkc
- w4 E ^JC7 Hardware Performance	 Z $ Q Ft.* k 	 1110 1J ^^	 (C4 per C6)
C8 Product Design Description(Optional) 	 110 /Aar.,/Le	 GorintrJ! e	 S r,	 aL
suLa ted- t- dq e sea led An d Pramed,	 r A.- C Qffilc I I-P, ^ f, j
thodvif.S eire pa c k-a gej Aer^ l CA _
MAKERS OF THE FINAL PRODUCT OF THE INDUSTRY
C9 Compaiiy Reference
	 MoD "ECO
	
-Market Share	 '/a '^7o
Company Reference _
	
C6 LLCO	 Market Share	 Ll0 /,o
Company Reference	 Market Share
Prepared by	
6&4A-) Date 	3
JPL 3039 — S	 1177
A-1
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMATS
8	 COMPANY DESCRIPTION
err Fe^oevwroK wu loswtosY
Ca4/00'a" lsrnua of 7ot4mo108y
*100 0.4 Grorr Of 14114s do*o. Us/. 9 1103
81	 Company Referent MO D U L'g C O
82	 Description (Optional) 94 c2 M J r l S AM 14 S Ce 1- 6o -  M Q d u l e- Comfg n y
83 Product Produced Pk&Mo
84 Process Plt G M o o V L E
85 Intermediate Product	 T M o D
Process F /N A L T E s T
,otermediate Product 	 MO Ij
Process 1-8  I M SE A L
Intermediate Product	 is A/CAPN7b 0
Process Q n IV IJ
Intermediate Product 	 LA V M O Dw.
Process LA YUP
Intermediate Product	 P	 Im" C) 0
Process PP R E P
Intermediate Product
	
R l a Q 4 N
Process C ELI-,q Y
Intermediate Product
Process
Intermediate Product
Process
Intermediate Product
Process
Intermediate Product
P;•ocess
Intermediate Product
Process
86 Purchased Product	 Pc ELL S
B7 Supplier Company Reference	 C _ LL co Percent Supplied hGo %
Supplier Company Reference Percent Supplied
694^-)	
oat. 3Prepared by	 ,
APL 3038 — S	 11+77
A-2
9
a.^
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT B
--	 COMPANY DESCRIPTION
MY FROrVL21ON LABORATORY
c,dollrgM fosncwe of Tock" logy
Jon Oak afore Of / PHrlew. COW 9[743
81	 Company Referent C' L L C o
82	 Description (Optional) ,S^aada rd S A M I C S Wa Per- :6o - C *-I I Ccomi inar n
83 Product Produced	 PC ELLS
B4 Process P k G C E LL S
BS Intermediate Product	 F c W FCONT A cT'
Intermediate Product	 Q C w
Process
Process C ONT- f} c-T'
Intermediate Product	 E F-_
Process E !? G E • E rcH
Intermediate Product	 D W
Process D/ F F U S 1 o N
Intermediate Produ--t
	
op, Y (.0
Process Li p, y 
Intermediate Product 	 EA C- w
Process G L A N
Intermediate Product 	 T ( 3AFC- RS
Process 1 NS P E
Intermediate Product
Process
Intermediate Product	
.__.._.^
Process
Intermediate Product
Process
Intermediate Product
Process
B6 Purchased Product P	 5
B7 Supplier Company Reference 	 W 9 rE_R C O Percent Supplied	 100 70
Supplier Company Reference _ Percent Supplied
'	 3^Cj
Prepared by	 Date —L._117e
* \+Vf(FE Rco 	 is hGC. r+socl p J,ej /'p	 is inc,vsCI^^ • 	 +	 JPL 3033 — S 11177
LA-1 ire: i^, wav(ol Let tlne, co mpany t1%&4 produGe of
aS - Sawn C.'?--L.uaPers Prow poly •crysi6alll'no- St^llcort,
A-3
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY CONING STANDAr
1 .4L pA
FORMAT A
	 04 QV Its
Iry
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
ts* Fw1•vwsoly s.^s+oslw^roax	 Now Names given In brackets [ ]Cdil«otr tommm N Tukowd"4*V o.r crw. a. / Po.do... Cd.1. 9110) 	 are the name. of process a Abutes
requested by the SAMIC , III
comps. ter program.
Al	 Process (Referent( p 1L 6 )'Vi t7 V Ltd
A2 ( Descriptive Namel - 24t-kl,u s 44102 'S^/i r^^i y6
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 [ Product Referent) AO^ 6 M O /2
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Namel
	
P?' 4PO-dw % ^^ ^C.fG diJ0 Cow ?•^`iP,^.•vi
AS
	
Unit Of Measure (Product Units)
	
410 pp.,l  d`S
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS	 (Output Rate) (Not Thruput) , 	 C	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station
	
.2.
 y	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time]	 improcess Inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 6	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A@ Component (Referent] 	 tog!-r—gel2
Age Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional)
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices [Price Year]
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) [Purchase Cat) :5	 0 —
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life]
A13 [Salvage Value) ($ Per Component) 	 Z'000
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) ($,/Component)
	
I,, Of
-, 
L%	
._.
Note: The SAMICS Ill computer program also prompts for the [payment float interval), the [inflation rate table) , the
[equipment tax depreciation method] , and the [equipment book depreciation method) . In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, (1975.4.0), DDB, and SL.
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Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line At) 	 j'k,a-	 DpyLS
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)[Facilities and Personnel Requirements]
A16	 A18	 A19	 A17
	
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
	
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)
	 Units	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Machine)
v L a.,7	 2 r T`	 ,r,^.v^F,^ -rte ^.ti 3 Pica
0.6 yrJ	 + 2.^	 !►S ^J , '^f+ '	 C^ yt /7 Jt ^KS'L+tMM'^ GiCAZ
DO '^!	 N ' : w^, 1	 -'LAS= 'W Q/{3tG S /1^ ►91 A^Gri/17Y^Leal
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
[Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requier ;ent Description
Referent] [Amount per Cycle)
^./b 31 B 10 S2 /1 w /- z
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products)
A24 A26 A27 A25[Product Usable Output Per
Reference) Unit of Input Product Units Product Name
{/ Yt D 11 9 9 rr+ o DuuS I .«
	 ''r tc'	 '` ! ' S ^^ ` r'`
Prepared by
	 ^'%; f	 ' ^ Date	 .7 3
v ^
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037—S R 7/78
a
A-5	 ``'
SOLAR ARRAS" MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
SKY PBOPULSION LABORATORY	 Note: Names given In brackets [ 1Cdmb bslo uuru d Totlwolon
48M 0.* Grove M / Pa"14w, C.al. 91 103	 are tho names of process attributes
requested by the SAMICS 111
computer program.
Al Proem (Referentl 1rl^y4LTsT
A2 (Descripti" Name)
	
Ac 11EIZIA ` #,V D 1 	 ya
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Referenti 1240 Q
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Namel ?^f57?2y7 /1 ► a /^ UGS
AS Unit Of Manure [Product Units] - & a n cJ 6 t S
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A8	 [Output Ratel (Not Thruput) _	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Ming
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute[Processing Time]	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	
6	
_ Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component [Refannt)
	
7-ey? Z
Aga Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional)	 a67-,
yir ci^.G^S
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices [Price Year]
	
q 7 9
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) [Purchase Cost] 3 S O d U
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life] 	 ) d
A13 [Salvage'Value] ($ Per Component)	 'S .2'S'y
A14 [Removal and Installation Coat] ($/Component) 	 /000
Note: The SAMICS III computer program also prompts for the [payment float interval] , the [inflation rate table] , the
[equipment tax depreciation method] , and the [equipment book depreciation method] . In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 4.0), DDB, and SL.
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	 1
Prepared by Date _ ., . -:. '	 ....).
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Format A. Process Description (Continued)
A15	 Process Referent (From Pape 1 line A1)	 F,V,4i. Ir
PART 4 » DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18	 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units Requirement Description
Referent]
	
[Amount per Machina)
—
f 1`	 .^ w11C.	
.7	 1	 lt d.	 e4~^.{.w!_1.:w x
.e	 .`^+t1 ?	 L^^ ^
	
„f^r2. +'i if .1. W	'^
}yt`^
	 t	 N.4 Z ,^'^^ f, ^ ",L+'^ l4 '•^"
^'	 i. ^	 ,	 '^ 4r^	
.t ^^ti V	 .3` /'e	 • •► ^M,1 .	 rhj'^I' S L	 el
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirementsl
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units Requirement Description
Referentl
	
[Amount per Cycle]
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A26
	 A27
	
A25
[Product	 Usable Output Per
Reference)	 Unit of Input Product	 Units	 Product Name
REVERSE SIDE JFl. 3037-5 A7/7e
A-7
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
n
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
iar vweuLerorr r.wawaATOar	 Note: Names given to brackets [ JCJ.lmwie 141IN410 of Torkwelop
4400 pet Georg Dr. / PaeJowe, Cell 91103 	 are the names of proem attributes
requested by the SAMICS III
computer program.
Al	 Process (Referent] Ti?1 M 5 r"/4L-
A2 [Descriptive Namel 	 _ AI D41 y. "^ =SIG fir+ D rn2 /31++	 I4^toDaLG
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 ( Product Referent] 1' M100
A4	 Descriptive Name (Product Name]
	
F/,k/1s
	
^-0 Z ,) GC
A5	 Unit Of Measure [Product Units] 	 M °yy4^F's
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS	 (Output Ratel (Not Thruput) 	 '4j, o	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 ,overage Time at Station	 s	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute[Processing Time] 	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 S	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description]
A9 Component (Referent] 	 5FrIG fla
Aga Component (Descriptive Name( (Optional)
A10 Ban Year For Equipment Prices [Price Year] 	 of 79
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) [Purchase Cost] 	 y T000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life]	 19
A13 [Salvage Value] ($ Per Component)	 9 00.0
A14 [Removal and Installation Cost] M/Component) 	 /000
Note: The SAMICS III computer program also prompts for the (payment float interval], the (inflation rate table], the
(equipment tax depreciation method), and the (equipment book depreciation method]. In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, 0975, 4.0), DDB, and SL.
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Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A 15
	
Process Referent ( From Pays 1 Line A 1) M 5074^—
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PE:i MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16 A18 A19 A17
Catalog Number Amount Required
[Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent) [Amount per Machine]
A Ao6 ,/D '5!00 5 0 F'" m.+,yyi,4e-7-4.a,n.0	 Z^.ace ;^l
d G S+^ . /	 7 PAZ-5 a/!g //t 1sT f 9:AJLC 2.#1-	 S !r.r .A 4.r-7
:^ 't 7 3 : v n NS' 0.2s ^/^ ^^ !F'r' ,^ae.s, +n-^,s,r» <a` 	 . y+ ^er^i^:^	 '*^
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
[Byproduct Outputs) and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Cycle)
20 ib C7o4,44,25 ^^^F_	 ^s fIL
r 1 l b o n 9 i; ^-r- s^L u ti+ ; _yv .,	 .. ^1 /.!^Ct
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24 A26 A27 A25[Product Usable Output Per
Reference] Unit of Input Product Units Product Name
E1JG.^ ^ ►Yt D D 9' 9 9 ^o J3^ss^ r^,?^c^ L`.vc,tP5t^6.r-rc.^?	 Ir o^..L6
Prepersd by	 Tv1h ^^-^ Date	 2. 2-1-1!'7 2
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S R 7/76
4A-9
_1
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
n
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
C
Jell PROH1Lel of WWlde
	
	 Now Names given In brackou [ ]df«+w Guiwr^. st 7•.r,^..t.p
4WW 0.1 Gnr. Dr. / Pamdriw, C@W- 91103	 are the names of proem attributes
requested by the SAMICS III
computer program.
Al Proem ( Referent] 3 -RAJ 0
A2 [Descriptive Name( 	 I-IOA-07 AJP tJ r}a. v u n,	 N t v ^c. ^L^ L.l y A
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 [Product Referent] ,EAJ5-,2PP" 0 J
A4 Descriptive Name [Product fume] ^AJG^}r^S^cAT^:S M,04)04- ,f
A5	 Unit Of Measure (Product Units] M0,20-105
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 [Output Rate] (Not Thruput) 	 -Z, 13	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 9.	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time]	 in•prnr inventory)
A8	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	 9 `^	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description)
A9 Component (Referent] 	 /3ouDOR
Aga Component (Descriptive Name] (Optional)
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices [Price Year]
	
9
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) [Purchase Cost)	 GDG^O
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful LUG]
A13 (Salvage Value) ($ Per Component)
	
rio Do0
A14 [Removal and Installation Cat) (S/Component)
	
! o00
Note: The SAM ICS 111 computer program also prompts for the [payment float interval] , the [inflation rate table] , the
[equipment tax depreciation method] , and the [equipment book depreciation method] . In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 4.0), DDB, and SL.
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Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15
	
Process Referent (From Page 1 Line A1)	 L?oND
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18	 A19 A17
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units Requirement Description
Referent)
	
(Amount per Machine)
A 2 o6 N D	 7 e	 m,* uu 	iai,a,	 A
13 ^^^ ,gi
p
:: 17	 0 2 .q- PSt S ^y / S /^, ,-"' ,^ t	 ASS 47'"' orA
 /. ¢ y
,
.
!a
Y	 ♦ Qo 7
	
r^^ ^1 ^^ l f^^	 G yL+L^^w^Q ^+l^/^^ S	 i^1 i'^ J3 -^F^ ,1.4
ITT
	 M 14 % l".' V/'l.k^=
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
G / D 37^^_	 G'9 =,^	 1L rr N.2 cti^ sue; ••y,e
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products]
A24	 A26
	 A27 A25[Product
	 Usable Output Per
Reference]
	 Unit of Input Product
	 Units Product Name
Y'"^^ YV1O^
	 _	 ^ ^ g ^
	 rN6Dvta3 ^ w+^41C.LF. f ^2"iI^1372 Tt1/^	 1'►'1J :Yi.....=
Prepared by Deer 	 z
REVERSE SIDE JFL 3037-5 R7/78 	 g
A-11	 `~`
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
 
F1101PULSION witoan"BTp4cmemill Nob: Names Yan M bracket lasoioM• of TKIMbppeon o.b Gmry D.. / P"adome, CdW. 9110)	 an the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMICS III
compubr program.
Al	 Process (Referent) -4 AX  U P
A2 (Descriptive Name)	 A:4 UP 1 A1M,2 GG,VV t t.T AA-0 TLST
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Refenmtl	 /'M OD
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Name] y N sNGA211-jL ib-,0 2 A O t7ULdr
A5 Unit Of Measure (Product Units]- )"a 2 lu It&!
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 [Output Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 3 , 3 3	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 ' 0	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)
	 In-proem inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[User Fraction)
PART 3 — ECIUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
•r^sTF,z
Tryr
In,. d^ut 3
117,?
10000
14
! 007
6,
 
.?J
A9 Component [Referentl Mt d D L 4^4
Aga Component [Descriptive Name] (Optional) 't +4y s	 u P
N. 1^.QaA-E
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year] 1971 
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) [Purchase Cost) S 000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life] 17
A13 [Salvage Value] ($ Per Component) X000
A14 [Removal and irntallatlon Cost] ($/Component) / ,5-00 _
t
r
Note: The SAMICS ill computer program also prompts for the (payment float interval] , the [inflation rate table] , the
(equipment tax depreciation method) , and the (equipment book depreciation method). In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 4.0), DDB, and SL.
A-12	 JPL 3037-5 R7/7e
	 r 
"A
3
9
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line A1)
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements]
A16	 A18	 A19	 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
	
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Machine)
A 206w n	 X00	 S 4 FT'	 rAAN3AId.7 21,t 4 5,1,144 (N)
_fg30 Ail D
	 _	 +z C'	 i^^S v^^SN.tT ^6^.1C2AL- ^1sc^,.+^^Ja
a 1% 7 14 D. ! yes	 _	 2 s yr S M, !-'	 ^..^ a, ^,?lfaiAn.4 t JM t str .e
13 1zG^f	 O IS'	 ^24AfZJ/0"4T fL-e-7, 2,1AW9,S P" Ar.y`rA.1^AKi.^
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs] and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23	 A21
Catilog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle]
F& /goo 0	 —503	 ,3 2es al"
E G 1 700 0
	
1.0 b, SG
	
6© 0-	 ►w_ v v r A/YL 'S& —Y 2.4rr%
F 4	 o v D	 o ^r r^ 	_ t A S	 sc5 nc-,^ D^-s?r=
C / n -4 2 X	 . 04	 14 4,0 /t R	 EL .^cT.^tc iT'..
PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
	
/ 3 8o0	 , 07 (6 11	 m loute^ A-ag g
	
G2E Me--n	 999	 Mo .^ l^++oDriLf
A24	 A26	 A27[Product	 Usable Output Per
Reference]	 Unit of Input Product	 Units
A25
Product Name
19PLs ^AZen dN^DCt,G
Prepared by	 +	 Date 7-/2 3Z7 9
"AL P.VjE is
Q UA(.!°TY
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-3 R 7/78
A-13	 t.
PROCESS DESCRIPTION0
J10T lal0lULalON LAwONA"air
cdfl	 hu^ww. of rockoohn
I*V Od Gnw Dr. / I.W"Pjf , Cold. 9110!
Note: Names given M brackets ( I
are the names of proosee attributes
ecquested by the SAMICS 111
Computer program.
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
a
a
I
Al Proosse (Referent) _ 1PREP
AZ ( Descriptive Name) &A-Ar PAAA77W d i A.Oa L F	 6 c «*aS f Pv 11
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Referent) P?f MOD
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Name)	 00er- 1~S O-Z	 tM v QUI-A'
AS	 Unit Of Measure (Product Unitsl
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS (Output Rata) (Not Thruput)	 zr, !T,7
 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station
	
3. ° Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time) In-proem inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Frecdon
	 ' YS Operating Minutes Per Minute
(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description)
A9 Component ( Referent) PeaP	 PV 3 s7z
Aga Component (Descriptive Namel (Optional) P,4N0L 9zy, 	 '5'a0,44f
rAAe_)0iNi	 Fa .s.	 AyQ
A10 Ban Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) /170- 	 / 77 9
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 2 0- Ooo	 /!2 000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life] 7	 YO
A13 [Salvage Valuel (S Per Component) 1,0 049	 / vote
A14 [Removal and Installation Cost] ($/Component) 700	 040
Note: The SAMICS III computer program also prompts for the [payment float Interval], the (inflation rate table) , the
[equipment tax depreciation method) , and the [equipment book depreciation method] . In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 4.0), DDB, and SL.
A-14
JPL 3037-3 117/710
Format A: Proem Description (Continued)
Ai5 Process Referent (From Pope 1 line A0 PREIVP
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A76 A18 A19 A17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Machine)
A2 o 6-1 0 340 S$ f'r MA.VVI-tWjZ 2i,Wj	 SP9'0jZ Cr4'
L5 3c6-1 0 . 3.3'y sri, GJ►avr04-Z- jls4d,-.44-04
Q 3736/? ^O•^S i7.QS.rJ/S,S+i""" h^.9 3V7',6,y,+..^6`'	 .^+.^-	 z 	 -=-
/^ 3 G ^F' D O O ^ '^' ,^^ ^.r111 f/, ^ i"=" c' • L'z- '~^i• • r ^	 iH^^r'Er..^.lr+..`
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
[Byproduct Outputs] and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent) [Amount per Cycle)
L`/ ri z D It ScP is	 FL An, 	 /r ^r
^^ i 7 o c D ^ 9 ^/ . Z ''1 S^ FT	 ^^ L^ i J r iL,^	 Q^ r f,^^tT.s
C/ 012 -1 • 1 6 1 K w /412 _	 As/- jltT.2/r.
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A26	 A27
	
A25[Product
	 Usable Output Per
Reference)
	 Unit of Input Product	 Units	 Product Name
I
Prepared by	 Date Z^. zS / q	 ,
REVERSE SIDE JFL 3037-S R 7/713
A-15
.A
SOAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
isr ^so^ttwro01017040010"x 	soatr	 Note: Names given In brackets ( )CdH•nJr bu^awi
4+w 0+4 6"0000" / lr./ww, Cdr/, $1 10!	 are the names of proosss attributes
requested by the SAMICS III
computer program,
At	 Prooeas (Referents C t_ i4 A ^
A2 ( Descriptive Namel L A y L 2	 A l h3 Q, ^N
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 ( Product Referentl Q 1 AA041
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Namel g liLh Q 1 AA&Aj O Pr GreLLS
A5 Unit Of Measure (Product Unitsl
	
R ) A d •N
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
Ae	 (Output Ranl (Not Thruput)	 3. 33	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 • 3C	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time] 	 In-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	
9 -T—
	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
Ag
	Component [Referent)	 R  is G'r+'s
Aga Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) 	 ^tlede,a^
A10 Sere Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 	 l9 71
All 	 Purchase Price IS Per Component) (Purchase Cost)
	
75"000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life]
A13 (Salvage Valuel ($ Per Component)
	
3 0049
A14 [Removal and Installation Cost) ($/Component)
	
/1'.00
Note: The SAMICS 111 computer program also prompts for the [payment float Interval], the [inflation ran table], the
[equipment tax depreciation method] , and the [equipment book depreciation method] . In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 4.0), DDS, and SL.
A-16	 JPL 3037-5 A7/78
Format A- Process Description (Continued)
A 15 Proem Referent ( From Page 1 Line A 1) 	 j
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18	 A19	 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expenes , 41m	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units	 Requirement Description
Referentl
	
(Amount per Machine(
i4
a.^.^ pt I
'D —	 4,040  	 :5 
`
0 P T'	 , M A^J^f. Z /?1,t/ ( S ^AGt3"
-4 epi..L^ ..^	 ^ 2 S	 P1R3^ L`^^ N` !^	 .r! iriL: el rf L i+Fl ^ ^.r+^f^ dig /
rA 16 Tr	 3	 /ail sti^^41^ , 	 'ce°u" -:i^o,w., a ne.t:. .:r'*•"
_
.r s '; •'^^"^1 /	 l^ p ^I ^	 pr2 S aJ f S h^i t T'	 N ^ '^ !_ / ,!, FA/G hi _	 M i4 . ^/
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs] and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
[Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent] (Amount per Cycle)
adIy0d4) 0,q) `Z.S CQI^^d`.7	 ^,^?a3GN
tf ;<000
 /./ / :+ 0 F-Y- I11 ^/L ADZ
F 6 ^AdaZ) G^/le - ITS 100,1570
^ a3z a  ^ Qn ^r.JH.Z ^^^Ta► ,c^T,
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED (Required Prodons(
A24 A26 A27 A25(Product Usable Output Per
Reference] Unit of Input Product Units Product Name
^GL`LLS , 0 '^ S'^I /[3r3on1J^G G"AL	 50,XeTEQ A4c kJ4dA r_ C s'c 45
Prepared by 6 C z	 Date`^Z
A-17	 'SEV ERSE SIDI- JPL 3037-S R 7/78
.a	
i
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMATA
SPROCESS DESCRIPTION
nr nws+uwwN s.nswsn*osiY	 Nob: Names given M brackets ( ]C&WOrwe tmuaw..t r#404#0
4ow or o...0 a. i P&WON& crd .9110)
	
we the names of process attributes
nquasted by this SAMICS III
computer program,
Al	 Proom (Referentl.-- PA4 -CG 44!5
A2 [Descriptive Namel --Z15'T 4WD 11477 ewfA S
PART 1— PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 [Product Referent) PcfAAS
A4 Descriptive Name [Product Name) TAtTSD &ND S a.&7 .a Caws
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units)
	
Gt^4S
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS	 (Output Ratel (Not Thruput)	 U/2 a	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Averao Time at Station
	
2 O
	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)
	 in-proem inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	
9	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
Ace Component (Reform t[
	
"elm-	 G 110%1,04
Aga Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional)
^^^	 c^rua •.0 70 AVk
sVn,o
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices [Price Year] 	 't 7 9 /17 9 
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost)
	
1 2 00 v Z1000 
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life]
	
r 77
A13 (Salvage Valuel ($ Per Component)	 11,00 40 0
A14 [Removal and Installation Cost) (S/Component)
	
'YOO '.500
Note: The SAMICS III computer program also prompts for the (payment float interval], the [inflation rate table] , the
[equipment tax depreciation method] , and the [equipment book depredation method] . In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 4.0), DDB, and SL.
z
• • •	 JPL =7-3 n7/7e
Format A: Prr:ess Description (Continued)
AIR	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line A:) 	 p 14	 044 A'
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMCNTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16
	
A18	 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 [Amount per Machine)
A.Z0kgO
	
-76,0	 S(9 -%PAGC	 64)
^3	 /a r 7L_
	 0,!90 3	 1 <^ iTS'Nrj'^ f^ t LT.lc.y ; a S	 +r^ .^ , ;y"'
l3 3 7 34, Z)	 00 3	 1l:^ASai S „u a	 /1#Nt^.t^	 .•s^.^ .^."
..G.J^ ,.7_a1.Q /2, _	 , Ot 2	 PO S /If S/{ '^" 7	 1tG?^ 2 	 S	 S "rr .,t
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle]
C. X031 3	 . 0-'^7 7	 W-") &a LLtoe- 7sit T
I t 7 6 i3	 n Sc I	 T Z d ZJ 1 4 7.W.0	 ` = 	 S
PART 0 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products]
A24	 A26
	
A27	 A25[Product
	 Usable Output Per
Reference]	 Unit of Input Product 	 Units	 Product !Name
^c laJ	 . 9^	 CE^rs IG ^.+FE,e	 re2o ^/^c o.^,^.'r?^7 ^%^^-^ ,s.5
Prepared by
	 Date --;OZ .7 2Z ,7 a
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S R 7/78
A-19
r,,
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
n
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
CCats raorv4ssoly LABed4en ar
	
	 Note: Names given in brackets ( ]Js/erwH la11NdI of ?HI^^I^^
.roan o&A Gros. or / rw.r.... CAW 91101	 s/a the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMICS III
computer program.
Al Prmm I Referent) __QW1ft,T
A2 (Descriptive Name) ,8 117" AWD f0AW0 F^KfdT G'.ti?T)It.T
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 ( Product Referent) FG 0
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Namel f9I A-rr_ (=A^^ "D W IfEWAS
A5 Unit Of Measure (Product Units( (mil& IMP- S
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS	 (Output Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 161 D	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Mlaute
A7	 Average Time at Station
	
• 4 33	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)
	 In-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 .7 4 	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component (Referent] 	 l^Ri,kJ1]C^t	 L--lr—bkwA,	 ^U^NrIG€
Aga Component (Descriptive Numel (Optional)
	
+:Ohl w.^ry	 ''y,.^ "7y..`►
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year] 	 I f 74'	 iS19	 /97q
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) [Purchase Cost]
	
S 4,0 O	 1	 e V O	 0 0 10 0
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life) 	 !K	 IT-
A13 (Salvage Value) (S Per Component)
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) M/Component)
_,.G ^ iv	 3yo a
y5J
uv- ^)
10 0 	 ^1 =s a
Note: The SAMICS III computer program also prompts for the (payment float Interval], the (inflation rate table] , the
(equipment tax depreciation method) , and the (eq: l4ament book depreciation method] . In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 4.0), DDB, and SL.
JPL 3037—S 117/78
	 re,
A-20
Format A: Process Description (Continuedl
A15	 Process Referent (From Pays 1 Line All	 F C pNrAaT
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18	 A19	 A17
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Machine]
14 10 4'y D	
t
C F'r 	v►
`
^ A
^
Al^s^
' 
J^^t QZ,:tN L	 s ^? N 
$ 31 Q 4 4 Q-	 r //-7 	 J^^S	 ^t 'R	 AJfrt2 ,4,L 	 5 S ^j}rlr	 •^ w
LlZ...	 D/ 415 r.	 /_	 fir', , t""	 rtlr-t 2QNz	 AJ'r"
-s 7	 d	 , y o 3	 P	 y J S N^ ^^"	 ►++ A g, NAN	 .f t^	 !+^ t+ . r^ "_
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
[Byproduct Outputs] and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20	 A22	 A23
	 A21
Catalog Number
	
Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units	 Requirement Description
Referent]	 [Amount per Cycle]
L16 !4	 ^l !^	
___^.	 2 , 9	 ^: ri•N s	 Sim	 ,^ /, s T:
C1 a Z 'a ,3	 t a r	 t< N .Z	
.FL	 T-r-.r, c,
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A26	 A27
	 A25[Product	 Usable Output Per
Reference]	 Unit of Input Product	 Units
	 Product Name
^4f^at4 W,lxf 2	 / Yt-L'^"Jr^uil^L.""y^ wr1^r Lt
Prepared by - 7 rN	 Date - 21 1 2 r
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037—S 87173
A-"2-1
JPL 3037—S R7/7e
A-22
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
col P ie two we of LABORATORY	 Note: Names given In brackets ( ]Cel^/crew lsttu,vte o/ Teciwoleri
4800 0e1 Grove De / Padeiw, Cjkl 91109 are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMICS 111
computer program.
All Pr m r ( Referent] -&2-0 Xrr^'cT
A2 (Descriptive Name] ALUmwom SAck daAff'^T
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Referentl
	 QG w
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Name) 12 KKK ^`.av^Tfat^T^ D	 t^ la J^E,itf
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units) _W 4 FL ItS
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS	 (Output Rate) (Not Thruput)
	
by	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station
	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute[Processing Time]	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	 • 9G	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
[Usage Fraction)
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component (Referent]	 P1?r 1)Tx4z	 k;ro tVita r-	 e1.eF-*-wffdL
Aga Component [Descriptive Name] (Optional) 	 -Tr-	 ^J
Corr '7t^<=T
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices [Price Year)
	 / 97 9
A11 Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost)
	
33 G00
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life]	 S
A13 (Salvage Valuel (S Per Component)
	
d 7 ^L y
09 XS rflr ,>	 ^ C &PtLys
I -17 9
	 11> 79
17 o*o	 t zooy
S	 8
3 YD 0	 / 74P 0
A14 (Removal and Installation Costl M/Component) 	 e?	 g 'J c>	 'Too
Note: The SAMICS III computer program also prompts for the [payment float interval] , the [inflation rate table), the
(equipment tax depreciation method) , and the [equipment book depreciation method] . In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 4.0), DDB, and SL.
R
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line A0 B GpnJT',¢^
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Jnits Requirement Description
Referent)
	 (Amount per Machine)
2 o Gw 6	 Soo S se
	
►MA,UaL=A4ne a,AU6	 ; ,`:W = y
?i D 6 4, D
	
/47 P?i S. 6 e:>^Fl.2 3^	 its tom...»? y^
1^ 3 G !F2	 o q i P,20,.0/. .'I, ,^ ^'	 T i_rtc_T.0 iLl a. S	 rN •^ .^, }
1A	 A 71 t .7
P.2J—S N, cr r►n.^c /r.^„ c .^ t	 rr.^ ..v
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
l3o0P*%	 . / ), i L G S
c	 v'R z M
	
1 221— k w N,z s r/-
IT7C^ ^,_	 DOdOL	 ,^, SG^^GA.IS C4i2d/.VS
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A26 A27 A25[Product
	 Usable Output Per
Reference]	 Unit of Input Product Units Product Name
^ ^ (^yL._	 • q 9 >r .. ^^L'^S I Gu H Psx C' D ^ E	 ^N^ : .^ r+ ^ es
Prepared by —^^'^'^	 ^'^"'^^ Date ?r = 7
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S R 7/78
A-23
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
UiaT rROruwr SM LABORATORY
u of Tor4odop	 'Nob' Namee given In bndcet
401V
[ )Gli/ot+^io httw•
a or Gmve a. / Pwai~, COW. A1 103	 are the names of process attributes 	 i
requested by the SAMICS III 	 j
computer program.
At	 Process (Referent)
A2 [Descriptive Name) -_PA-46P»A LwD6d fiV-# of 3T^c.Xti Q W MFEAs
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 ( Product Referentl C E k/
A4 Descriptive Norm (Product Name] dE Dt^' g7`t#&D w Areju
A5 Unit Of Measure [Product Units) 	 ja A F» r2 S
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AG	 (Output Nate) (Not Thruput) 	 60	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 / $^	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	
• 9 S	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description)
A9	 Component [Ref rentl
Aga Component [Descriptive Name] (Optional)
A10 Ban Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year]
'a7-ML t2 	 STAc^tt^^2	 CO.UIJLsyDfL
^L A!S w. A	 S TAeJC.S t	 C DwJ 102 !
s7y/WL2	 D ADS L64 #Fl.H l .fit AT1►f<
ilu^ L'r7L11►drQ b uT
?74	 /979	 1979
All
	 Purchase Price ($ Per Component) [Punthase Cost) Z02001	 .2 0 000	 3 000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life]	 S	 7	 7
A13 (Salty js Value[ ($ Per Component) 	 s 000	 Seca	 o r)
A14 [Removal and Installation Cost) ($,/Component)
	
8o o	 1000	 3 o 0
Note: The SAMICS III computer program also prompts for the [payment float Interval] , the (inflation rate table] , the
[equipment tax depreciation method) , and the [equipment book depreciation method) . In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 4.0), DDB, and SL.
A-24
JPL 3037-5 R7/78
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line Al) 25+7GL`. —rr—M14
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facilities and Personnel Requirements]
A16	 A16	 A19 A17
Cutalog Number 	 Amount Required
Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 (Amount (Amount per Machine)
/^	 c /^2 Q r,-i 	 /0-0	 6CP	 ^'/	 3N I^.V t/^iQf.TH2i.v•	 '^r, j ,. -	 rI7.,.J7	 ^f.^-l; Aa G L, T	 .2-5-	 Y?-,^^5N,fir--	 g^,e,, Ng Ac Aas1 =,w,3L 3¢
J3 G 85 O	 A 3	 I^ ^t v r 3 /I, .— C'LF,T`	 iy+.d ..cJ!
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs] and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute	 Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 [Amount per Cycle]
• ^. 1 r	 .'7	 . v000 SS3	 C u F% /4 A)4Y D,ZD J s	 .T
r E	 ^:^ 7	 G u f=-r- r^
  
^ l^J I^ ^Z0/6 A* L EGTR e-, Ti
PART 6 - INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products]
	
A24	 A26
	
A27	 A25
[Product	 Usable Output Per
Reference]	 Unit of Input Product 	 Units	 Product Name
L'ZJaI	 • Cl ^9'	 .(_^MFeaS I4i4%-Jt	F^id SEin Girl x,25
	
Prepared by	 Date.?,^^ 1^ 7 4
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S R 7/78
A-25
1
ISOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
i
FORMAT A
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JaT PROPULSION LABORATORY 	 Note; Names given in buckets ( 1Cautoraiw 140aur of 7044010"
40W Oa! Gros Dr. / Paad~, C&W. 91 10)	 are the names of proem attributes
requested by the SAMICS ill
computer program.
Al Prows ( Referentl Did-US/AA/
A2 (Descriptive Namel . Pal- 10/ V50,611W Em AM11 C E
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 [ Product Referentl
	 'D M
A4 Descriptive Name [Product Name) ^^ t^^stD ly M/^Gn2S
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units) 	 tr A8'AKS
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 [Output Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 -7 1 • /	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 y tco	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time) 	 In-proem inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	 `^ `^	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description)
A9 Component [Referent) 1:V1W*&0' Lo-40 Saa/vl^^e^t
Aga Component [Descriptive Name) (Optional) 011690., 1i L'2,4DS ",tgsm euTs..;^•
XLi'tM*dAr iA070 dLA+eT^ hilt	 a,^
4/r rq	 I^rali^^ {zO y^	 S i.At 3
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) / 4 7 7 ! 9 7 7 ! 9'77
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost) l 1 aoo I L . 000 30,00
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life] 7
A13 [Salvage Valua) ($ Per Component) 2. y OD 6D a
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) (Component) f Z oo 5 00 3 00 
Note: The SAMICS III computer program also prompts for the (payment float interval], the [inflation rate table] , the
(equipment tax depreciation method) , and the [equipment book depreciation method) . In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 4.0), DDS, and SL.
'`14.
A-26
	
JPL 3037—S R7/78	 ~
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15 Process Referent (From Page i Line A1) 01 .4 FVS,oN
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements]
A16	 A18	 A18	 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units	 Requirement Description
Referent]	 (Amount per Machine]
A 2 DWO 0	 ySd	 S c7 Ff	 M AAJVFAC?'GftiMd SnAa Lr (^^
d 3G 4f D	 -063	 rDaC J/ A	 34ffc-T26,U,c c ►nA.NT v1Ne:E
8	 3 G D	 . 00 3	 -„-Z&A Q S Nr Ps _+n,j Ll :r,v &W err .a► sc , ".a-r^; c
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Uniti
Referent]	 (Amount per Cycle]
A21
Requirement Description
1 'Al /L	 r ^'/^' cu P" "Ii^aGnw Gil r
L-	 5-0 41 D +Z a 1. S S ),;,&
C, D^ 21-4_ I, l 3 , jt t^ I ^^z 5 L E 4 -f,2 1 G 7
7 I ^ i G ,'3 " J 4 cJ	 r="' v ,^, ,E S
PART 6 - INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED [Required Products]
A24 A26 A27 A25[Product Usable Output Per
Reference] Unit of Input Product Units Product Name
i
Prepared by Date	 z ,1??Z 7 4
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S R7178
A-27
I--,
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
u* rsorus.erol+ r,nswru^roseT	 Note: Names given M bracket ( lcdo/OM4 luti/we of Ti *0400
a ow 0.* CFO" Dr. / PN&4~1 C&W , 9110)	 are the names of process stttibutes
requested by the SAMICS III
computer program.
Al	 Process (Referent) nQ	 '
A2	 [Descriptive Name)
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 ( Product Referent) 02
A4	 Descriptive IWme (Product Name) Z) A 9	 /.:J APAKBS
AS
	
Unit Of Measure (Product Units( 	 4-3 at-F-CAS
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS	 (Output Rate) (Not Thruput)	 ^o G	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 S	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 9	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description]
A9 Component [Referent)
	
ID 1U LCA	 _Coa/3G y o IZ
Aga Component (Descriptive Name] (Optional) 2-11lE A rNAOU-6Ae
r3t6d 0 600;? _j &ru^
 A *AID
d OJT
A10 Bane Year For Equipment Pricy (Price Yearl f 117  —Of 1 0/7 0 
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) [Pur hm Cost) /0000 3 eDo
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life] S 9
A13 [Salvage Value] (S Per Component) 145,00 G 00
A14 [Removal and Installation Cost) M/Component) Son 300
Note: The SAMICS III computer program also prompts for the [payment float interval] , the (inflation rate table), the
[equipment tax depreciation method] , and the [equipment book depreciation method] . In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, 0975, 4.0), DDB, and SL.
A-28	
JrL 3037—S 87/78
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15	 Process Referent (From Pays 1 Line A1) Q^(
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT ( Personnel)[Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirementueseription
Referent)	 (Amount per Machine]
AA06 y D	 !OD _ 142 Er	 Yn AVW 00h47-u ¢,Nd	 5 ^alt C (A
B 3a`y D	 ./17 ^.Z^u Js^,r,r^r	 ^ rAjjE a.4L	 kjgL!! ^,^ZJ2
3 _36 a a 7	 , D°,3 Ace s.ul„ s N,r^" ^^ EGrn.•^^c t	 r^rt „u;^n/.1.,^^
Q -r 7 14 ^0	 • d d Pz s uy(, 5 N. sr	
_L#2Si 1^ ^7 sS.tv^ .	 r^ • 3e Nir.y. K '.^
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities And Commodities Requirements]
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle]
^a3Zt7	 ,Qa ,t
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A26 A27 A25
(Product
	 Usable Output Per
Reference)	 Unit of Input Product Units Product Name
C 11c w	 . 549 WA of=	 /LaAPAM A•AJ Q 9: Ly7Pri VAE4) wrr =^..z^
Prepared by Zan.	 -442	 Drte :Z 2 ZZ,/ 7 "f
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037—S R7/78
A-29
._.1
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
is* rs^orvwsol+ w►sosw^osr	 Note: Names given M bracketsC )Cdb/^ 1,11M610 of 704040 !40Wae 0.4 Gn 	.rr W / A"Ado cow, 9110!	 we the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMICS III
computer program.
Al Process (Refwent l cLShA/
A2 (Descriptive Nama) nAM.49.0 AA1 D -rwx'T'u aff are-N 4.0-al) CL.MoOPI
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
AZO (Product Refwentl Aden L3
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Name) 	 I AW 2 'cup & LC&U jC,0 ^-'/ ►'1 fences
AS Unk Of Measure (Product Unitsl	 62 AEZA-1
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AG	 (Output Ratel (Not Thruput)	 Cr o	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 F• -3	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to com,)ute[Processing Time]	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description]
A9 Component (Referentl
	
GT#gr.& E!2	 ZW	 OA/U1rgoP
Aga Component [Descriptive Name) (Optional) 	 n;-A ,AC%	 ETaNi,vt AN	 NSiA1.IGs
a .4 ss trri s	 $/.usj..0 t 'rM1[s &;.) Qtd uL ys
4"Q 00071e"s G eftur a -b a JT
A10 Baas Year For Equipment Prices [Price Yew]
	
I ci 7 9	 9 71	 / d? 7 9
All Purchm Price (S Par Component) (Purchase Cost) / fi r,,_/oo	 2 SD	 s 900
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life) 	 -7	 g	 7
A13 (Salvage Vsluel (S Per Component) ;Z Y;Z O Z z so 2 SFO
A14 (Removal and Installation Costl M/Component) 960 1 3 oo goo
Note: The SAMICS III computer program also prompts for the (payment float Interval), the [inflation rate table), the
(equipment tax depreciation method), and the [equipment book depreciation method] . In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 4.0), DDB, and SL.
A-30
	 JrL 30:17-5 M7/79	
r
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line A1) ew 4-9,Al
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16 A18 A19 A17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Machine]
2._0  6 1Y D 2 0,0 AA t _ y4
A4 p •2S' r2sAl^ 5/^•fs ^'A'^i2rIL	 1^isS^.,rGt1.^Z
L T7 D j!g:j	 )!5 /f.As ^» L^'GT^rA^iC s	 ry1rl NT^NANc^	 1st•{^^
rA It -7 -A C 12 , 010	 _ 00,4 S a f S& &'P_' ."Ai NTZAMNC_.'	 Wf aG 1"*VJ s:. =
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Output q] and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute 	 Units
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
A21
Requirement Description
s i6,v
c_ 
[! i did t3
^t s •5`117
D 103,^1^
C i o 6,'Y
• 3 t'
n yN
009''7
//7
I V ^/
1
L3S
,4 %'T
_ L.a;<.S_
6-!` S
Q u.
i'7G0"ALS70, C	 LaAT?A
i chi PR G pa ^'LC rJ^^
SVL ,'u,2Ie-	 !'►t_^l^
^d y Sa Ai G J 5 1a•G i.^
LsGAtGT.?ic, T,
^U +11-w 2 A L G.+S
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A26	 A27
(Product
	 Usable Output Per
Reference)	 Unit of Input Product
	
Units
"^GJ ^ FA^ A's	 . 9 9 ^/	 W *fttslw N>^[,Q
A25
Product Name
_. r'ST,jra 4-d9rit.aS
Prepared by ^	 Date -2;1 2 ?Z 22
A-31
.,
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S R7/78
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
J117 eaorMerox LNOOKATOaT	 Note: Nam given In bra6#01 IHI^Cr	 14"We sl raMri4p es a	 okw40W 4db Gn.. Dr. / lyd..., CAW 9110!	 an the names of prooses attr"tes
requested by the SAMICS III
computer program.
Al Process (Referent) r A8 821
A2 (Descrlp iw Namal ?"dtGKAJIM Ant 2 Q LIiI Zi 1/0T, i 1S 2dbTi dN
AjQ
	
Z. Jrm Fs7`,iw r.+ S tTreS
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Referrntl r W AfJFR S
A4 DescriptiveName ►product Namel Meg TWn It
A5 Unit Of Measure [Product Unitsl - LJ ol r^'Q S
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS	 [Output Rawl (Not ThrupW	 GC	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Timel
	 in-proem inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	 • ? L 7	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description]
A9 Component [Referent) 	 TC'S-rt a	 VA RA_e[ X	 C DJtJI/Ey^o^t
Age Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) 	 _T1dTs *"Z	 LEI ! eft &O#d ik
-4.tTs J logs AAM t DA00%
/MTO Tz'%1ss.'Z
A10 face Yew For Equipment Prices (Price Yowl	 ^^^9	 199
All 1 Purchase Price (S Par Component) (Purchase Coati 	 y'& 000	 Z OS ao a
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life) 	 g	 7
A13 (Salvage Valuel (S Per Component)
	
`^ ouo	 y, DD•
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) ($/Component)	 cis' Cho
T deiMt
-- emim %JO /t
/ o, oa c
.ono
Note: The SAMICS lil computer program also prompts for the [payment float interval), the [inflation rate table), the
(equipment tax depreciation method), and the (equipment book depreciation method). In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 4.0), DDS, and SL.
A-32	 JPL 3037-5 !17/78	 .,
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15
	
Process Referent (From Page 1 Line All 	 I NS PLU,-"T
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACKNE JR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facilities and Personnel Requirements]
A16	 A18 A19 Al?
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 [Amount per Machine]
A 7, 0 &q
	
/Q4 S O,^Ff_ Lf!)	 vnA^tiv ►=. ►c^ z	 r	 K, :Ic47
t3 3a 4 •1 b	 . 2S pal X//6 NI FT ..<_JZ:Jr3t-	 /t^^^[•^^[l^
ri 372D D	 .017- fJRS,yj^6N -1- /Ni Park- M2	 S
36, 99 n	 . 903 P^ ASAJT5 /1r^ `^ 04ft+mac LItS	 .n A f^'SA/^3^C
3 3 7:74  0
	 . 00 3 ZZ s AiZ S H M,4?,V7- ,V rI Nab	 w1 J^ •^^+;V	 .^
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Bypfoduct Outputs] and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Raquirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle]
1O 6y L7	 O ^J k `^ h+ T '~ n^ :^G 'fr' ^ 	 w	 r y'S
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products]
A24	 A26 A27 A25
[Product
	 Usable Output Per
Reference]	 Unit of Input Product Units Product Name
P(,jA$rE,2S	 99 W)onnn yopff .rd6r7
Prepared by = ^"^ /+^^ 	 Date -Z .2 2 "!
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S R 7/78
A-33
SAMIS III - RELEASC i
	
INDUSTRY SIZE INDEX = 1
INDUSTRY: DEFAULTS 1986 500 MEGAWATT PRODUCTION
INDUSTRY OUJECTIVE: ME'A PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER CAPABILITY
FINAL PRODUCT: PKSMODa MODULE PACKAGED FOR SHIPPING
PRODUCING 2FU,00 PEAK-WATTS PER MODULES
GUANTITY: 5000000009 2 5.0E+08 PEAK-WATTS/YEAR => 1.786E+06 MODULES/YEAR
PRICE:	 .4895 3(1975)/PEAK-WATTS => 	 137.054 $(1975)/MODULES
COMPANY: MOOULECO• STANDARD SAMICS CELL TO MODULE COMPA14Y
PRODUCTS: PKGM00
QUANTITY: 7.143E+C5
PRICE:	 1370054
$(1975)/
MODULES
ENERGY PAYAACK TIME =
	 9001 YEARS
COMPANY MARKUP :	 1.263 TIMES (DIRECT EXPENSES PLUS EXTERNAL PRODUCT COSTS,
COMPANY D ROFIT =	 192% OF PRICE
araraarrrrrrrtasarastttaaratrrrraarta•rraarrarrrararrrrartarttrrar
arrrrarrarrratarrraatatrtararrrrrtararrrttrraarrarastarstrtrtrtt:r
rrarraarrtrrrtrasrtataraarartarrttr:aaa.ar • traarsrsrrarrrtaraarrr:
i
ry
A-3G
SAMIS III - RELEASE 1	 INDUSTRY CONFIGURATION
INDUSTRY: DEFAULT. 1985 500 MEGAWATT OROOUCTICN
NEW PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER CAPARILITY9 EXPRESSED IN PEAK-WATTS/YEAR
1S PROVIDED BY	 i
PKGM00 9 MODULE PACKAGED FOR SHIPPING9 EXPRESSED IN MODULES/YEAR
OF WHICH
40.00% IS MADE BY M00ULECO9 STANDARD SAMICS CELL TO 40OULE COMPANY
COMPANY: MODULECO	 PRODUCTS: PKGMOD
REQUIRED PRODUCT: PCFLLS. TESTED AND SORTED CELLS
100.jo% OF MODULECO v S REQ 9 T IS MADE BY CELLCO• STANDARD SAMICS
WAFER TO CELL
COMPANY
COMPANY: CELLCO	 PRODUCTS: PCELLS
REQUIRED PRODUCT: (NONE)
A-35
PROCESS: rK'lt4 lDlJLE. PACKING ANO SHIPP11G
PRODUCT: PKGMOD	 , MODULE P ACKA5ED FOR SHIPPING
D R7PUCFS:	 6.40CU MODULEWMI'JUTE• TAKING	 2900: MINUTES/CYCLE
OPERATE:; . 1 6 JF THE TIME THE FACTORY IS OPERATING
COM P UNENT: PACKER• PACKS
CrST:
	
3:000* $(1979)	 INSTALLATION: 	 1 Tle W,979)
SALVAr•E VALUE:
	
200. $41979) AFTER 1C9^- YEARS
QUANTITY 7.143E+95 MODULES/YEAR AT 137.0541 $(1975)/MODULES
NUMBER OF PKGMODULE MACHINES = 190009 OF +WHICH .750 ARE IDLE
ALL EXPENSES ARE IN S(1986)
DIRECT EXPENSES
	
2526099
DIRECT LABOR EXPENSES
	 5302.
'?IRECT MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 	 C469739
BYPRODUCT EXPENSES	 00
DIRECT UTILITIES EXPENSES
	
334.
INDIRECT EX P ENSES	 7465.
IN')IRCCT LABOR EXPENSES	 6255.
INDIRECT MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
	
691.
INDIRECT UTILITIES EXPENSES
	
539.
BYPRODUCT INCOME
CAPITAL EXPENSES
EOUI D MENT REPLACEMENT
FACILITIES REPLACEMENT
AMCRTIZED ONE-TIME COSTS
INTEREST GN DEBT
R ETURN ON E9UITY
NON-INCOME TAXES
INSURANCE PREMIUMS
INCOME TAXES
MISCELLANEOUS
EXTERNAL PRODUCT CIST
I NTERNAL (IMPLICIT) PRODUCT COST
96455.
79242.
69665.
?.
184953824.
3815.
1401.
64475.
164?.
179080
344.
7:43.
VALUE ADDED:	 .708 3(1986)/MODULES =	 *003 $(1986)!
PEAK-IAATTS
P ROFIT =	 .0'K OF QRICF
MAPKLIP - 1.001 TIMES (DIRECT EXPENSES P LUS INTE N tJAL AND EXTEPNAL p?'^':'
THE ENERGY P AYAACK TIME FOR THIS PROCESS IS	 90:00 YEARS
T) PK;OUCE 7.143E+35 MOO IJLES/YEAR. THE PKGMODULE
P ROCESS REgUIRSS:
ALL DOLLARS ARE IN Z(1986)
DIRECT REij'JIREMENTS
ACCOUNT A - FACILITIES
A-36
	
s
i
.,`
4.U30E+02 Sal. FT. Of A206409 MANUFACTURING SPACE
(TYFE	 A)
a^	 Q0.3J E(1964)/S*). FT. IM PLIES	 321216	 $(14841)
ACCOUNT 0 — PERSONNEL
2.933E — J1 PRSN+YRS OF 8306409 GENERAL ASSEMELER
(ELECTRONICS)
9 174P7.25 S(1986)/PRSN •YRS IMPLIES	 51290 3(1983)
3.520E-03 D RSN O YRS OF 53736D9 MAINTEN A NCE
 MECHANIC II
a 25475.23 $(1985)/PRSN•YRS IMPLIES
	 9C. 3(198cl)
3.520E-03 PRSN•YRS OF 0368809 ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE
`9 AN
a	 23748014 $(1986)/ P RSN*YES IMPLItS	 84.	 t(191'.)
ACVU%T C — UTILITIES
5.19^E+u3 KW HR, OF C1032Bv ELECTRICITY
@	 .^5 3(19A6)/K'W HR. IMPLIES
	 334.	 S(1906)
ACC'3UNT D - BYPRODUCTS
(NONE)
ACCOUNT ;: - COMMODITIES
1.429E+C6 CU. FT. OF E118009 CRATES9 JOB ,DE's
a	 .17 S(1986)/CU. FT. IMPLI Er0	 2469739	 t(1986)
ACCOUNT F — RESOURCES
(NONE)
A-37
I
9
C'RnCE,q S: FINALTEST, FI"JAL TESTLN3 AND LASELIN3
PRODUCT: T M 30	 r TESTED MODULES
FROntiCES:
	
4*3W M0L)ULFS/ M I`^UTE9 T44I"1G	 .25' MINUTES/CYCL E
OP ERATES .?E. OF THE TIME THE FACTORY IS OPERATING
COMPON01T: TESTER+ TESTS MODULES
COST:	 35001. x(1979)
	
INSTALLATION:	 1J^U. b(1979)
SALVASE VALUE:
	
5250* 1(1979) AFTER 10.0 YEARS
QUANTITY 7.150E+05 MODULES/YEAR AT 136.5437 S(1975)/MODULES
NUMBER OF F INALTEST MACHINES = LOGO, OF aHICH .625 ARE I^LE
ALL EXPENSES APE IN 1(1986)
DIRECT E XP ENSES
	
5348.
DIRECT LAPOR EXP ENSES	 5404.
DIRECT MATERIALS AND !^UQPLIES	 70
BY P RODUCT EA D ENSES	 J.
DIRECT UTILITIES EXPENSES 	 444.
INDIRECT EXPENSES	 6194.
INDIRECT LABOR EX PENSES	 5170.
INDIRECT "MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES	 626.
INDIRECT UTILITIES EXPENSES	 3:3.
!?YPR ODUCT
	
INCOME (	 0. )
CAPITAL
	
EXP E NSES 19446.
EQUIPMENT REPLACE M ENT 4! 4rj.
FACILITIES REPLACEMENT 77F.
A MORTIZED ONE-TI mE COSTS 57079
INTEREST	 ON DEBT 447.
RETURN ON EQUITY 4H 33.
NON-INCOME TAXES 254.
INSURANCE: PREMIUMS 3371.
INCOME TAXES 6968.
MISCELLANEOUS 61260
EXTERNAL PROOUCT COST 	 3.
INTERNAL (IMPLICIT) PRODUCT COST IS49094409
VALUE ADDED:	 .062 S(1966)/MODULES =	 .00: ► S(I:FSS)/
PEAK-WATTS
P ROFIT =
	
. 0% OF o P, ICE
MARKUP = 1.uOG TIMES (DIRECT EXPENSES PLUS INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL PFOUI)
THE ENERGY PAYBACK TIME FOR THIS PROCESS IS	 ."JG YEARS
TO PR:.UUCE 7915CE+05 MODULES/YEAR, THE FINALTEST
P ROCESS REQUIRES:
ALL DOLLARS ARE IN $(1986)
DIRECT REkWIQEMENTS
	
Cr.^,
ACCOUNT A - FACILITIES	 ^ < '1.1,,
`>y
A-38
s.o
29:10E+02 SO. F T . OF A206409 MANUFACTURING SPACE
(TYPE A)
9	 A_C.3Q S(178A)/S0o FT. IMPLIES 	 16061.	 i11S3y)
ACC r# U',.T 8 - PERSWINvt
29 y 42E-u1 PRSN ► YRS OF 330640 * ,;ENERAL ASSEM-ILER
(ELECTRO';ICS)
9	 17487.26 t(198S) /PRSN+YkS IMPLIES	 5144.	 S(194-.:)
5.285E-03 FRSPI ►YRS OF 33736:-o MAI'4TE'MICE MECHANIC II
w 25475.28 S(1995)/PRSN -Y RS I MPLIES	 135• S(19R5)
5.2b5E-03 DRSN+YRS OF 5368AD9 ELECTRONICS MtINTENANCE
MAN
a 23748.14 S(1986)/PRSN • YRS IMP LIES	 125.	 1(1935)
ACCOUNT C - UTILITIES
8.223E+03 Ku HR, OF C103209 ELECTRICITY
2	 .05 S(1916)/K.i HR. IMPLIES
	
444• S(1986)
ACCOJNT D - BYPRODUCTS
(NONE)
ACCOU N T E - COMMODITIES
(NONE)
ACL,)UNT F - RESOURCES
(NONE)
A-39
z
V
!,-1
PROCESS: TRIMSEAL ► T p IM9 EDGE '"EAL VII FRA14E MC111L£
PRODUCT: F"?CO
	 FINISHED MODULE
P PJDUC^,:	 4.000U MODULES/MINUTE ► TAKING	 .259 MI^'UTES/CYCLE
OPERATFb .95 OF THE TIME THE FACTORY IS OPERATING
LOM O ONENT: SEALER ► SEALS MODULE EDGE
GUST:
	
4503:9 Sc197a)
	 INSTALLATIO N: 	141979)
ALVArE VALUE:	 40309 1(1979) AFTER ;;.0 YEARS
C.UANTITY 7.222E+C3 MOOULCS/YEAR AT 135.145 p
 1(1175)/MODULES
NUMPER OF TRIMSE: AL MACHINES = 19905 • O F 4HICH . 617 ARE IDLE
ALL EXPENSES ARE IN :1(10166)
DIRECT EXRF"' SES
	 613913.
DIRECT LABOR EXPENSES
	 5521.
nl QECT MATE R IALS AND SUP PLIES	 6"82929
VYPRODUCT EX P ENSES	 :.
DIRECT UTILITIES EXPENSES
	 n,
I101RECT EXPENSES	 7530.
INnIRECT LABOR EXPENSES	 6381.
INDIRECT MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 	 7C7.
INDIRECT UTILITIES EXPENSES 	 535.
?YPRODUCT
	 INCOME (	 a.)
CAPITAL EXPENSES 21^953.
EOUIPfIENT	 RE P LACEMENT 6GRy.
FACILITIES REPLACEME NT 13679
AMORTIZED ONE-TI M E COSTS 151291.
INTFRE:ST
	
ON	 nEET 3362.
F. TUR`i	 ^'J
	 EQUITY 3b341.
NO%-TNCO'-lF	 TAXES 393.
INSURANCE PREmrumS 121;1.
INCOME TA X ES 184739.
MISCELLANE:IIJS 1624149
FXTERNAL PRODUCT COST
	 09
INTEPNAL (I MPLICIT) PRODUCT COST 183730000.
VALUE ADDED:
	
1.633 5(1986 )/MODULES =
	 .006 St17A5)/
PEAK-WATTS
PROFIT =	 .OY. OF PRICE
MIARKUP = 1..jt73 TI""ES 4DIPECT EXPENSES PLUS INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL PrUjiJC
THE ENERGY PAYBACK TIME FOR THIS PROCESS IS	 .UGC YEARS
TO PRODUCE 7 .222E+05 MODULES/YEAR• THE TRIMSEAL
PROCESS REQUIRES:
ALL DOLLARS ARE IN t419^i;-,)
DIRECT RE ,. UIRCMENTS
ACCOUNT A - FACILITIES
,N-40	 7
T	 __
4.r OOE+"2 g le FT. OF A2C6409 0 4'JU F ACTU P I fIS SPACE
(TY PE A)
d	 A9.3_ S(19PS)/Slo FT. IMPLIES 	 32111.
ACCOUN'T P. - PERS(`WirL
3.0 03E-U1 P RSN+YRS OF 630640• GENERAL ASSE'4-".LER
(-LECTRONICS )
a 17417.26 W Q A6)/PRSN+YRG IM P LIES	 52510 1(1905)
A.^31E -03 P RS FI+YRS OF 4337360, MAINTENANCE4ECHANIC II
01 25475.28 $(1986)/PRSN*YRS IM P LIES	 206, S(19nb)
2.597E-03 QRSN•YRS OF 0368AD9 ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE
MAN
9 237 4 4414 S(19R6)/PRSN*YPS IMPLIES	 64. $(1990
ACCOUNT C - UTILITIES
(NONE)
ACCOUNT D - BYPRODUCTS
f NONE)
ACCl'U f. ' T E - Cn'1MODIT1ES
1.733E +u7
 
FT. OF E1100D9 ALOMINUM CHANNEL
.02 1(1985)/FT. IM P LIES	 376459.	 S(1964-)
1.372E+C5 DILLARS OF F1232D9 EDGE SEAL
a	 1.69 S(1986)/0?LLARS IMPLIES	 231833. S(1994-)
ACCnUN T F - RESOURCES
(NONE)
•	 A-41
PR ^CFSS: 90{vQ	 HEAT AND VACJU" MO^IDLE LAYUC
D RODOCT : eNCAPMa :O
	
ENCAPSULATED t1DDULFS
P RO[` l10ES:	 3.33:1 MODULES /MI 'JUTE 9 TAKI14G	 4030' Mll.*UTES/C"CLE
O P ERATE 	 * 94 O F THE TI`► E THE FACTORY IS OPERATING
COM P ONENT: BINDER. E y NUS MOGUL%
COST:	 610000 $(1979)	 IASTALLATION:
	
'.0979)
SALVAGE VALUE:
	
5000. 4.(1919) AFTEF 7.1 YEARS
QUANTITY 7.229E* 03 N1fJULES/YEAR AT 134.1495 $( 1975)/MODULES
NUMBER OF 3U 140 'M ACHINES = loVel y OF WHICH 0535 ARE IDLE
ALL EXPENSES ARE IN $(1986)
DIRECT E W PENSLS	 11144.
DIRECT LAPnR EX D ENSFS	 10^4;.'.
nIlECT MATERIALS AND SU PP LIES	 ;.
L-Y UPJnUCT t' X P EfJSE.S	 0
DI R ECT UTILITIES EXPENSES	 1102:
INDIRECT EXPENSES	 1374 ;0
INOIRrCT LA31R E yO EMSE.S	 115"3,
I-4 DIRECT `MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES	 12,4o
I%DIRECT UTILTTIES EXPENSES
	
95-10
BYPRODUCT I':COME	 t	 @. )
CAPITAL EYPE'JSES
	
45863.
E'.UIPML'JT RE n LACE4ENT	 1 +339•
FADILITICS REeLACEMENT	 2492.
A'1::RTIZED ONE-TI 04E CDSTS	 12859.
INTI REST ON DEBT	 0960
RFTURN ON E9l1ITY
	 1:764.
t,ON-INCIME TAXES
	
0,1q*
I'JSURANCE PREMIUMS
	
77930
INCOME TAPES
	
157-2.
MISCELLANEOUS
	
13805.
EXTERNAL PROOOCT ClST
	 00
INTER^JAL (IMPLICIT) PRODUCT COST 133623792.
VALUE ADDED:
	 .139 1(1986)/MODULES = 	 .Cul $(1986)1
PEAK-4ATTS
P ROFIT =	 .uy OF PRICE
MARKU P
 = 1•J03 TIME'S (DIRECT EX P ENSES PLUS INT ► R%AL AND EXTERNAL PRDwr.
THE ENERGY PAY9ACK TIME FOR THIS PROCESS IS
	 9000 YEARS
TO PRIDUCE 79221E+0°j MOO ULES/YEARi THE BONO
P ROCESS RE.4UIRES:
ALL DOLLAKS ARE IN 3(1986)
DIRECT REAUI0ENE"!TS
ACClU'JT A — FACILITIES
A-42	 ,
7.C30E+02 S'J. FT. OF 4206409 MANU F ACTU R ING ;PACE
(TY P E A)
a	 a^.35 %(19 2 6)/SQ. FT. IMPLIES
	 55213. 1(13hi)
ACCOUNT H - PERSny^ ► EL
5.462E-^1 PRSN+YRS OF ry 306 4 0 9 GENEkAL ASSE'4PLER
(ELECTRO'l IC3 )
10 	 174 4 7.26 S(198F) / P RSN+YRS I M PLIES	 98526 3(19€6)
1.311E-02 O PSN & YRS OF 3373609 MAINTENANCE 4EC4ANIC II
S 25475.28 %(19A4)/PRSN+YRS I MPLIES	 334. 3(1406)
6.5555-03 P RS4 • YR3 OF 03688''ig ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE
A5
a 23 7 46.14 S(1986)/PPSN&YRS I MP LIES	 156. S090(,)
ACCOUN T
 C - UTILITIES
Zos41E+04 KW HR. OF C133289 ELECTRICITY
d	 .SE %(19A5)/Ka HR. IMPLIES	 11020 S(1986)
ACCOUNT 0 - OYPROOUCTS
0404E )
AC;; 10 UN  E - VMMO^,ITIES
(;JUNE)
4000UNT F - RESOURCES
(:JGNE )
I
A-43
PROCESS: LAYUP 	 • 'A a nULE LAYU P i'JTERC jiVIECT A'j0 TEST
PRODUCT: LAYMOO
	 9 UNENCAPSULATED !tGDULE
oRODUCES:	 3.33JG MODULES / M I(JUTt• TA W ING	 .AjC MINUTES/CYCLE
OPERATES .94 OF THE TI ME THE FACTORY IS OPERATI4G
COMP O'JE:NT: MIDLAY9 LAYS UP 40OULE
COST:	 9' 040. $(1979)
	
I'JSTALLATTON:	 1R'.,J, St1979)
SALVAGE VALUE:
	
500G. $(1979) AFTER 7.v YEARS
CO M PONE!JT: TESTE R r TESTS MODULES
COST:	 1G0QC. 1(1979)	 INSTALLAT104: 	 5t0. $(1979)
SALVAGE V ALUE:	 1000. %(1970) AFTE R 10.0 YEARS
GUANTITY 7.244E+0S 41DULCS/YFAR AT 133oP382 S(1R75)/MODULES
4UM"ER OF LAYUP 1IA"CHTNES = 1.0^:► • OF '1HICH .534 A f'E IDLE
ALL EY P ENSES ARE IN S(1986)
nIRECT EX,PE 41SCI	 16315472.
DIRECT LABOR EXPENSES	 99000
DIRECT MATERIALS AND SUP oLIES	 16A:'4448.
P YOROOUCT EX°E"ISES	 v.
nIRECT UTILITIES EXPENSES	 1127,
I401RECT EXPENSES	 3042^.
147IR ECT LABOR EXPENSES
	
24657.
14 1HRECT MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
	
2113.
I401RECT UTILITIES EXPENSES
	
36561.
RYPROOUCT I';COME
CAPI*AL EXPE','SES
EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
FACILITIES REPLACEMENT
AMORTIZED ONE-TI M E COSTS
INTEREST .4 DEPT
RETURN 011 EQUITY
N0W-I'N'C0 M E TAXES
INSURANCE PREMIUMS
INCOME TAXES
"qISCELLAAJE?US
E4TER'vAL PRODUCT COST
I 11ITE"4AL (I MPLICIT) PRODUCT COST
(	 0.)
51%!3177.
4J?89:'46.
4')c)A231.
7.
152414298,
18451.
9753.
4 .J38S5o
7P6a1.
853511,
1965.
219954.
VALUE' ADDED: 43.093 S(1980 /MODULES = 	 .156 %(1.986)/
PEAK-MATTE
FROFIT =	 ,% OF PRICE
M ARKUP =	 TIME$ (DIRECT EX cl E lJSFS PLUS INTERNAL AND EXTE'R'NAL 0000JC
THE ENERGY PAYBACK TI'"E FOR THIS PROCESS IS 	 ..;"10 YEARS
TO PROWJCE ".244E+ n 5 MODULES/YEAR• THE LAYUP
PROCESS REW)TRES:
ALL D^LLARS APE IN 4(1905)
A-44
DI R ECT REi;UI'tiEMENTS
ACC?U'JT A - FACILITIES
3030E+13 s q . FT. 7F 42 16401 MANUFACTU R ING SPACE
(TYPE A)
81 * 3G S(1986)/S3 * FT * IMPLIES	 24^911 * 1(1386)
ACC^UNT 0 - PERSONUEL
5.473E-01 PRStJ*YRS OF 930640 9
 SENERAL 1SSEMQLER
(ELECTRONICS)
9 17487 * 26 S(19P6)/ P RSN*YRS IM P LIES	 95729 S(194S)
9 * 352F -03 D RSN*YRS OF 43736ng MANTE"JANCL '4 FCHa",'IC II
1 25475 * 29 t(19R6)/PRSN*YRS I MP LIES	 2b1* S(1956)
3 * 2d4E:-n3 M RSN O YRS OF 4 36A8D 9 ELECTRO 441CS 44INTENANCE
PA A W
1 23749 * 14 %(1986)/PRSN*Y 0 S IM P LIES	 78* Ttl9pti)
ACCIUNT C - UTILITIES
2 * f^8F+C4 KW HR *
 O r CIV1,299 ELECTRICITY
9	 *05 5 (1985)/K w Ho . IM°LIES	 1127* 1(19g6)
GCCOU'JT n - FYPROnUCTS
("BONE)
ACCOU"T E - VMMODITIES
2e.4 lbE+07 S0 * FT * OF E31703no °OLY VItjYL 5UTY:ATE
y	 *51 S(19Q6 )/SG * FT * I MPLIES I1^379F0 *	t(17n5)
2 * .1 11F+C7 S9 * P T * OF EG150Cn 9
 HYLAI
y	 *13 S(19R6)/S: * FT *
 VAPLIE'^ 4172101.
	
$(1786)
r. * 7 OF+.,4 LOS * OF En1S^nn 9 CGPPFR L-US 9ARS
J	 11*24 1(1986)/LFS * IMP LIES	 752759 * t(19hh)
9.572E+03 LRS *
 OF E616009 SOLDER PAST`
a	 3*72 S(1996)/L?S *
 IMPLIES	 33654* S(1936 1
ACCOU'!T F - RESOURCES
(N^'')E)
G I
1	 PA% 1;
A-45
(	 0.)
694625x,
455".
127;.
5433E4^.
1'4574.
112f?36^.
P7344,r.-.
663492:1.
5P33131.
PR OCESS: PO RE D	 ,
 PRr O ARATIO'# •: 0 14•11.0 1JLE M ATE P I AL:• 3L =SS A NG
PV7
PR'?,DIJCT: PRI'MOD	 • CRCVADE *a •4r,DULES
P R"IUCES:
	
89'700 4'.lUULF:S/MI^'iJT 9 TA^c1NI
	 5.1)6 MI'JUTFS/CYCLE'
tiPEkATES .95 O r THE TIME THE FACTt' = Y IS OPERATING
  
CO f ' P ONLN7: "EP, P A 'IrL PnEP "MACHINE
C .3T:
	 21"V?. 1(1979)
	 INSTALLATIO-14:
	 '+!0. 1(1379)
SALVAnr VALUC:
	 SJ0.19 $(19 7 )) AFTER	 70 16' YCAQS
CVPON E l ! T: P VBST09 STORAGE Fn R OVR
CJST:	 110009 ((1979)
	 INSTALL'1TION:	 1.0^0. '((1979)
SALVASE VALUE :	 130^• $41979) A F TE R llo" YEARS
QUA 147ITY 7,151Fa . C5 '10O ►JLES/YEAR AT	 31.?3^1 A(1a75)/MOPULES
1UM'ER -IF P tPRE P
 MACHI'V:S = 1.004 • OF WHICH * 821 AR c IDLE
ALL E kn EN SE'S ARC IN '8996)
DIRECT EY O VISES
	 2,1942384.
DIRECT LAROR EX O ENGES	 5%'4r:.
DIRFCT MATERIALS AND SU PP LIES	 229368F4.
P Y PRODUCT EXPENSES
	 4.
DIRECT UTILITIES EXPE 'JSSS	 49'.
INUIRCCT EXPENSr;
	 69935
I'o^IRECT LAP')R EiDENSES	 505 .
I'V^IRECT '4 AT :'RIALS AND SUPPLIES
IN IREC T
 UTILITISS EXPENSES
	
491.
PYPRODUCT JrJCOMC
CAPITAL EXPF"SES
E lJIP'A ENT RE*LACF'"r'JT
FACILITIES REFLACE14ENT
APORT IZEI3 ONE -TI' 4 E COSTS
•INTEREST rlKl DEBT
P ZTUR N ON EO IJ ITY
fJON-INC0"F TAXES
INSURANCE PREMIUMS
INCO M E T AYES
MISCELLANE"US
FYTE O '4AL 00 .^UCT CC3T
INTER"JAL (IM PLICIT) pp 'IDUCT COST
VALUE ADDEO : 9 8.423 1- (19bE) /,4O0ULES =	 9212	 (15'95) /
PEAK-WATTS
PPOF IT = 2.7% OF PRICE
"ARK0 0
 = 1.',146 TIMES (DIRECT EY P ENS' r S 'LUS I";TE P -;AL kYn EXTE R v"L. PPO:^UG
THE E'JERGY PAYBACK TIME F OR THIS PROCESS IS
	 .'Voc YEARS
TO PO ODUCE 7 .Z51E'05 -'OCVLEVYEAR9 THE r'PREP
PR'DCrSS RE_:iU IRFS :
ALL lOLLtRS ARE IN %(196=4)
A-46
0I D EC 	 RE 1 1 11 RE ME *ITS
ACC..^U'4T A - FACILITIES
3.60UE+C2 S'). FT . CF 42064)• MANUFACTUPI.NG  SPACE
(TYPE
	
A)
a	 ku031^ S(19R6)/S9. FT. IM PLIES	 28909. 1(1)85)
ACC^UNT P. - PERSO":'-.EL
2 * ,414E-91 °RSN *YRS OF P306409 GENERAL ASSEM9LER
( ELECTRU'IICS )
9 1748706 1(19h5)/ P R''K*YRS IMPLIES	 4921. bt147^+)
3.792E-i 3 D R I, 14*YRS OF 3373609 MAINTENANCE MECHANIC II
9 25475.2' S!19R r0/P0 cW h YPS I'•P LI_S	 97. S(191r,
1.264C-03 P RSN O YRS 00 030809 ELECTR04ICS MAINTENANCE
MAN
d 23749.1 4 1(198:)/PRSN *YRS I MPLIES	 30. '6(1986)
ACC.?UWT C - UTILITIES
9.1.',AF+03 KW HR. OF C103299 ELECTRICITY
^i	 .0c; S(1 g 86)/KN N R . IMPLIEc	 493•	 S(19N6)
ACC+JUNT r) — BYPROOUCTS
(NONE)
ACCOWIT E — CRMMODITI'S
2.320E+07 SO. FT. OF EG17UD
@	 051 Lt19H6)/S s.
2.320E+07 SO * FT. OF E18120%
0	 .48 3(1996)/5:3.
aCCOU"JT F - RESOURCES
('DONE )
?OLP VIYL 9UTYRATE
FT. I` PLIES 1149790.	 xc1.996)
FLOAT =LASS q 1/e+" SC"UA
LIME
FT. VIPLIES 11C87t!76. S41 6)
A-47
h.`
P R ICFSS: CELLAY	 ♦ LAYU P OF CALLS ^."Tv A RI9g0'!
91 RODUCT: RIUOO.N	 SERICS F1393N OF CELLS
P R^O'JCES:
	
3.33.3' RI59ONS/MINUTE. TAKINS	 .390 uI'JUTES/CYCL
OPER A T P S .95 J° THE TIME THE = ACTORY IS OPERATING
CO m PON0T: RIPFAP t RI9r30 10 FAPRICATOR
COST:	 75000. S(197 Q )	 INSTALLATION:	 1^ a. 1(1979)
SALVAGE VAL I 1r :	 40009 *(1979) AFTER	 i.0 YEARS
QUAN T ITY a.4 ?0E +j6 RI5D7 y S/YEAR AT	 6.1659 S(1975)/RIBBONS
NUMCER OF C E LLA Y MACHINES = 6.0009 OF WHICH .006 ARE IDLE
ALL EX P ENSES ARE IV 111996)
DIRECT EXPENSES	 3793473•
DIRECT LA?O Q EY P ENSCS	 !2A393.
OI p ECT MATERIALS AND SUP P LIES	 3549811.
°Y P RODUCT EX P ENSES	 'r.
DIRECT UTILITIES EXPENSES	 1527^.
INDIRECT EXPENSES	 137091.
I'J^IRE:CT L.ABO A EYPC F4SE:S	 1165910
IJ^IPECT MATERIALS ANO SUPPLIES	 1449?.
IN D IRECT UTILITIES EXPENSES	 63:3.
EYPRO'1UCT I%COME
	 (	 0. )
CA P IT.L EX.P^-SES
	
151.5078,
WTPMENT REPLACEMENT	 1160,5,
FACILITIES REPLACEMENT	 15119.
A'` ORTIZEED 3'4E-TIME' COSTS
	
98795''0
INTEREST ON ')EST	 24127.
RCTUR'v 0 ! J EOUIT V
	21;0837.
NC'J-INCn'!E TAXES
	
4 "4P.
INSUR ANCE PREMIU M S	 9 6936.
INCOME TAKE'S
	
1206367.
MISCELLANEOUS
	 10605R4.
EXTERNAL D Ra')UCT COST	 1.23443929
IMTFR"JAL (IMPLICIT) PRODUCT COST 	 0.
VALUE ADDED:	 .+31A S(19A6)/RI330NS =	 .039 1(1)46)/
PEAK-''AATTS
P ROFIT =	 .2x OF PRICE
'MARKUP = 1.337 TIMES (DIRECT EXPL%SES P LUS INTER'JAL AND EXTERNAL PR'')i)U;
THE E'6JERGY PA Y BACK TIME FOR T4IS PROCESS IS	 93401 YEARS
TO PR;)U'JCE 9.4^rE+06 RIBRONS/YEAR, THE CELLAY
'ROCFSS RE.IUIRES:
ALL DOLLARS ARE IN 3(1986)
01 0 ECT RE IIUI 93 ENlEIJTS
ACCOUNT A - FACILITIES
A-48
3.5"SE +'13 SO. E T. ^F A2`jS4^, MA';UFACTURING SPACE
(TYPE A)
n^	 E0930 S(lI A c)/S 4 * FT. I'aFLI -S	 289573.	 S(l?85)
ACC')U"rT i' - PLRS0144EL
7.043E+00 PRS'•J*YRS CF F33064D9 GENEPAL ASSEM;ILER( CLECTRO N ICS )
i 17497.26 S(1986)/PRSN*YRS IMPLIES	 123157.	 S(13Fi)
1926RE-51 P RS'4*YRS O F :337360 •9 MAINTElANCE MECHANIC I1
9 25475928 S(J g A6)/^-o k^N*Y R S I MP LIES	 3223.	 3(191h)
a.451S-02 P RS tl*YRS OF A368119 ELECT R O'IICS MAI'JTENA"iCE
rS AN
w	 23748.14 S(1')A c, ) /PR S'v*YRS I MPLIES	 2007.	 1(19R^)
ACC^U":T C - UTILITIES
2. a 29S+.1 5 K4 HR, C F C1)3289 ELECTRTCITY
a	 .)r, S(1986)/K'W HR. IMPLIES 	 15270.	 $(19?6)
,CCOUNT 0 - BYPRODUCTS
(NOIJE)
ACCOUNT F - COMM00ITIES
1.iSUE^r^'S L°5, O F EG140009 COP P ER RiB0C:1
222.41 S(191G)/L?S. IM PLIES 2599142.	 S(1995)
5.140E+06 Ss. FT. OF c ±157:0, %)YLAR
u
	
.1H 3(19 6)/S^. F T . IY pLIES	 5655!5.	 3(Ilea)
1.331E+05 LBS. OF EG16:^'99 SOLDER PASTE
3.7? S(I gR 6)/LFS. IM o LIFS	 494716.	 1(19:36)
ACCOUNT F - RESOURCES
( 110 1 1 F )
r
A-49
CIMPAIY: CFLLC19 STA'Mt Or) SA M ICS 'WAFER TI CELL CItAPAtly
PP OOUCTS: PCELLS
OUA4TITY: 2075E*v?l
P R ICE:	 +25"
S(1n7E)/
CELLS
ENERGY PAYBACK TImE =	 e"21 YEARS
COMPANY MARKUP =
	
1.361 TVIES (DIRECT EXPENSES P LUS EXTER"SAL PRODUCT COSTS)
COMPANY PROFIT =	 1a5Y OF PRICE
+rrttrafsrrraiiraf++tatxr ► etar+ tray ♦ rftttar+aRrrrr• ra+iariart +♦•+ a
• tsasfrrsrs•tfi+arr•trtsa+itrtrtattratatftrarrraar+t+aratta ► t ♦++ r•
ft ► ♦ attire+trrrraataasfttrsa+raffiatrrrrr ► ♦• tttfa+tttftrarraaairtr
1
A-50
*~ I
1!'f
PROCESS : ^ KSCELLS	 TEST AND SC' R f CELLS
C R]UUCT: p CELLS
	
TESTED AND SORTED CELLS
0 "OUCE	 Slel.-00v CELLS/ M INUTES TAKI'a S	 2..,CL. MINUTES/CYCLr
OPERATES 995 Cr THE TIME THE FACTORY IS OPERATING
COMFJNENT: TESTER• TESTS ANN SO R TS FELLS
CAST:	 121U0'9 1(197 12 )	 INSTALLATION:	 4CQ. %(1979)
+ALVA"E ',VALUE:	 14CU. 1(19 7q ) AFTER	 g.Q YEARS
COMP 0"DENT: C:^°JVEYOR ♦ OU T 6OI"IG COfjVFYOQ
GUST:3^^^. %(197'1)	 INSTALLATIOR+:	 300. 1(1979)
SALVAGE VALUE:
	
60w'o $(1379) AFTER 7.J YEARS
UWANTITY2.C7^L • ^R CELLS / YEA R AT	 02604 1(1975)/CELLS
WUMitf. p
 OF p ;GCELLS "ACHI "!ES = R.0Cl9 OF J H ICH	 .673 ARE IDLE
ALL v x R ENSES ARE IN $(19Afs)
CIR_CT EW P9:"SES	 173b40.
'DIRECT LABOR LXPENSES	 1630010
DIRECT MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
'Y D RODUCT EXPLNSES
DIREC T
 UTILITIES EXPE:ISE'S	 1.1631.
INDIRECT EXPENSES
	 146285.
I'v'lRECT La p 7 p EYPENSES
	
12579 .
INDIR E CT 'A ATEkIALS AND SU P PLIES	 170259
INMRECT UTILITIES EX f> ENSES	 347.°.
^'YPRO^UCT	 INCO M E (	 111483s)
CAPITAL
	
EXPE"!S[S 99768.
7—IL1T Pm E^ I T	 RE P LACEMENT 10196
FACILITIES	 REFLACEME'4T 7222.
AH)RTIZED ONE-TIME COSTS L915?.
IWTFREST	 r"41	 OFRT 2114.
RETURN ON	 E.:)ITY 22894,.
J01J — T?JGC'4E	 TAXES 1549.
I"SUR ANCE PREMIUMS 188520
INCO M E TAXES	 34951.
MISCELLANEOUS
	
21704.
EXTERNAL PRODUCT C^ST	 1.
INTERNAL (IMPLICIT) PRODUCT COST 1:2096096.
VALU r
 ADDED:	 .002 %(1936)/CELLS =	 *0 *C. g(lgP6)/0EAK—NATTS
PROFIT =	 .C" OF PRICE
M ARKUP" = 1.301 TIM4 S (DIRECT EX m rNSES PLUS INTERNAL AND EXTER'JAL
THE E'1ER r Y FAYOACK TIME FOR THIS PROCESS IS	 . ^C1 Yt AR S
TO PR^DUCE 2.`'75E+CR CELLS/YEAR• THE PKGCELLS
PROCESS REQUIRES:
ALL DOLLARS ARE IN 1(1986)
'DIRECT REWIREMENTS
A-51
1
--a
ACCP PJT A - FACILITIE^>
1.63LE +03 S g o FT . CF AP054 v^. MANUFACTURING zP ACE:
(TY PE A)
9	 79,37 S(1986)/S'i. FT. IMPLIES 	 1259959	 S(19G6)
ACC^U%T B - PERSOMNEL
sJeS09E+00 R RSN*YRS IF B306 4 7-p iENERAL ASSE'4r1ER
( _LECTRO" T ICS )
^:	 174 Q 7 * 27 S(l9 A 6) /PRS 11 •v RS I"PIIES	 15,555.	 1(ly°C))
4.133E — n1 C RVI + YPS OF p 372309 TNS O ECTUR SYSTE'41^
(nUALITY r0PITROL)
W 17 4 11.11 3(19A6 )/DR SN*YRS IMPLIES	 7360 9 	M93E)
1.033E - 01 P RS 44+YRS OF A3 7 3609 "AINTE 1W.CE MECHANIC II
ti	 254 7 5 . 2 V $ ( 17A f0 / a RSN+ v RS I '". 2 LIES	 2632.	 I(13,s'))
:.,133E-;l1 PcRSN ► 'IRS OF .4368809 ELECTPO`JICS '44INTEMANCE
M AN
2374F. . 14 S(1956 )/' FSN+Y R S IMPLI E S	 2453.	 b(198f-)
ACCOUIT C - UTILITIES
1.871E + C5 KW HP,, OF C1C3299 ELECTRICITY
i	 905 St1985 ) /KU HR. IMPLIES	 10;390 i(19A6)
ACCOU",T Q — BYPRODUCTS
2 * aG1E+34 Sl. M T. OF 0117609 REJECTED CELLS
a	 —3993 S(1 g46)/S:. MT. IM P LIES -111433.	 S(lIQ;)
ACCOU":T E - COMMJDITIF"S
(NONE)
ACCM 111T F - RESOU?CES
f NONE: )
A-51.
m ROCESS: FC0'1T4CT . P RINT A^jD FLED FRONT CONTACT
op
,nOUCT: FC:'	 . FR^NT CJNTACTED WAFERS
PRODUCES:	 61.. 309 WAFERS/'4INJTE9 TAKI'IC,	0433 MINUTFS/CYCLE
C P E?ATFS . q 5 O^ TnE TI m r THE FACTJRY IS POLRATI'JS
COMPONENT: NRTNT_R• SC Q EFN 13 RINTS FRCf)T CONTACT
COST:	 33600. S(1979)	 I iSTALLATION:	 '1=04 1(19?9)
SALVAfE VALUE:	 57239 S(1979) AFTE R 800 YEApS
COM P O"LENT: ETCHERS '?RY ETCH OF 0"IDE
C%'.ST:
	 17:,0 . S(1979)	 INSTALLATION:	 PU0. 5(1979)
SALVA"7E VALUE:
	
3420. 'x(1979) AFTE 4	5.0 7EApS
CO M PONENT: FIORNACE• nRYS AND FIRES SILVER CONTACT
C7!^T:	 V30^6 S(1 g7 9)	 IfISTALLATION:	 957. L( 1979)
SLLVA nE VALUE:	 40099 1(!979) AFTER R. r YEARS
!UANTITY 2.184E+3A. ''dAFE Q S/YEAR AT	 .2467 1(1975)/WAFERS
NUMFER OF FCONTACT MACHINES = 89001 9 OF 'JHICH .36E ARE IDLE
ALL EXPENSES APE IN 1(19,16)
DIRECT EXPENSES
	
74862230
^IRECT LABOR EX PENSES	 1'87n1.
DIRECT MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES	 732^271:.
NY"ROGUCT EXPENSES	 30
DIRECT UTILITIES EXPSNI SES	 °7173.
I1401 P ECT EX"E LISE S	 1143110
I CI^IREC T LABOR EXPENSES	 97743.
I".CIRECT MATERIALS AN'0 SUPPLIES	 12117F.
INDIRECT UTILITIES EXPENSES	 55210
F YPRJ)UCT INCOME	 (	 1). )
CAPI TAL FXP 17"ISES	 :215554.
E(:'JT Pmr NT REPLACEMENT	 p9115.
FACILITIES REPLACEMENT	 15J71.
AMORTIZE) ONE-TIME C)STS	 834131.
INTEREST '1 1I DF9T
RETURN ON E)UITY	 ;75052.
NCN-INC0"E T AXES	 44 17.
INSURANCE PREMIUMS
	
9159,x.
INCO M E TAXES	 9999?1.
MISCELLAWEIIIS
	
62^p53.
EXT T-R%AL °RODUCT COST
INTE,'NAL (IMPLICIT) PRODUCT COST	 ;1659.3449
VALUE AD^ED:	 .045 1(19 ,56) 14AFERS =	 o.)52 1(1 9''6) /PEAK-WATTS
P ROFIT =	 02ti OF PRICE
",ARKUP = 1.'a10 TIMES (DIRECT EX°EI^S^S a IUS I"^TE 4 NAL "'M E y TER N)AL PpOf1UC
THE ENERGY P AY3ACK TIME FOR THI^ PROCESS IS	 .703 YEA^S
TO P RODUCE 2.1 0.4E+ ,38 '1AF r Ri/YEARq THE FCONTACT
PROCESS REQUIRES:
kip),
A-53
P.
ALL 00LL4 F S A P E IM '(41996)
nIRECT RE;UIPP_MENTS
ACCOUVT A - FACILITIES
4 * CODE+C3 SQ * FT * IF A2^647r !A ANU F ACTU O ING SPACE
(TY F E	 A)
79.37 1(1996)/Sle FT * I'1PLI:S	 '17484.	 S(1985)
ACC O UNT 3 - PERSIMNEL
5 * 991E+00 °RSN*YRS OF 930640 9 GENERAL ASSEI?LER
(_LECTR0,4ICS )
Q	 17467 * 27 S(1985)/ ak SN*YRS IMPLIES	 IC4761* S(1945)
1.G76E-(-1 D RSN*fPS OF 9;.73600 MAINT E NANCE MECH A NIC If
I	 ^5475 * 2 p t (19 ►?S) /PR:N*Y P S IM-I LIES	 2742.	 S(19p6)
5.391E-G2 F RS I)*YRS OF 8368809 ELECTRO"JICS MAINTENANCE
NAN
8 23748 * 1 4 $(1986) /P k ^,N*YRS IMPLIES	 1278.	 1(193:)
ACCOUNT C - UTILITIES
19059E'+ ,. 6 KU HK * OF C113289 ELECTRICITY
9	 9C9 S(1996)/KJ HR. IMPLI=S	 57173. S0966)
ACCOUNT 0 - 8YPR000CTS
(NONE)
ACCOUNT E - C^MMIOITIES
9. X 36E+06 GRAMS OF F1054119 SILVER (AG * ) PASTE (80%)
* 04 ^(19P^^)/t^RAMS IM P LIES 732G270.	 $(1984)
ACCOUNT
	
RESOURCES
(NONE)
A-54
A
P ROCESS: PCONTACT . ALU41NLI" 34CK CONTACT
0 R^DUCT: FCJ
	
t QACK CONTACTED 4AFER i
PRODUCES:
	 63*000; 4AF_RS/"INUTE• TA I(ING	 .433 MINUTES/CYCLE
0 0FR ATES .96 nF THL TIME THE FACTCRY IS OPERAT14G
CO m PONENT: FRINTER. SC R F, 'N PR IVTS BAC K COMTACT
CC'ST:	 354;3ri. $(1979)	 I14STALLAT104: 	 4509 )11379)
SALVAGE VALUC:
	
672:19 1(1979) AFTER aeC YC1QS
COMPONENT: FIJRNACE9 DRYS AND FIRES
COST:	 1700!► . S(1 a 74)	 INSTALLATION:	 ?SO. 1(1979)
SALVAGE VALUE:	 3400. 1(1974) AFTER 9.0 YEARS
COMPONE4T: CLEANER, r,LEAI;S WAFERS
C'1ST!
	 12000* '1(1974)	 INSTALLATION:
	
5000 1(1379)
SALVA r,E VALUE:
	
1901. 1(1979) 4FTEI 9.0 YEARS
QUANTITY 2.193E+C9 JAFER "/YEAR AT	 .2206 $(1975) /". AFrRS
NIJMPER OF ©CONTACT MACHI.+ES = 9903 0 9 OF JHICH .33 7 ARE IDLE
ALL EX P ENSES ARE IN $11996)
DIRECT E xP E4SES	 1299104.
IIRECT LABOR EX P ENSES	 1''9218.
^IRECT M ATERIALS A140 SUP P LIES	 11455049
UY PR COUCT EXPENSES	 00
DIRECT UTILITIES EXPENSES
	
44383.
INDI R ECT EX P ENSES	 115148*
INDIRECT LAIR EXPENSES	 97311.
INDIRECT MATERIALS AID SUP P LIES	 1223;.
IN n,IRECT UTILITIES EX P ENSES	 56010
^,YPR^DUCT	 INCOME (	 U. )
CAPITAL
	
F/Pc%SES 4:12024.
FDUI P MENT RE P LACEMENT 597190
FACILITIES R r. r LACEMC^:T 14560,
AM 1 4TIZE0
	
ONE-TIlSS
	
COSTS 171?34.
INTEREST	 'N DF9T 731?.
RETURN 0 14 E9U ITY 792490
NON — IMCI""E TAXES 4144.
INSURANCE  PREMIUMS 95372,
INCO M E TAXES 2"5963.
MISCELLANEnUS 127S9S,
EXTERNAL PR!!QUCT C'OL'T
	
is
INTERNAL (IMPLICIT) PRODUCT COST
	 59509392.
VALUE ADDED:	 *31C, $(19?6)/WAFERS = 	 .I111 4(1986)/PEAK—WATTS
P RO F IT =	 .1% OF PRICE
M ARKUP : 1.Z09 TI m ES (DIRECT EX P ENSES P LUS I"!TCP"+AL "JO EXTERNAL P4JvUC
THE ENERGY PAYBACK TIME FOR THIS PROCESS IS 	 .003 YEARS
TO P R ODUCE 2.193E+08 IJAFERS/YEAR ♦ T H E 8C OONTACT
PR^?CESS R=:1U IRES :
A-55
7
ALL COLLARS ARE IN S( 1986)
01 P ECT FE)Ull' MENTS
ACCOWIT A - FACILITIES
49CCOF.*03 S ri. FT. OF A2064D9 MANUFACTU P ING IZPACC
(TYPE A)
a	 79.37 t ( 1 9AF) /S9. FT *
 I iPL I ES	 1 17489.	 S (1?86 )
ACCOUNT 9 - PERSONNEL
6.C15F+:0 O RSU+YRS OF 930640 9
 GENERAL ASSEMBLER
1ELECTRONICS)
1;	 17407.27 $(1786)/ P N 0,N+YRS I PPLI=S	 104182.	 i(1985)
1.C81F-01 P RSN • YRS OF 937360 % MAI"1TFNANCE MECt4A'JIC II
9	 25475.28 %(1996)/ 0 RStj+YRS 14 P LI 7-S	 27539	 3(19:1,3)
5.403E -02
 
O RSN*YRS OF 8358909 ELECTRO'J.CS MAINTENANCE
MAN
3 P 3748.14 'x(1986)/ P RS4*YPS IM D LIFS	 12939 1(19+"0
ACCOUNT C - UTILITIES
S.t'23E+05 K IJ HR. OF 0103299 ELECTRICITY
-3	 .25 S(1916)/K4 HR. IM P LIES	 443839 S(1096)
ACCT1'!T 0 - 9YPROOUCTS(fiCNE)
ACCr'O'dT E - Cnf-iMnOITIFS
4. p 24E+05 LBS. CF _3130^.0, ALU M INUM PASTE
2.37 t(1986)/LOS. I MPLIES	 1144887.	 S(1995)
79',10E+01 SCRE r "JS OF E157509 SCR,E'JS
d	 2.4r^ SQ985)/SCREE4S IMPLIES	 617. S(14 6>
ACC"UNT F - RESOURCES
(NONE)
I
1 A-56
PR'.`LFSS: ED'',E.ETCH ► PLASMA MME ETCH OF STACKED JAFERS
L'R'1 5UCT: EE'7	 ► EDSE ETCHED JAPERS
O RC T IJCES:	 SJ.,,C^': dAFERS/ 4 INUTE ► TAKING	 1599 1 41'WE5/CYCLE.
OPERaTEa . q 5 : F THE TIRE THE F ACTJRY IS OPERATI'J.
CO m PO'IENT: F T CHEQ ► PLAS M A ETr4LR
C'JST:	 I^Ow^. V(197 q )	 I'vSTALLATIO'J:	 A9S, 1(191c)
;AL'/AIE VALUE:	 5'vCV. 111979) AFTE p R.: YE.'-°S
C(I MPO"JENT: STOCKER ► STAC K S AIJD LOADS 4AFERS I4TO ETCHI'R
CJST:	 21.4U0014 t(1'l7 Q )	 I143TALLATMN:	 1;006 1(1979)
SALVAGE VALUE:	 3COVe 1(1979) AFTE' 7.0 Yr4RS
LO MO O"$ 6 17: CONVEYOR ► OUT GOING" CINVEY?Q
COST:	 30:00 S(19 79 )	 INSTALLATION:	 :s"0. T(1779)
SALVA^,E VALUE:	 6Cne E(197)) AFTER 7." YEARS
QUANTITY 2.197E+99 WAFERS/YEAR AT 	 92150 S(1975)/VAFERS
O F EDGE * ETCH MACHINES = R.OPO ► OF :RICH .241 ARE IDLE
ALL EYPENSE5 ARE I14 S(1986)
r)IRECT - EXaE":;ES	 32:485.
DIRECT L ABOR EX P ENSES	 2132R8.
DIRECT MATERIALS AND SUP PLIES	 1'4C349
AY°RODUCT EXPENSES	 P.
0I p ECT U T ILI T IES EXPENSES	 3162.
INDIQrCT Ex*F4SES	 173^19.
IN')IQ rCT LAROP EXPENSES	 149354.
I^.^IRECT MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES	 20561.
I'01RECT UTILITIES EX P ENSES	 3104.
.YPRODUCT	 I'JCOME (	 • )
CAPI T AL	 EXPF"SES 142760.
r 0UI 0 '4LNT RE P LACEMENT 82445.
FACILITIES	 RSPLACE'ME14T 5441-0
AMORTT7.ED O'J_ -TT mr- CDSTS 09657.
IWTEREST UN DEST 419R.
P, !-'TURN 04 EQUITY 45394.
WO'd - In!C0'4 E	 T AXES 229P.
INSURANCE PREMIUMS 33346.
INCO M E TAXES
	
83492.
MISCELLANEWS	 51 °47.
EAT:S'JAL FR l DIICT COST	 '.
INTER'4AL (IM P LICIT) PRODUCT COST	 88637883.
VALUE ADDED:	 a J 04 S(19E'E,`/'4AFERS = 	 .904 S(1996)/PEAK-WATTS
PRO*IT =
	
.1% OF *RICE
t^ARK11 P = JoIC6 TIME'S (DIPECT EX a ENSFS PLUS ItJERWAL SAPID EXTERNAL PR'I')U
THE rNERGY FAY'IACK TIME FOR THIS PROCESS IS 	 .OLO YEARS
TD PFODUCE 2.1?7E+O8 WAFERS/YEAR, ► THE E0GE9ETCH
PROCESS REQUIRCS:
A-57
ALL DOLLA R S A R E 14 %(0Bb)
OI p E:T RE3UTAEMFt1T5
ACCCU'JT A - FACILITIE°
A.3rOE 4 02 Sa o F"a OF A23640 ► 14 A OIUFACTURING SPACE
(TY PE A)
.1	 79.37 S(1996)/5 f1. FT. IMPLIES
	
6'14980	 S(1984)
ACCCU'JT 9 - PERSONNEL
9.117E + 4G O RSN • YRS OF 8506 4 09 n ENE14L ASSEk4OLER
(CLECTRONICS)
a	 174 ; 7.?l 1 ( 19A6) / vR SN * YRS I 119 LIES	 V17435 0. 3(1386)
1.3945+311 O RSN*YRS OF 937360* M A INTENANCE MECHANIC II
3 ?547'4.2L %(1996)/ p RSN + YRS VAP LIES	 27872. S(19P5)
1.094E+00 'IRSN*YRS OF 436880* ELECT Q ONICS MAINTENANCE
411 1,1
8 237 4 8 * 14 S(19R6)/PRSN * YP 5 IMPLIES	 259829 1(19HC)
ACCOWIT C - UTILITIES
5.659E+C4 K4 # MR. OF C103209 ELECTRICITY
1	 *01 $(1386)/K4 HR. I4FLIES 	 3162, S(199b)
ACCOUNT n - PYPRODUCTS
('NONE )
ACC^U"JT c - C174MOOIT1ES
1.465E + 02 CU. FT. OF EG110009 ANHYDROUS HYDROGEN
rLUORIDE
a	 511.19 S ct 986)/C'1. FT. I M PLIES	 74881. $(1986)
398P2F+03 CU. FT. OF ES120309 CF4
n1 	 7.51 '%(1946)/CU. FT. I'4 0 LI:3	 29153.	 tf13^i6)
ACCOUNT F - RESOURCES
(NONE)
A-58
P k'ICFSS: DI FF USIO"Jr P OOL n I FFU"I:N FURNACE
P RCnUCT : {"I 	 9 DI FF USr l 9 AFEgS
P R^nUCES:	 71.IljP WA Cr RS/ M INUT 7 9 TAKING	 45.000 MINUTES/CYCLE
nP£RAT^S 9 44 O^ THE TIME T4E F rCTORY I t OPERATING=
(.3H P 0'JENT: Fl JR klACE9 DIFFUSION FUR14ACL WITH PULL%PS
C,ST:	 112 00. S(1979)	 I'4STALLATIO`):	 13106 1(1 979)
SALVAnE VALUE:
	 16800. 1(1979) AFTER	 1.', YEARS
COM P ONE4T: LOAD * LOAD3 WAFERS INTO COATS AND ONTO SLEDS
C?ST:	 1R000. 1119791	 INSTALLATION:	 Q.O. 3(1979)
S»LVAGE VALUE:
	
2400. 1(19 7 9) AFTCR 790 YEARS
COPPO'iENT: C(i4V^YOR• OUT GOIWG CIINVCYIR
CwST;	 3P. 30o 40979)	 TNSTALLATI'IJ:	 30G. $(1979)
SALJA'',E VALUC:
	 (,y:. S(1979) AFTE R T.0 YEARS
;UA"JTTT v
 2.222C;"•R WAFE a S/YEA R AT	 .21^6 S(1175)/4AFERS
"JUMPER OF DIFFUSION MACHINES = 7.319 OF 1hICH 930: ARE IDLE
ALL EXPENSES ARE IN S(19R6)
DIRECT EYPENSFS	 494323.
DIRECT LA9'3R EX P ENSES	 142134^6
DIRECT M ATERIALS aNU SU PP LIES	 1522146
"Y P ROCUCT EXPENSES	 :`.
OIRFCT UTILITIES EXPENSES	 :9O5711.
INDIRECT EXPE'JSES	 139456.
INDIRECT LABOR EYPENS F S	 118751.
I":'?IR€CT MATCRIALS AND SUP P LIES	 454i2q.
1 14DIRCCT UTILITIES EX 0 E'42ES	 52766
C'7PROOUCT	 INCOME f
	
019)
CAPITAL	 EXP<(JSES 53Z171,
EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT 14949;..
r 4CILITIES REPLACEME"JT 29433.
A M ORTIZE') ONE-TI M E	 C.-STS 1121?r-.
I4TEREST ON DEBT 11354.
R. TURN O f-)	 EQUITY 12295%+.
NON-INCO M E TAXES 7824.
INSURANCE PREMIUMS 9C,2 ll
IrJCl) mr-	 TAXES 132058.
MISCELLA?JE')US ?2^.05e
_XTE 2!4AL P RIDUCT COST ".
INTE a ►-JAL	 (IMPLICIT)	 P RODUCT COST	 k172594OS0
V ALUE ADDED:	 *006 S(1986)/WAFERS =	 .007 T(lgA6)/PEAK-WATTS
PRO F IT =	 .14 )F PRICE
'"ARKUP = 19:11 TIMES (01KEC T EXPENSES PLUS INJE P NAL AND EXTERNAL PRU;)JC
THE ENERGY PAYBACK TIME F OR THIS PROCESS IS	 .)ll YEARS
TO P RODUCE 2.222=+nR '.WAFERS/YEAR• THE DTFFUSION
r 4UCES3 REGIJIR^S:
A-59
^i„
ALL OCLLA P S ARE IN t(:946)
^IQECT RE—WIPILME")TS
ACCOUNT A - 9ACILITIES
3.laaF+I3 S'). F'. OF A2 76CP-p 4AW F ACTURING SP ACE
tTYPE .)
s	 217.99 s(l9A6)/SU. FT. I'" F LIFS	 686557.	 $(1)86)
ACCOUNT B - PERSO"":EL
7.962E+jj OP S 64 *Y R S OF P3O640. rENFRAL ASSE""FLER
(ELECTRO`11CS)
4 1740.27	 VIDLIF.S	 1374F• P. S(19P0
99465 r -02 PRSN +YRS OF 33 7 36D9 MAINTENANCE M ECHANIC TI
y 25475."h 1(1965)PRS"I IMPLIES	 24039 S(198rl)
Q.46S^:-02 I RSIJO YRS OF 1 36 13809 ELECT R ONICS 4AVoTCNA!sCr
m AN
& ?374 A 91 4 S(1985)/PRSl*Y o,S TMPLIES	 2241. 1(19F6)
ACCOVIT C - UTILITTES
3.531E+75 KW HR. OF CV32F9 ELECTRICITY
S	 I S(19R6)/KW HR. IMPLI ES 	 1?057N. S(1126)
ACCUU":T 7 - RYPROn9CTS
9.374E+^8 CU. F T. OF 0131SBo FUMES
it	 S(1'3A6)/C'J. FT. IM P LIES	 .	 'tt19R51
ACC^.U'4 T E - CAMMODITIr"_S
3.'+75E+03 LBS. ^F E150409 pail
4	 30.53 S(19 WLES. IMPLIES	 119=280 S(19R5)
5.5:10E+06 CUe FT. OF E14150• "1ITROaE4 ;i'S q REGULAR
PR»-PURIFIED
0	 .C1 Y(1965)/CU. FT. IM P LICS	 39415.	 t(13H6)
3.7AIF+35 CU. FT. OF E1448 '1. r)X Y : F %!' SAS
@	 .31 3(19A5l/CU. FT. VIPLIES 	 4270. S(1gA6)
4CCIUNT F - RESOURCES
(N0 14E )
Iry
A-60
PROCESS: DRY	 • DRY WAFERS
P RODUCT: ORY I d	 . DRY WAFERS
PROIUCES:	 6^.0016 WAFERS / M INUTES TAKIN	 24a 3 MINUTES/CYCLE
O P ERATES . q 9 OF T HE TIME THE F ACTORY IS OPERATING,
COM P ONENT: DRYER• LINEAR BLtrW DRY ER
COST:	 1 ^ 090. S (1979) 	 I NSTALLATI O.N:	 << :. 1(1919)
SALVA VE VALUE: 	 15000 S(1179) AFTER 39.G Y ARS
COMPONENT: CVNVEYER• THRrI UGH DRYER A'4n OUT
COST:	 3001. S(19'79)	 I'VSTALLATIO"::
	 3109 1(1979)
SAL'JAr-E VALUE:
	
600* $(1979) A F TE R 7.0 YEARS
QUANTITY 2.226E+L'8 WAFERS/YEAR AT.2769 S(1975)/4AFERS
NUML-ER IF DRY MACHINES = 89614 ♦ O F WHICH .37'9 ARE IDLE
ALL EXPENSES ARE IN S(19AG)
DIRECT EXPENSES	 127110.
DIRECT LADOR EXPENSES
	 1:988?0
DIRECT MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
	 ".
HYPR^DUCT EXPENSES	 ^.
DIRECT UTILITIES EXPENSES 	 172229
INDIRECT EXPENSES	 966310
INDIRECT LASOR EXPENSES
	
83253.
INOIflECT MATERIALS AND SU PPLIES	 1135.'..
IN r)IRECT UTILITIES EX P ENSES	 2925.
oYPROOUCT I'JCO'ME
	
t	 G. )
CAPI T AL EXPS'ISES	 67769.
EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT	 513079
FdCILITIES REPLACEMENT	 4444.
AMORT IZEO ONE-TIME COSTS	 275799
INTEREST C` rJ DEBT	 1365.
RETURN ON EQUITY	 14753.
N014-INCOME TAXES
	 9:47.
INSUR &NCE PREMIUMS	 13573.
INCOME TAPES
	 37) C57.
MISCELLANEOUS
	 2",52?.
FXTERIJAL PRODUCT COST
IINTERNAL (IMPLICIT) PRODUCT COST
	
669143844
VALUE AUOED:	 ,002 l(1996)/WAFERS =	 .002 S(1986)/PEAK-WATTS
FRn P IT =	 .PX OF PR CE
MARRUF = 1 * 0^3 TIMCI; (DIRECT EXP ENSES PLUS INTERNAL ANI D EXTEPNAL PQ00LJ
THE F'1ERGY PAYBACK TIME F OR THIS PROCESS IS	 .	 YEARS
TO PR'UDUCF 2.226E+ 1,1 8 VAF :RS/YEAR• THE DRY
PROCESS REQUIRES:
ALL DOLLAR S ARE IN 3(1986)
DIRECT REQUIREMENTS
A-61
ACC ^UNT A - FACILITIES
4.'C3F.*02 ,.. FT. 9F A20640 9 M C NUFACTU R ING SPACF
(7Y A E	 4)
79.37 S(1985) /S9. FT, IPLIrS
	 63498, 311985)
ACC^U"JT 8 - PERSO01%EL
5.9 ,JIE+t,0 PRSN*YRS OF 83064D 9
 GENERAL ASSE"BLER.
(ELECTRONICS)
@	 17487 9 27 3(191 y )/ a RSN+YRS I""PLT^S	 104600. 3(1986)
1.075E-il PRSN*YRS OF 6373609 MAINTENANCE MECHANIC II
3	 25475.2P S(19AS) /PG S'j*YQS I"PLIIS
	 2737.	 t(1986)
1.?75F- i! D RSN*YRS OF 9369001 ELECTRONICS MAIN TENANCE
mat4
9 237 4 8.14 L(1996)/PRSN-YRS I M PLIES	 2952. %(1985)
ACCOUNT C - UTILITIES
3.191E+ nr KW HR. OF ClC32P9 ELCCTR.ICITY
.45 S(19 s36)/KW 4R. I 111 TES	 17222.	 3(1945)
ACCOUNT n - 9YPR30UCTS
(NONE)
ACC^U"!T E - COMMOOITIFS
(NONE)
ACCOUNT	 - RESOUPCES
("'O"!E )
rr
M
ik-b_'
`, i
iw
OR'`CESS: CLEAN	 • DAMAGE ANn TLXTUR r ETCH AND CLEAN JAFERS
PR"nUCT: EAC4
	 • E:ATCHED ANN CLEANED 4AFER3
P Rno ljcr'^:
	 6G.a0u1 VAFERS/flINUTE 9 TAKING	 48.3GC MINUTES/CYCLE
wPE P ATrES .95 OF THE TI -4E T HE P ACTC'RY IS OPLRATING
COMPO'JENT: STACKER• STACKS CAS>ETTES
C,?ST:
	
12109. 1(1979)	 I'1STALLATION:	 t?CC. 1(1979)
SALVAQL VALUE:
	 24209 $(19'9) AFTE R 	 7 .'7 YEARS
COM P ONE"JT: ETCH, ETCHING AND RINSING TANKS
COST:	 41251.. $(1979)	 INSTALLATION:	 13'w0. R(1979)
SALVAGE VALUE:
	 A250. S(079) AFTER 8* 0 YEARS
COM P ONFNT: CONVEYORI OUT G3114G CONVFYUR
COST:
	
12901. $41979)	 ANSTALLATICN:	 'p0. '1(1979)
SALVA GE VALUE:	 25AO. 1(1979) AFTER 7.0 YEARS
QUANTITY 2.22.4E+0A '^AFTES/YEAR AT 	 92^5) t(1975)/'JAFERS
NU'ISER OF CLEAN MACHINES = A.OnC• OF 4HICH .iCb ARE' IDLE
ALL FXPENSES ARE IN t(19P6)
DIRECT EXPENSES
	
823A960
DIRECT LAEO? EXPENSES 	 163752..
DIRECT MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES
	
59;,94.
PY t'?ODUCT EXPENSES
	 727-l.
DIRECT UTILITIES EXPENSES	 122971.
INDIRECT EX P ENSES	 232417.
INDIRECT LABOR EX PENSES	 19246,
IN1RECT MATERIALS AND SU P PLIES	 22177.
INOIR r-CT UTILITIES EXPENSES
	
13334.
RYPRO nUCT INCOME
CAPITAL EXPENSES
EQUIPMENT REPLACEMFNT
F ACILITIES REPLACEME'!T
AlORTIZED ONE-TIME COSTS
I'VTEREST ON DEST
RCTURN ON EQUITY
NQN-INCO"°E TAX ES
INSURANCE PREMIUMS
INCOME TAPES
MISCELLANEOUS
EXTERNAL PRIDUCT COST
INTERNAL (IMPLICIT) PRODUCT COST
t	 0.)
43532-5.
1691199
1^5017.
n^
35149072.
77771 .
^R2G7.
8A37.
R553P.
6157.
7772?.
VALUE ADDED:
	 .008 $(1986)/'.AFE E S =	 .009 S(1986)/QEAK-WATTS
PROFIT =
	 .1". OF PRICE
MARKUP = l.vll TIMES (DIRECT EY P ENSE r, PLUS INTERNAL :AND EXTERNAL PRC7UC
THE ENERGY PAYBACK TIME FOR THIS PROCESS IS
	
.GJ2 YEARS
TO PRODUCE 2.228E+08 WAFERS/YEAR ♦ THE CLEAN
PROCESS REQUIRES:
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ALL O ALLGRS APE IN %(088)
DIRECT REGUIPEMENTS
ACCOUNT A - FACILITIES
1.633E+03 S9. FT * OF A2064^j MANU F ACTU P ING SPACF(TYPE 4)
	
79.37 S(1986 )ISOe FT. IMPLIE S 	 126995. S(1986)
ACCOUNT 8 - PERSONNEL
Q .276E+00 O RS14*YRS OF 013064D ♦ GENE O AL A;S M8LER
( ELECTRONICS )
a	 174P7.2'? S(19P6)/ Q RSN*YRS IM D LIES	 iF2205.	 t(1946)
7.420 E - 01 PRSN*YRS O F ^373GD * MAINTENANCE M ►-°C 4 ANIC II
of	 15 t0502b %(1936)/'RS4*Y R s IMPLIFS	 115904.	 t(13a6)
1.113E-01 r'RSM*YRS OF 93A98D* ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCEP,4 4 N
a 2:748914 %(1986)/PRSt4*YRS IMPLIFS 	 2643.	 i(13A6)
4000U 14T C - UTILITIES
1.634E+U5 CU. FT. OF C1144n ♦ WATE R
 - OG IOfilr E;^
.41 $$996)/C0. FT. IMPLIEC	 6o320. S(1396)
8.171E+01 5 CU. FT. OF C1 !164ia. "1ATURAL GAS
$	 .03 S(19)36)/CU. FT. IM r-LIES	 262690	 S(196;)
3e863E+C5 KW HR. O^ C113299 ELECTRICITY
a	 .0F t(19AE)/ Kr HR. I mP LIES	 2 £ 4 7.	 S(1956)
7.428E+05 CU. FT. OF C1n1 4, p * DOMESTIC WIDER
a	 *01 S(1996)/CU. FT. TMPLIES	 9F?4.	 %(1986)
ACC:)U NT
 0 - BYPRODUCTS
4.345E+05 GALLO',,S or ►J1 J3E') *
 POISONOUS ACID
a	 12 $(:985)/G4LLONS IMPLIES
	
727P.	 a(1^SF)
ACCOUNT E - COMMOOITIES
1.931E+;5 5 GALLONS IF E1352 11 * ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
a	 29211 T(1996)/GALLO'43 I i n LICS	 44u271.	 %(1986)
1.3 0E+06 LBS. OF E16'VIO* SOOIU ►1 HYDROXIDE
st
	
004 t(1`3K6)/L`?S. I MPLIES	 492760	 S (19P5)
3.603E+04 LBS. O F F164 1:0* SULFU P IC ACIC
a	 .57 %(1986)/LRS. IMPLIES	 20547.	 S(19i?5)
ACCOUNT F - RESOURCES
(NONE)
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i
P RJCESS: INSPECT , THIC K(": ESS RESTSTIVITY INSPFCTTOIIJ
ORODUCT: TWAFERr- , TESTFO JAPERS
P RODUCES:
	
60.u000 :IA F FRSI!A I11UTE • TAKI`JG	 .E:13 MI%'UTES/CYCLE
OPERATEI .97 OF THE TI ME THE FACTnRY IS OPERATINts
COMPONENT: TESTER, TCSTS AND SORTS JAFERS
COST:	 450039 S(1979)	 INSTALLATION:	 klP. 3(1?79)
S ALVA'3E VALUE:	 900n. $41979) AFTER 997 YEARS
COMPONrNT: UMPACK, UNOACKS AN3 LOADS INTO TESTER
CJST:
	
2P0009 $(1979)	 INSTALLATTI N:
	
10000 Z(1979)
SALVAGE VALUE:	 40^06 'x(1979) AFTER 7.0 YEARS
COMP 0NEPIT: CONVEYOR, OUT G t1ING CONVEYOR
COST:	 lUCO". S(1979)	 INSTALLATION:	 5110 M979)
SALVAGE VALUC:
	
2000. S(19T9) AFTER 7.0 YEARS
QUANTITY 2 . 242E + 01 WAFERS/YEAR AT	 .2105 t(1°75)/JAFERS
NUMBER OF INSPECT MACHINES = B.00 n , OF xHICH •222 ARE IDLE
ALL EXPENSES ARE IN S(19a6)
DIRECT EXPENSES	 63557544.
DIRECT LABO ? EXPENSES	 165207.
DIRECT MATERIALS AND SUP PLIES	 633739590
BY PR ODUCT EXPENSES	 v.
DIRECT UTILITIES EXPENSES	 !1394.
INDIRECT EXPENSES
	 143371.
INDIRECT LABOR EXPE'JSFS
	 123753.
IN!7IRFCT MATERIALS AND SU
P
PLIES
	 17%3.
INDIRECT UTILITIES EX PENSES	 256ti.
CYPRODUCT
	 I"lCO M E	 ( 6330•)
CAPITAL
	 EY P r K' SES F7.4931?9
CQUI P MENT REPLACEMENT 46416.
FACILITIES REPLACEMENT 4949.
AMORTIZED ONE-TIlE C g STS 63,513^a.
INTEREST
	
ON DEBT 9167x.
RrTUR "J ON EQUITY 991114o
NON-INCOME TAXES 3IP70
INSURANCE PREMIUMS 265873.
INCO M E TAXES 4157537.
"ISC_LLANEOUS 5165644.
EATFRN AL 	 P ROCUCT COST 00
INTERNAL	 (IMPLICIT)	 PRODUCT COST v.
VALUE ADDED:	 .38C S(1986)/WAFERS =	 9426 R(1qu6)/PEAK—WATTS
PROFIT = 1.23 OF 091CF_
M ARKUP = 1.340 TIMES (DIRECT EY D EN!SFS PLUS INTER14AL AND EXTERNAL POO UC
THE ENERGY PAY13ACK TIME FOR THIS P ROCESS IS	 euCtl YEARS
TO PRODUCE 2.242E+0A ,JAFERS/YEAR, THE INSPECT
PROCESS REQUIRES:
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1^1I
ALL DOLLAPS APE IN $ 0180
DI G ECT o£;UIQEMENTS
ACCOUNT A - FACILITIES
Fo-',00E+t'1 2 Sl. FT . OF A2 4V64G, MAN U F ACTURE'+G .PACE
(TYPE
	
A)
79.37 6(1996)/Sl. FT, I'' r'LIE2	 63495.	 5(1186)
ACCMUNT 6 - PERSONNEL
99139 r +GO P RSN*YRS OF i33064n, GE^JER4L AiSE'A:;LER
( r:LECTRU,JICS )
8	 174A7.27 3(1985)/PRS?J*YRS IMPLIES	 159BC9.	 3(1966)
1.597E — C1 P RSN*YRS OF 01371609 MAINTENANCE MECHANIC II
7 254 75. 28 3 (1990/PRS'j* Y R'', I MP LIES	 2794. S(19P,0
1.097£ — U1 PRSN*YRS OF U368RD9 ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE
^t A "J
J 23748.14 %(13 Q 6)/PRS"J*YRS IMPLIES 	 2604.	 S(19: `0
ACCOUNT C — UTILITIES
2.111E'+G5 KJ HR. OF C1C32E', ELECTRICITY
J	 .US %(1985)/K'4 HR. I'M O LIE y 	11394*	 $(13h6)
4CCCUNT J — EYDRODUCTS
1.831E+03 SO. MT. is 0106409 REJECTED 4AFER',
d	 -3.49 $(1986)/S,J. MT. )^" P LIES	 -63900	 1(198b)
ACCOUNT C - COMMODITIcS
1.P16E +n6 SG. IAT . OF E139:[!, 4AFERS9 SINGLE CRYSTAL
SILICON
@	 34.90 1(19A6)/S r;. MT. 14 P LIET 63373957,	 $(1936)
ACCOUNT F - RESOURCES
(NONE)
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IAPPENDIX B
Format A Data and Justifications For ROBOTBOND
(Programmable Automation Process)
.1-1
-SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
n
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
J9T PROrt 418N LARORATORT	 Note: Names given in brackets ( 1califo.+lss InIIMr/i of TH 4@1847
fW)O o.k Gros, M. / Awadems. C.ur. 91 103	 are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
computer program.
Al Proem (Referentl-R0 a0730 NT>
A2 ( Descriptive Name) - C t r 5- i L Loa- U ra and .r h ,<er- co n n ect^' [ / c ; ,,^
an .lrefsa irc'a 1 Ro6at
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 (Product Referentl
	
C  rC.U1,^
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Namel	 Tn^-e reonnt c_ {ed Ci re y,Y oP Ce- //s
A5 Unit Of Measure [Product Unitsl _,,. C / r G v 1'141
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6 (Output Rate] (Not Thruput) 	 0. 0 2 7 6 S	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station	 36.167 
	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time) in-process inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 0.9 9 	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction]
PART 3 - EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description]
A9 Component (Referent]
	
IZ o Le't 5	 /fie a LL
Aga Component (Descriptive Nama( (Optional) 	 Qri;026><e C el l 	 rndtx.^rom
Z000 B Pte ba r^IOM	 Medf a
S '64 6;; n	 Genera	 e
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices [Price Year]
	
'17  9 1'771
	 1 q 7 !1
Al t Purchase Price (S Per Component) [Purchase Cost]
	
y 1j 6 85 (G. Soo	 y, coo
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [ Useful Life)	 y' $ 3 7	 10
A13 (Salvage Valuel (S Per Component)	
— 
2-gi $ y 2	 S ZS	 Zo O
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost] M/Component)
	
700
	
Soo	 2-00
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the [payment float interval] , the [inflation rate table] , the
(equipment tax depreciation method ). and the (equipment book depreciation method]. In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DUB, and SL.
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Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15 Process Referent (From Page 1 lint A 11 Q C7 T B O lU D	 1
PART 4 -- nIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
IFacilities and Personnel Requirements]
A16	 A18	 A19	 A17
	
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
	
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)
	
Units	 Requirement Description
	
Referent)	 (Amount per Machine)
	
^20Gy D	 3 S 0
	
F10-	 MaeyF4ef ur!nA Space (A)
	
13 3ot;y 0
	
0. 125	 rson /SI.;At
	
General ASsem6ier
	
B 3 7 36	 0.0 17 9	 N rson ( 54iPi Mec hea; "1 Mait finance a
	
6^$ D	 0.00 9 3	 Perce,	 Eleg-1 ew1'es Ma:Mfenentej
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
,Byproduct Outputs) and {Utilities and Commodities Requlrementsi
A20	 A22	 A23	 A21
	
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
	
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units	 Requirement Description
	
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
	
E,930	 0.0169	 LBS	 Copper Q.'bIon
EG f 0o D_	 d • 0047	 LB5	 Solder ^lritfe.
c/o 	 Q	 0.3083	 KW•NR _	 Eleefri C.1"A
	
E 11 yo a	 C• 0625	 Meterz	 So14r Ce-1/s
re . oh,rt tWs ifei..
..	 . .	 .	 .
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PROOUCTIS) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24 A28 A28 A27(Product (Yield)* (Ideal Ratio)** Of
Reference) (9'.) Units Out/Units In Units Of A26***
'C-ELLS 99.8 0.003y9 7 C;rcuit /Ct1/
E:	 A tun	 this ^rscefs aloes	 om :^I g4ia i,6ej•
A25
Product Name
tech Ptc%eaed 4NS
Prepared by
	
k.— d P f W t r14
upAt^cd	 So%.. ggler9
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
** Assume 100% yield here.
*** Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
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INPUT DATA JUSTIFICATION FOR ROBOTBOND
	
1 of 4
Line #
A6/A7
	
(Output Rate): Assume 7.5 sec/cell - 8 cells/min
and 10 sec. for End Buss Bars
Module of 288 cells (4' x 8')
! 
	10requires 1 8-8 8 + 60 a 36.167 min/circuit
04 02765 circuits,min
A8	 (Machine Up Time) 	 98% (manufacturer's estimate).
All-*A14 (Equipment Cost Factors)
Unimate 2000B
Purchase Price:	 $ 49,685.	 Includes robot base price,
additional memory, teach control.
Useful Life:	 40,000 hrs. (manufacturer's estimate) -* 4.83 yrs.
Salvage Value: 50% (manufacturer's estimate) before overhaul
-* 524,842
Installation and Removal Costs: $700 Based on experience
with current robot.
Cell Preparation Station
Purchase Price:	 $ 10,000 Mechanical construction
2,600 Siltec Cassette Unloader
2,300 Computer & Interface
1,600 Enclosure
$ 16,500
B-3
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7INPUT DATA JUSTIFICATIONS FOR ROBOTBOND (continued)
	 2 of 4
Line #
All-►A14 (continued)
Cell Preparation Station (continued)
Useful Life: 1-years (Engineering Estimate)
Salvage Value: 5% (Engineering Estimate) -+ $825
Installation and Removal Costs: $500 (Estimate)
Induction Heater
Purchase Price: $4,000
Useful Life: 10 years (Industrial Estimate)
Salvage Value: 5% (Engineering Estimate) -; $200
Installation and Removal Costs: $200
A16->A19 (Direct Requirements per Machine per Shift)
Manufacturing Space: 350 ft 
	 (based on current machine)
Assembler/Operator: 1 person can watch 8 robots
+ 0.125 persons/robot/shift
Scheduled - 6.5 hr/1000 hr (mfg. est.) + 1.092 hr/wk
Unscheduled (98;; up time) -
	
3.360
4.452 hr/wk
= 4.5	 hr/wk
Required Maintenance 4.5 hr/wk assume 2/1 ratio
mechanical to electrical.
hr 1 wk
	
1 shift _
Mechanical: 3.0 
wk x 21	 shiftshift x 8 man-hr - 0.0179	 l
shift
Electrical: 1.5 wk - - - - - - - - - - - - = 0.00893 person/
shift
B-4
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INPUT DATA JUSTIFICATION FOR ROBOTBOND (continued) 	 3 o"4
A20+A23 (Direct Requirements for Machine Per Minute)
Copper Ribbon
4" dia cell w/ dual ribbons full length front and back
+ 16 in/cell. Ribbon is 0.100" x 0.002"
16" x 0.100" x 0.002" - 0.0032 in3/call
for 288 cells/circuit + 0.9216 in3/circuit
If each string of 18 is attached to a buss bar at
both ends with a 1" dual lead stub + 4 in/string
4" x 0.100" x 0.002"	 0.0008 in3/string
288/18 - 16 strings + 0.0128 in3/circuit
Buss bar is 0.5" x 0.01" Ribbon down both 8 ft.
sides of the panel
+ 8' x 12 
n
 x 2 x 0.5" x 0.01" - 0.960 in3/circuitft
Total Ribbon:	 0.9216
0.0128
0.9600
1.8944 in /circuit
copper weighs 0.322 lb/in3
-* 0.610 lb/circuit
@ 0.02765 circuits/min -* 0.0169 lb/min
Solder Paste
Each cell requires 4 solder beads (one for each ribbon)
3.25" long.
2
For 0.015" dia bead: L-2 J x n x 3.25 x 4 0.0023 in3/cell
@ 288 cells/circuit - 0.662 in3/circuit
B-5
INPUT DATA JUSTIFICATIONS FOR ROBOTBOND (continued) 	 4 of 4
Line #
A20+A23
Solder Paste (continued)
Solder pasce weighs 0.2575 Win 3
-►
 0.1704 lb/circuit
@ 0.02765 circuits/min -} 0.0047 lb/min
Electricity
Robot
	 12.0 KW manufacturer specs.
Induction Heater	 5.5 KW
Preparation Station	 1.0 KW Stun of electrical equipment
18.5 KW
	 in preparation station.
- 18.5 KWH/hr -y 0.3083 KWH/min
Solar Cells
100mm cell - 0.0079 m2/cell
288 cells/circuit -►
 2.262 m2/circuit
@ 0.02765 circuit/min -> 0.0625 m2/min
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lAPPENDIX C
Unimate 2000 Industrial Robot Characteristics

^r-
ter!'
Leadership through proiuct superiority
Unimation Inc. pioneered the develop-
ment of the industrial robot and has
maintained its leadership role through
product superiority and technological
ingenuity.
Toda y, the industrial ro of is used in
manufacturing operations throughout
the world to perform tasks that are too
hazardous, too onerous, too boring, or
simply too uneconomical for humans.
in most applications, the robot can
handle heavier !oads more accurately
and at higher speeds for longer periods
of time than its human counoerpart. This
results in increased prcducdivii; !ower
operating costs and products with
greater uniformity and precision.
The proven performance cf UNIMATE^
industrial robots is derived fi om millions
of hours of prcducive work in many
different industries. Their durability is
attested to by the many machines that
are hale and hearty and still earning their
keep after 55, CJ00 hours of operation —
that s over 32 man years of work.
The diversity of applications and
proven endurance of the UNIMATE illus-
trate its versatility and are your assur-
ance of a sound investment.
A matter of flexibility
Fexibiiity is the key to what the Uni-
mateoffer, This industria; robe' not
or'y adapts to new applications but it
ada pts to new r _yuirements within an
existing process.
The most efficient hard or special-
purpose automation can become instant-
y obsciete if the product or process
changes. in contrast, the sophistication
cf the Unimate invests it with the flex-
ibility to adapt *o changes... and in no
more time than it would tak es a human
xorke:.
The (Jnimate includes up to 5 fully
grog: ammabie degre e s of freedom. Its
motions are nydraulicaily actuated for
hesvy prvioads. smoothness of opera-
tion and aurabdity. Its solid state, non-
volatile memory has a capacity for as
many as 1024 program steps point-to-
point (PTP) and is easily ada pted to
specific job requirements.
Th is flexibility provides built in non-
:bsoIescerce and long'erm cost
-2rfeciveress. It maKes the Unimate
robot your best automation investment.
Features that couni.
.here are several models of the
U mate robot and many available
options designed to meet your needs at
the lowest possible cost. The 2CG0 series
Uni mates can handle payloads up to
aoproximately 125 lbs., while ,ne 4000
series can handle up to 500 lb. loads. All
models include the following proven
design features that assure exceptionai
performance and rehaDdity.
Muscle power: Hydraul ; c servoing of all
degrees of freedom provides the power
for high speed operation with smooth
cceleration and deceleration.
Se rvo control: The control system is
100% digital. This assures positive posi-
tional accuracy with neither short nor
long term drift nor the need for zeroing.
Solid state electronic comporents are
used throughout for high reliability.
Non-volrtrie memory: The solid state
progrzirnniable memory (PROM) is the
L'Itlimate ir, reliability because there are
no moving parts nor tapes to wear or
Integral control
cabinet contains all
solid state circuitry.
Can be remotely located.
Operator controls
are s:mpie and
conveniently
located.
OF
 p0O,LR
stretch. Ret-7tion of n-emory, regar dies:
of electrical po , ver loss or transients, is
indefinite. Many memory sizes and func-
tional ar angements are available.
Controls and interlocks: Operator con-
trcis ire conveniently arrarged in the
control cabinet. Electrical connections
are easily accessible to interlock tr:^
Urnmate with the equipment it serves.
incuding programmable functions to
insure safe and efficient operation. In
addition„ interfacing within a computer
controlled hierarchy is readily accom-
plished.
Millions of hours cf fie:d
performance as;ure
unsurpass?d reliability.—
Sturdy covers protect equipment
and enclose ail pinch points.
up to o runy
programmacie degrees of
freedom are available.
Hydraulic muscle power
assures fast.
;month motions.
plug-in unit.
extracted from the Unimate's memory
and stored on magnetic tape for future
use. The control cabinet and the hydrau::c
Power supply can be remotely located.
The 2000 series car. include continuous
path (CP) control for arc welding, routing
and similar 3DPIic3tions which require
precise path tracing and velocity control.
Environment :All equipment is gated for
ambient temperatures from 5 3C ,
 40°F)
to :0°C (120°F) and humidity to y0°t.
Stardard cooling is by forced air circula-
tion. `bate.► cooiina can be provided.
Machines rated irtrinsically safe for
volatile atmospheres are also available.
No. of degrees of freedom: III models
are 3vatlabie .► ith from 2 to o fully pro-
, rammabie degrees of freedom.
Easy to teach: 1 re Unimate is Jesigned
for 'on-the- l oa' training. No comput !r
type programming preparation or cum-
bersome hard wire sequencing is
required. %"llithin one hour. anyone can
learn to teach Unimate the lob because
the robot is literally led by the hard
throug h the operations to be performed
point-to-point. Playback speeds are
independent or the teacning speed. The
leach control is a compact, hand held.
Easy to maintain: Simple procedures
help to assure prop-.r maintenance of
the Unimate. You get proper mainte-
nance schedules and instructions for
sustained, trouble free operation.
Modular construction, , imbined with
definitive trouble shooting guides also
helps you to mairtain the robot.
Options and accessories: In addition to
the essential features aiready described.
manv options and accessories can be
selected to extend the robot s flexibility.
For example, muitipie programs car be
stored in the memory and called upon at
random; base and sub routines can 7e
taught to fac:iit3te complex -atenal
handling and pailetizing oper3nons;
portions or programs can be - tered to
accommodate external , aria bies without
interrupting the operation; motions can
by synchronized ,^,'h contiruously mov-
ing cc^. , evors; and programs car be
Teactl cortroi maKeS
on-the-lob programming
fast and easy.
Interlock ('/0) functions
.ire easil y acce^sibie
for fast installation.
Leadership through e.• erience
vnimate performance has been proven
through millions of hours of experience.
worldwide. in metal working, material
handling, casting and forging, glass
manufacturing, a itomotive assembly —
in tasks that are monotonous, tiring, dis-
agreeabie, dangerous and debilitating
to humars.
Check these Unimate benefits
Increased productivity —rrom 25-o to
-300-, and more as reported by Detroit
Deese!, Fiat. Doehier-Jarvis.
Increased product quality and fewer
rejects — says Chrysler. Iniard Die
Casting Ccrp.. Evinrude—in some
cases by a factor of 70°'x.
Improved capital equipment utiliza-
tion —dnimate up-time ' or getter
than 98", assures high equipmert
utilization says Volvo. Ford, Bauer
P.'oducos. Alfa Romeo, Briggs Fr Stratton.
inflation resistant —the Unimate you
hire today will be working at the same
hourly rate 5 years from now says
Cast Spezia lties. Advance Pressure
Castings. Texas Instruments.
Fast, easy installation.—fast resporse
time r,ieans accrued benefits sooner
says Chrysler, Lurkenheimer. Twin
City Die Casting.
Round-the-clock output—no second
or third shift production slow down
reported by Pemco Die Cast Corp..
Ford. Tube Turns.
Flexibility — permits use in custom shop
and batch processing environments says
Dittmann Neuhauss, Doehier Jarvis.
Evinrude.
Reduced in-process inventory and
material handling —as e.tperienced rt
Rockwell International. Texas instru-
ments. Tube Turns, International
Harvester.
Improves competitiveness—says
L,.nrcenhe!mer. (:hevrolet. Superior Die
Casting.
Reduces indirect a,-d hidden costs—less
die rraintenarce. -educea energy con-
sumption, less lost production due to
:ilness and absenteeism, lower costs for
C)SHF, compuance reported by Chevrolet
Superior Die Casting, Fiat. Del Mar Die
Casting, A. 0. Smith.
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These are but a `ew of the benefits
that unlrnate Industrial robot users
have reported. They are some of the
reasons wh y our customers continue
to add (-lnlmates to their work ,forces.
Cnnsieer the applications depicted
these pages. The answers to your
automation needs rr.ay well be Iilus-
tratr-d.
Our extensive library of application
and technical bulletins and movie
films is at your Disposal. Our expe-
rience will ;erve you well.
1. Punch and stamping press transfer
un rrate ,;Dot,-, a -ea )Jr A -: -oie! ­
sober when operathrg with purCh and s:amprrg
presses. A, battery or Unrmate • ciocts . n a press
transfer ire guarantees consrstert throughput.
shirt after shift. Charge over m oatch •un
processing can be done ir minutes b y using
Un mation s Cassette program Storage Unit which
preserves Urnmate programs on msgret:c ^ ape
2. Investment casting
Scrap rates JS high 3s 65-4 have Deen reduced
to under -, when Urin9ates are used in this
highly sopnisacmed process. The • coot s dexterity
ina rrpe3taodim ass.:re consistent hold duality
never before 3chreved in the dipping process.
Unimate moots are be:nq used singry or in totally
automated DNC systems in which dozens of
different wax molds. weighing from a few pounds
to over 300 lbs. are processed by is manv is
?0 roocts.
' ,Materials handling
:m raw mate ,
 a • ne DacK 3x r • - shed
;ccas aut the rrent Jocr. Tatenars r,s- . s a
-ecessar,. evii that c ,)sts r orev srd
door -te n se '`e _, r-are r000t ne _ -
-ea: p(oorel"M ,over Wause it "as :hr
Jettenry and versame Temory to pacA	 ref
goods in complex ovetized arrays .rthouc
oreauct darrage or f ast counts. And it s cheaper
than spec ai - purpose edu:pmert that is Jvickiv
•Wade oosc ete Dy proauc, -narge
4. Forging
One ;r the tougnes-, :us-mai .cos .s torg,ng.
Urimare iocrs operate • ,e hammers presses.
upserters and t:m presses .:trout fatigue or
the ^eea for rei,ef operato rs. In some cases a
Un:rrate will do the work of six men per shift.
pe+ding a handsome ;.ayeut.
S. Die casting
B­c3use :rca..ct:vrry ;a:r,s .ith Un:rrate
ro,x:ts are so dramavc..t is often unnecessar y to
invty
 in additional die cast r4clures. Scrap rat!
reduetlor s or as much as 7C'+are common. 'he
Unimate :3r unload the die cast mach:ne :uenc"
Ihe oe;,. red a trim press..oad inserts. ier:rce
two die cast machmes..adie a:um:num and
perform die care. The reoos '1ex:burR and con-
^istencv are cost-tutting terefits that ;uarantee 3
high re^urn on rnvestme.^ t for toth custom
and c;r.esho:s
6. Automotive assembly
Un:mation inc . • 3r^uv of r;exits i ^7t .v!+CS
3utomobrie ara t-u<K asser^Diies'or 3:r-os:
every •ralor manufacturer !nroughout!he .or:d.
4ppncanons include constructior :t suo-
assembnes. Dody sides. _fderbcd es a ra erne
structures. as .e:l as Dcav •r3mrrg and respot
Consrs:ency or spot',cca^Cr and .etd ,ntepr,
yield automonve asser-c ies of tie lr.;neir 4uanry.
The Unimate robot s . ersatue me-or, easww
accommodates anv product T: s And..rth the 3rd
of Unrmanon s program Editor program aa i us:-
mentto accommodate vanaocrs sucn as —eta:
fit ups are e3suv r-ace .:thout:nte rruc tiny the
pfoduCVon dice.
7. Mac'tine tool loading
Two-r:s:ed Lnir-ate • -octs rc C tne.ev !o
macn:netoa product vin ;e pra'cad nq and
un,oading of werK D:eces assures n gn unuzatten
ar costly c3 pttar "uicm!n t Us:rg Ur r-ate
obors to si-nr;,tanecus:, serve several -1ac,.re
!oohs -educes :n-process rtventcry 3rd :osav
Tatenai handling, and has reduced p !ce Dart
costs Dv as much as 65%. A, Unimate ^achrrnng
sy stem is the u,timate in automated :arts
marurac!urrng.
S. Continuous path cppllcat:ons
^•trorn arid path. r_^^D : 	 : - . '• ersat,
of the Ur:mate _0^C seres. cec r :r oe! r -
operated n eftret Dorrt !c-DOrrt - PTP) or •. --
nruous path C7) mode ,,. !n:s mode: see_
;u,tea to arc ;as ^ ve dirg, -outing. sea:art
^DUcation. meld soravi^g and caKe iut.
:d macnrrnng and
	
''arre 
,er process t3sKs recWr-g sm oat -. scc_ ,_3 e.
• "!e'! d:mers:cn3 i DatnS 3 J .e1CC:7. C_r^. "
either Tone. Lnrmat:on s
ead-^t-7v-the-nand!eacn^rg •^et~' ^c s --tr.-ec.
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Leadership in customer - -vices:
From grippers to testers. seminars to
service training, s pare tarts to systems.
your ^eeds are met by Unimation s expe-
rienced staff of sales, applications and
service engineers. training instructors
aril. service order dispatchers. The many
services and accessories offered by
Unimation Inc. are designed to give you
full support and to assure you of a high
return on vour investment in Unimate
robots.
Hand designs
The hands that can be used on the
Unimate fall into three general cate-
gories: mechanical grippers, surface-lift
de^,ices and tools.
.vlecnanical grippers employ movable,
finger-iike levers. paired to work in
opposition to each other. A single hand
mignt have one or several sets of
opposed fingers. Likewise. a robot
might have -7cre- than ,ire hand.
Surface-lift devices are exemplified by
vacuum pick-ups end e.ectromagnets
for handling durabie, delicate t glass)
or ferrous materials with flat or curved
surfaces. Tools that serve as robot
hands include spot welding guns, impact
wrenches, spray heads or arc weiding
torches.
Unimation engineers have accumu-
lated a subs'antial library of hand-tooling
designs based on these three general
c3te5-)rtes. With this kind of experience,
our engineers have the know-how and
ingenuity to design, build and test robot
hands to meet any special requirements
your appiic3tion demands.
Accessories
Cassette Program Storage. This ac^°s-
sory l.-nit ,ets iou reass:gr the ^mmate
to another task at the gush of a button.
Once the Unimate na s been taught a
specific icb the program sequence can
be extracted from the robot s memory
and stored on rr.agretic tape cassettes
foi later re-insetr ion. The urit.s powered
from the Unir^ate and plugs .rto the
robot s test connector. It s as simple to
use ?,s an tape recoraer.
Program Editor. This accessory is also
porta g e and facilitates minor aiterations
in Unimate programs without interrupt-
ing the operating ryce. One or ail
degrees of freedom can be modified cn
any step of the program to accimmc-
date for toci Rear. fixture variations.
metal fit cps a, , d the like.
Unimate Tester. This ac^_esscr3 :s
desi g ned to heip facilitate mainterance
and troubleshooting on the Unimate
robot. It's portable and is supplied in a
metai carrying case. A seif-contained
electricai cable is used to attach the Itester to the (animate test corrector. The
use of the tester as a valuable dia-rostic
tool is thoroughiv covered in the
Unimate training schocis and equipment
manuais.
Interface Control,. Severai difjerert
control writs are a^ailabie tc fac.litate
alternate or ranacm se!erion or Unimate
programs. For interfacing with a master
process computer we suepiy the E.I.A.
standard RS-232-C semi data trans-
mitter stem.
—and sgrs
A._-
h	 _
r
C-h
,jr Imate `tst^r	 Proaram Editor	 Custc —pr Tra -
Cassette Program storage
Services
Robot Seminars. Unimation Inc. con-
^.Iucts periodic seminars on robotics
tailored to specific application areas
such as machine tool loading, punch and
stamping press operations, resistance
and arc weiding, and die casting. These
are hard-hitting, shirtsleeve sessions
that give you the practical information
you need to evaluate the use of Unimates
in your operation. -\t your request also.
we will develop a c::stom seminar to fit
Your specific company needs.
Customer Training Program. Our cus-
tomer training program is designed just
for you. We each your personnel how to
operate. maintain and repair the equip-
ment, at our facility or in your plant. With
qualified in-house capability, you can
assure yourself of high and uninterrupted
Unimate per-ormance.
Customer Service Program.,. Our staff
of field service engineers is available to
assist you with your installation, service
reeds and spare parts requirements.
Systems
Unimation engineers have gained
extensive experience in virtually every
field of manufacturing. The result is a
capability to design and build systems
around
-
 the robot which offers you the
most efient, flexible mears available
to cut costs and improve productivity.
A system can be as simple as one robot
and some workpiece orienting devices,
or a multiplicity
 of robots integrated into
a totally computerized manufacturing
process.
Systems suppiied by Unimatlon range
from brick hardl;ng equipment irclud-
ing palletiz!ng conveyors, kiln car
indexer. process controller and robot to
automotive assembly !ines .vith 'S to 30
robots. car body shuttle conveyor, super-
visory control and spot weld gurs.
Machining systems for processing parts
from raw castings to finished goods have
been develoced using conventional or
`!C machine toois and employing the
principles of grou p
 technology.
These systems provide the ultimate in
flexibility, insure quality of product, can
be on stream fast, and result in irrpres-
sive productivity gams.
Cur applicatiors engineers stand
ready to help your staff upgrade your
manufacturing prccess. Give us a tail.
We welcome the opportunity to work
with you.
Engineered s.	 -	 : - ed h	 - r*anon
RS- 232 - C C)mputer Interface
Leadership in product flexibility
MODEL SPECIFICATIONS, 20008 2040C 2100B 2140C 40068
Floor Space/Weight space weight space weight spice space 'xei	 ht space weig ht
Man,puiator 20 sq ft 2800 lb 12 sq ft 2200 lb 20 sq ft 2900 1 12 sq ft 2306 ib 22 sq it 5000 1 
1.86 m 2 1271 kg 1. 11 m2 1000 kg 1.86 m2 1318 kg 1.11 m 2 1C45 kg 204 m-' 2273 kg
Hydraulic Supply Integral 9.6 sq ft 500 lb Integral 9.6 sq ft 500 1 Integral(with fluid) 0.90m2 227 kg 0.95 m2 227 kg
Control Cabinet Integral.' 63 sq ft 3001b Integral 6.3 sq ft 300 lb 6.3 sq ft 30(' ib
0.59 m2 136 kg 0.59 m2 136 kg 0.59m. 2 136 kg
M ounting position	 I F'ocr Fiocr
a drleeolF
Positio 0.05 in (1.27mm) 0.051n (1.27mm) 0.051n (1.27mm) 0.08in (2.03mm) 0.08in (2.03mm)
i PTP)
n	 ..r	 ^ .
Pgwerr. 	 emeriti	 .'^!
:+.
':	 ••	 • V aye_; •^^^ ^((^^ r^ ^• Y ^..wrr7i i.7+Y ^iJGA.9f^l	 'p'fYQ/ 7 J^'^v.
:I^• .,	 l`^•f+i ,^. 4	 .3 (Fy.
c:	 ,!,
-t	 '#.'
ILF^`uj:llS,vt '^ t` NAN^t;%^^^.4@f^ : l •:6	 "-	 KV ,y;IS y'?	 `^'
Load capacity
Max. rift(Nllextension) 'r ,• 300lb :	 R 300 lb ,' 3001b 270 lb 450 lb
136 k 136 k	 ' 136 k (123 k (205 k
Standard Wrist: Torque
Bend
	 ^, 1000 in-Ib (11.5 kg-m)  35	 in-lbn(40.3 kg-m)
Yaw	 - i,%v'	 -lb (6.9 kg-m)_	 _60(lin 2800 in-!b
...,	 .. (32.2 kg-m)
_	 l	 ..
Swivel	 lil '
; .
	 r f	 ..	 •^.i	 s	 :•	 _, -..e	 : -
"V•;j	 ^, :;^ 800in-1b (9.2 kg-m) 2300 in-lb;f	
`:3:.• (26.5 kg-m)
Heavy nary WriXTorque "	 ''^C • - r :	 ;•,`.;	 ..	 :.	 . e ,'rs"	 rti w.'^	 ^^^^.
Bend ,r 	 vy"'	
.1y	
,.	 ^'.	 s ^._	 ,,:vr-
^`* "^c: 	 ^OOO to-1b (?.3 'cg-m)
	 ...r. ;
11000 in-ib ;
•^'^c„^;,,,e,^,.^
	
!rc': ^ (126.5 kg-m )
Yaw
,.	 ^M^	 ^	 ..*	 'lrit^.,^	 {' n,•'^"%;1,i:^ ae.^_ . . y ^ 1 =w+	 1 .	 ..^ ^	 _.y .. • ,.	 .
`t	
;;, ^.s•.-ti^
,,'k ;^trr	 I2C0 u t -(b (13.8 kc -m)	 ^` r`.,,^ 2800 in-lb
...
	
, ., ^ .:	 a..:	 ,?.	 ^2k.	 ^•	 ...s.• "(32.2 ka-m)
Swivef' 	 •^^^, %rlkf . ,^ ^s+a'_-'''~.w::..`^.:.80giri-Ibt9.2k - MA
Memory options
'P TO 1024 POIN7 S .OTHEK =,P	 c	 V s ll_^= -_
Ccntirucus Path UP TO 500 in. OF TRAVEL
Interlocks UP TO A TOTAL OF 24 I/O CHANNELS
f''	 rla ^ F.
Environment 10°F 15°C) to i20°F 50°Ci. Humicit y 0-;CFA
_ _ :eta :	 -non a -d per^orrrsance data and available options.
_rv-a!	 _-Irraction -c. reserves the ngnt to maKe cnangec
_ a;.^o^e- .
 s r.: • _	 • i at ar y tir^e •without notice.
Unimatior! Inca
= ti.,ntiWiary of ^ Gror, • ••, •n
Headquarters:	 Midwest Regional Office:
Shelter Rock Line-
Darburv, Connecticut 06310	 F? r^ ^c:^r, ':c-.: 	 - . _
T?:eohone: 1203) X44-'800	 Te	 none:1= , _ _ __ _=
C-S
APPENDIX D
Butyl Based Sealant Characteristics
MFMBER
r_7%
REQUIP.EMENT: Develop a new base sealant for sealed insulated glass with three
primary benefits:
1. The seal should have outstanding hAVT values and peel
adhesion; resistants to weathering and elongation; and allow the
manufacturer to extend his warranty.
Z. Elapsed time between production and shipping should be
significantly lower than with conventional sealants.
3. The sealant, and its method of application, shou!d be
cost-effective: that is, the sealant should be significantly lower in -,ost
per gallon than existing sealants, and the way it is used should
enable the sealed insulated glass manufacturer to produce units so
efficiently that many of his manufacturing costs can be reduced.
It is the third benefit, cost-effectiveness, that can determine how
efficiently insulated gloss is produced.
The sealant system that combines technological advances with visible
cost-effectiveness will satisfy both manufacturing demands and
customer demands. It will make its own case with manufacturers,
based on its efficient sealing properties and ;ts money-saving abilities.
PRODUCT: A ssolont with these three primary benefits is now available.
It's H. B. Fuller Ther •rno-Seal 1081, the new Butyl hot-melt sealant
developed specifically for insulated glass. It includes a numober of
high-technology advances.
CHEMICAL BASE—Butyl. COLOR--Grey. TESTED UNDER SiGt.IiA
SPECIFICATION — 65-7-2. YEAR —1974. STATUS— Passed,
MOISTURE VAPOR TRANSMISSION: a) Lower than the Butyl commonly
used to manufacture double-seal windows.
b) A single application shows r'ffiVT values better than the combination
Butylipoiysulfide construct!on
DEAD LOAD SLUMP TEST: Greater resistance to Dead Load Slurnp
a	 than existing thermoplastic hot melts.
ELONGATION: Ovor 1000 "0 elongation as meosureci on an Instron
testing machine wllh corresponding tensile sirengt!: significantly
better than pvlysuifides.
OVERLAP SHEAL: TFS7: Several tin-.,s hi,-hcr ;n ah : r str,^ngth v,,hen
cornpared t0 exivinq, therrnoplasi :' lty.t melts, and ai -)proo—Ale5 the
values Gi,..alncd With palyGuifides.
PEEI. J*% OHL`lCN TF ST: Co ,
	i;r•tior oal-,^•_icirz io'a?ass c:rd
olurlinu , n tli'.:' t ,.dl y ,uih _IC'F ':r1d cnn ipcira —' — to {)t".(;f tl ;^rrll.^ll^afl:
ho; rt„_"^.	 m^ti cd: i?S•ti0230-C.
TOXICIT'(, r-citjinus no !oxrc t>r 1101:x rdouc ~::tct;yst tc yifect curl..
Thermo-Sea! 1081 i s a _°ill sealant. This sealant, used in the seat_d
insulated g!c,2; Industry, t:'c:s prov+'t:d i `.7nufacturers ::'Ifh gcco
adhesion, good peel strength; a high e istarce to weathering
and to ultraviolet brec%:^Ic)v;n; high decd toad slump resistance; rd
mere tllrnn t	 ic,v-nA;"­ +n-P;1n
significantly higher than polysulfides. Overlap shear strength is also
correspondin ;;ly high.
Thermo-Sual 1081 is c7	 Butyl sealant. Unlike other
sealants, Thermo-Sotrl 1081 has rro solvent content. There is no
evaporation of partial conlronents, whirls aiiminalos toxicity. Thermo-
Seal 1081 is 1000 6 solids, which restricts sealant breakdown
over lone} periods of time. Thermo-Seal 1081 maintains its stability,
and its adhesive qualities, throughout the estimated life of the
window unit.
Thermo-Seal 1081 is a hot-melt Butyl sealant. The application of the
sealant in this way offers tin exceptionally flexible seal that sets very
quickly. The hot Butyl exhibits excellent flow characteristics, and its
quick set eliminates sealant cry'stallizoiion. In addition, hot-melt
Butyl gives the sealed insulated glass manufacturer a seal with a
considerably lower Moisture `Vapor Transmission characteristic.
Thermo-Seal 1081, then, is a one-,component, Butyl not-melt sealant
that offers the manufacturer the following product benefits:
• Excellent sealing qualities • Extreme stability • Low MVT value
• No toxicity • Long life
SYSTEM: When Thermo-Seal 1081 is considered as part of a system, it offers
the sealed insulated glass manufacturer a good o pportunity to
capitalize on cost-effective unit fabrication.
Because of Thermo-Seal 1081's superb dualities, double-sealing con
be eliminated. This allows rile manufacturer to simplify his production
line. And one-component Thermo-Seal 1081 eliminates the need for
complicated two-pump application systems, as well as the problems
inherent in two-component seo!ont balancing, handling, and
quality control.
Because Thermo-Seal 1081 is used it a hot-melt form, application
is fast. However, the real test of euectiveness comes from the
window unit's "ready time"—polysulfide seolon.s must be allowed to
ct-rP for several hours, perhaps longer. Thermo-Seal 1081 Butyl sets
in minutes; clean-up can be accomplished at the work-station; and
the window unit is ready for shipment as soon as it comes cff the line.
H. B. Fuller is able to of=er the equipment recessary to ensure proper
and profitable application of Thermo-Seri 1081 to the sealed
insulated glass industry.
Thermo-Seal 1081 ollov/s the sealed insulated glass mcnufacturer to
take advantage of several cost-efrec*i N a system benefits.
• The ability to produce sealed window units in iess total elcip:ed tirne
• The abitity to control product quality on-station
• The ability to lower pm--duc con costs due to equipment sim 	 aplifi_ticr•
• The ability to lower total unit costs ,jue to increc,sed production-
line efficiency
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APPENDIX E
Accelerated Weathering Test Specifications
For SIGMA and CE Glass
. 	 I
COMPARISON OF CE GLASS REQUIREMENTS VERSUS SIGMA REQUIREMENTS
SIGMA Requirements
A. The new SIGMA requirements are summarized as follows:
1. No failure of 9 out of 10 units at part^al vacuum of 3.0
inches of mercury for 2 1 /2 hours at 75 F.
2. Initial Dew Point -600F
3. Accelerated Weathering
a. 2 weeks @ 1400F and 100% R.H.
b. 240 cycles which include
1. 2 hrs. @ -20OF
ii. 1 hour spray @ 140OF
iii. 1 hour dry U . V. @ 120°F
4. Summary
The accelerated weathering summary is as follows:
a. 2 weeks @ 140OF and 100% R.H.
b. 240 cycles from -20 to 1200F
c. 240 hours d'ty U . V. at 1200F
d.. 10 days spray @ 1400F
B. CE GLASS Requirements - 8 weeks of testing - 2 weeks in each
apparatus
1. Initial Dew Point -600F
2. 50,000 cycles at 1500F and 100% R.H. and + 8 inches of
water pressure/vacuum cycling
3. 2 ^Yeeks at 1500F and 100% saturation plus continuous
U.V. exposure
4. 2 weeks at Dry U . V. at 1500F continuous
5. 70 cycles from 00F to 105oF
C. Summary
1. Both SIGMA and CE GLASS have identical requirements for
initial Dew Point.
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2. SIGMA tests each unit once for partial vacuum, CE GLASS
subjects each unit to 50,000 cycles of partial vacuum and
pressure at 150°F and 100% R.H. which greatly exceeds the
SIGMA requirement..
3. SIGMA gives each unit 240 cycles of -20°F to 140°F while
CE GLASS subjects each unit to 70 cycles from 0°F to 150°F.
The increase in temperature of 10°F is equivalent to a .7X
factor (each 15°F
 rise d8ubles the rate of chemical activity)
so ghat 70 uycles at 150 F is equivalent to 120 cycles @
140 F. It is felt that the CE GLASS test is more rigorous
because of the higher temperature.
4. SIGMA subjects
120°F - while
U.V. at 150°F.
5. SIGMA subjects
while CE GLASS
R.H. while the
units to a total of 240 hours
"WE GLASS subjects units to 336
units for 24 days at 140°F an,
subjects units for 2 weeks at
units are continually exposed
at dry U.V. at
hours of dry
1 1022% R.H. -
150 F and 100%
to U.V. light.
D. Conclusion
In all aspects of testing CE GLASS subjects the units to a more
rigorous test cycle than the SIGMA spec. tests. It is felt that
E weeks of testing in the CE GLASS test cycles is considerably
more rigorous than the SIGMA specification requirements.
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APPENDIX P
Hot Melt Application Equipment Manufacturers Data
Ii
J^ 1 
Rai
1
NDfl^SO/1
	 Applicators
m
MODELS Fly?-101, FM-102, FM-103
FM uTT AV r
T ► , is equipment is designed to 0•4liver a wide range of hot
melt .1JhesiveS utitiZrnq the Nordson Foanthtelt process
In tars process .1.1s Arid hot melt adhesive are combined
under pressure tJ torm a homogeneOUS solution When
de41 0Sited On a Substrate by a Conventional automatic gun,
the gas expands to loriTi ,1 foamed adhesive with enhanced
t!erfofriiarlce char,lcteristicS
All three FoarnMelt units utilize a unique Nordson designed
gear pump that provides a Constant output without fluctua-
tion in system pressure This gear pump is capable of hand-
ling both high and low viscosity hot melt adnesives as well
as tacky maten,lls SUCh as pressure-senSitr:t,s The standard
air motor drive. being a load sensitise device Changes
speed but delivers adhesive autornaticaliv with changes
in system demand
The FoaniMelt Process Improves Adhesive Performance
i
t
^•	 „ il.	 If atillost all hot nierlt ,1dhtI S4ses is enhanced
it , , I iied with Foamtttelt Oquipment Although the
; • t ,e of Improvement varu , s with the s pecific adhesive
.i • .: application, the following Changes can he expected
' '.TL, ,
 place to a greater or lesser degree in all cases
Exter:cfed Open Time increased time durinq which an
1'3 11 ! I t , made facilitates 10111ing it laiger
Ind t:t q, . -siting longei bva(is of hol melt with-
'.WK
Faster Set Time	 a joined adhesive applied by the
.	 .,.	 : .et5 more ttuickly re^duCinq the amount
the held to(jethef prior W liandling ano
Sur or Bonding-Irnpio^red Jlspersion and .Penetration
,,t ^' • axis :—:)slr,iteS upon compressiC,n results ri bor,ds
with up to double the stror i nth -)f ! r tl ;,1rne material ap-
plied conventionaliv
Extended Adhesive or Sealant Mileage Use r s r(rport 40
t t ) * L) I rTTt^rt , , I rt , duCUOn ).%,in ;tie z,J" T t • ar , Tount of not melt
Thinner Films-Fiirn thickness can be rPduCed as much as
8011 u for rie.iier almost Invisible bonds
Other benefits realised with FcamMelt equicment include
IeSS thermal diStOrtiOn Of heat 5rn5 the SL,hstrateS better
void of clap fillinq ioduced tendenCy 10 run Or Sag when
applied to a vertical substrate and better flow at a gi,.en
tempeiature
SPECIFICATIONS
FM 101	 FM 1 02 and FM 103
U S A	 Metric	 U S A	 Metric
t..rCuiq!n'^
t, 5 91.3
^ 7 IbS '^ 25 n o 15
300'•400'F 149 •.04 C
'n a n a 150	 450 F	 60
Cast - m Element ,two neat-sl •,	 t
• n a n a Gr,7 Vf,, : p,	 5 n 	 . ,
• n a n a Cast— E .
125 Ihs 56 7 kg °	 os	 eta n , 	 ;6
5	 80 psi 35 5 6 n a : m c,yi	 35--	 c
AutomahC	 H-20A .ln ,i AD-241
150 lbs 68 +g '0 ,rs
T ree System
Tank Capaut^
Reservrnr CapA.aDy
H opper Capac,ly
Melt Rate Per Hour
Ta nk Temperature
Range ;stdi
(-rid ,ilia Reservoir
Temperature Range
Tank Hea ting Method
Unit Heahnq Method
Reservoir Heating
Method
Pumping Rate
Per Haiti
Operating
Air Pressure
Type of Gun
Weight .......	 .
Height 19 37,n	 43-1 ,.,n,
Width 33 B in	 858 mm 958 mm
Depth 13 75 i n	 350 mm 13 'S in	 350--
Electrical 230 VAC 3 1 phase 230 VAC 3 1 chase50 60 Hertz 6900 WAtts 5? h0 H am .,:	r 1 '00 Watts
ti1a.mum '	 ^ •	 .•.	 .
Not Appi cable
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N 	 for Berter	 Vs ,o AppivCoatings ant Adhesives
Nordson Corpnrario.v 555 Jackson Srre-er.
PO Box 151 Amherst Ohio 44001 • 216 988 9411
OR, G-^I^r_GF + AGE ISPOOR 
QUALITY
/ rgq
.y
XTT i
Models FM-101, FM-102, FM-103
Three different nleltlnq systt• ms are available in hoer t0	 tiivF'	 r:3tion	 rr)e)lpr}a-
acco ►nn1Jd3Ie 3 i ar lety of adtlAsives and a wide range of 	 ternally to ,assur p pro(;	 Hopper
melting and operating requirements	 capacity 25 to 40 lbs '.'	 +'
Model FM-101:	
pending on the adh r• 	 if 0-
is a conventional pot N pe molter with cast-1n heating ele-
ments. it has a 20 lb storage capacity and nominal melt
rate -)f 25 lbs per hour Handles most hot melt adhesives
with the etceplion of the most degradation sensitive mate-
rials
Model FM-102:
Has a patent•?d grid inelter with six cartridge hea •rs and
a limited volume reservoir with cast in heaters Independent
Iemperature controls for t ,oth grid and reservoir minimize
mended for the han(l)
	
, A higf) pr•	 '1C_'
si.isceUllblo to thermal or oxidatr,e
Model FM-103:
Also has gild molter but has 11 :.a ►mNd hopper to f;tc l '.a!e
h;tn(Jltng of irregular sized or tacky magi als The extension
above the grid also he lps to acme.o higher m?l! rates while
holding material in resir)Pnce :veil nel r).v the application
temperatilre, thus reducing the tendenc,i for oeg: ad,auon
or the formation Of enar
FM-101
S
qn^
FM-102 L
Olt,,
Nag
FM-103
Nordson 8
Piston Pump Applicators	 I
Model V
Model VII
HOT MELT
APPLICATION UNITS
for Product Assembly
Model X t	 Model X-SA
.i s is t
Model IX
C* f 
SeM oonlained Portable
Hard Type Applicator
i
i
TANK TYPE APPLICATORS 	 PORTABLEAPPLICATORS
Model	 I IV and V VII IX Vill and X X-SA XI	 I	 XII and XIIA	 +'	 AO-25
7 0e Non. Circulating
_
Non. Non- Non•	 ff ^ternaily CdC,a'aO h g	 Se,1•
,anlametlSvstem circulating circulating cvcutatmg eueulatmg	 l
lank 17 Us 20 lbs. 20 lbs. a lbsJ 6 kg 6 lbs,J 6 xq "O ibs9 t Kg
25 +0 bs	 Mapper 5
t 3 18 t	 :z -^+ 1 8Capre , ty ?2x g 9 t kq 9 . 1 kg kq	 ^,r
Melt rate '0 lbs.' 71be.'2 1b27	 s' lbsa	 ' I
8 ibas 24 ibs' 15.125 bs'	 4 bs$ 7 . 56 2 Kg	 i	 a xgDot hour 9.1 x9 12 a kg t 2 J kg 3.6 kg 3 6 kg 10 4 kg
Maximum 400'F 450'F 40O'F 400'F 4O0•F2041C
400'F
204•C
45o'F
23VC
5SJ'F
266'cOoantinq	 4 2041c 21rc 2orC 204•C	 I
em Poraturs -
TanK neahng Cast-in Cast-in Cast-in Cast•,n Cast•,n Cast•in 'ast•,n Element A	 Cartnlge
'method Element Element Element Element Element E +sment HesterCutndge neater
Type of Single Piston, Single Piston, Single Piston. Sing ie Piston. Smg,e Piston. Gear	 I Gear N. Apump OuanActinq Dual,ACting Dual-Acting S,ngle•Act,ng Smgte•Actmg f
Pumo nq 0.9 lbs. 2 1be 2 lbs. 62 lbs. 0 6 cu m 2'bs 2 it:,1 + bs per hr
'ate.-max.
mum per 408 gr 907 gr 907 gr 269 gr
I10 Cc) per
cycle t 34 907 gr 907 gr t 81 k(y per hr
'ninute oz, or 10 grI
v`oeraunq to-do pet 0 t:0 psi 20.80 par 10.60 Pm 20.80 psi14.56
5.90 Psi
35.36
5.80 psi35-56
N A
allpressure Kq:cm=
14.56
kg,cma
1 4.5 6
:kglam:
7.42
xgtcmr kg 0m 2 kg cm= Kg cmr
Number of 4 maximum 0"onos on 3 maximum 1-Model X None 5 maximum {	 d maximum 4. A
Mosel kmoovi IV) hofe,ehgth
maximum Imax,mum-- : Model VIII
11`
,Model V) 4010011
H ose Auto A. 8. S. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5, 4. 6. 8.10.	 15and 2,
4. 6.
S. and 10
NrA 4	 6.3.10, and t 6
+ 5.3.10, and 16
N. A
englh m 10, and 16 d. 8, and 10
,:at nand S.16, and 24
Typ e of Automatic Automatic Automatic Automatic Sam,. Aut MaliCHandor Autom2r Hanoticar Hand HehdGun or Hand or Hand or Hand" Automatic
Numoer of 4 maximum 8 6 maximum I-Model X 1 6 maximum (	 3 maximum N AGuns •Model11412 maximum 2-Modal VIII
kmodel VI
We ,gnt 55 IDS25 kg 160lbs.72.6 k9
WO lbs.
72.6 kg
34 Ibs.15 4 kg
'14 lbs
15.4 kg
135 ibs
it 2 kg
I	 151,1,l
"0 3 kg
: S IDS
134 Kg
-teignt t95in
495 mm
20.75 in
527 mm
2075 i n.
527 mm
14a i n
376 mm
145,n
368 . 3 mm
178 n
452 mm
XII	 XIIA
3.1.5 .n  	 28 25 n
I	 '9•^
I	 2'9 4 mm
919 mm	 716 mm tttt
Widtn 28.5 in 38.5 in. 38.5 in 17 5 in 17 5 in 28.8 in 28 8 m 2.11	 16,n24 mm 978 mm 978 mm 445 mm 445 mm 731.5 mm 13t 5 mm 68 mm
Depth 12.5 in318 mm
13.8 in.351 mm
t3 B in.
351 mm
11 in
280 mm
10 5 n
266.7 mm
13.	 in
335 mm
13.2 ,n335 mm
11'	 origin
290 mm
Electrical 230 VAC. 230 VAC and 230 VAC, 50- 230 VAC, 230 VAC. 230 VAC. 230 VAC,	 11 5 JAC50.3050, SO hertz 450 VAC, SO- 60 hertz 3 50.60 hertz 50.60 harts 50.60 hertz her":	 e60 hertz phase only, ... _....24 Amps
Melt rates vary greatly deperWinq on the rnelh:h~11111etlea of each particular adhoisma *Model Vitt Automatic only. 	 NIA Not Applicable
Figures shown are approximate for medium vtecoattymaartalals.000-15.Owcenttp -).
Gear Pump Applicators	 Vilnte foi technical information on Nordson'S Complete line of 	 ModhoWneft application equipmenr. NORDSON CORPORATION,
Jackson SL. Amherst. OH 44001, Phone 216-988-9411. Also
1 ^y+++e`y^wt't"' 	 r ^ ?bi f	 ankitlie in Canada, Mexico, Europe Asia Australia, South Afnca.
andJapart	 1	 ^.1 -^	 w
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Nordson 	 Systsms Accessories O "
.
Automatic Extrusion Heads Hose Fed Hand Guns 	 Time Controls
	 PG•9'c
f 0.
^I3
H-20 — Compact modular design makes
the Nordson H•20 Automatic Hot MeltGun easy to mount on most assemblylines. It is air operated and controlled by
asolenoid valve. Separato service block
contains all hose connections,
thermostat, heater and mounting face.
„0 1
1.
ti
•rrry r:^«..
i.
a
AD-24 — Modular design of this hot meltgun features drop-in cartridge inserts
which fit into an aluminum block drilled
and ported to supply air and adhesive.Adaptable to circulating and
non-circulating systems, the AD-24 canbe used with virtually all Nordson hot
melt units and is available with two, four,
or eight drop-in cartridges.
AD-28 — The Nordson Model AD-28
Automatic Gun contains two cartridgeheaters which are designed to maintain
and control the adhesive application
temperature within the gun. One special
version of the Model AD-28 is capable of
Increasing heat at the gun by 100T(37.8°C) depending on the adhesive used
and the flow rate requirements. The
AD-28 features a bellows assembly in the
extrusion head rather than a packing
cartridge assembly.
H-21 — Light, compact, and reliable. the
Nordson H-21 Hand Gun provides
excellent maneuverability and easy
trigger pull to minimize operator fatigue.Good visibility over the gun top makes it
easy to precisely place adhesive inproduct assembly operations. Positive
trigger action assures clean cutoff with
no drip or drool, preventing adhesive
waste.
"_ 
%-W - 
1=1 "
AD-27—Among the many features of
the Nordson AD-27 Hot Melt Hand Gun is
an "ever-cool" handle. Melted adhesive
is not fed through the gun's handle. thus.
it remains "ever-cool. ' This uniquehandle can be affixed to the gun in twodifferent positions. Normal position is as
illustrated. however, the handle can be
detached and re-affixed at a 180 0 anglefor easy operating when the hose is
suspended from an overhead position.Additional features include: a long
extended nozzle for pinpoint placement
of hot melt adhesive: it is lightweight (21.1pounds —1.13 kg): and the AD-27 has abellows assembly at the extrusion tip
rather than a packing cartridge
as—mbly.
NORDSON'S "BETTER WAYS"
Each year, hot melt adhesives
assume a larger and more
important role in product
assembly operations throughout
the world. As the leading supplier
of hot melt application equipment,Nordson Corporation is involved
with the latest technology to
efficiently acid econom ically apply
these adhesives.
Nordson does not mawxicturehot melt adhesives. Nordson isdedicated to the engineering and
manufacture of quality equipment
to provide "For Better Ways to
Apply Coatings and Adhesives."
CST-1 Hot Stitch Control - The CST-t
Hot Stitch Control I a solid state timing
device that will produce an ntermittent
or Stitch pattern in use with Nordson hot
melt application systems. It can be used
on various specialized applications
requiringg a stitch pattern of deposition.
The CST-1 can also be used with
Nordson s Pnu•Bond Wd glue spray
systems as a slop-gap ccrtrol.
CT-6 Time Interval Control — The
Nordson CT .6 Time Interval Controi is a
solid state delay-duravon devicedesigned for use in applications
requiring precise time delay and an
off-on cycle .n response to an external
signal. It provides a selection of
sequential timing in the range from 2 to1.000 milliseconds.
Y
i
i
CT-7 Time Interval Control — The CT-7Time Interval Control by Nordson is a
solid state device that is designed for usein applications for automatic, sequential
triggering of hot malt guns. The CT-7 hasfour timers and two output channels
which may operate as two separate
channels in a Parallel mode. or they may
operate together in a Series mode wnich
can be programmed to provide a wide
variety of application systems.
-rte.
CT-8 Time Interval Control — The CT-8
Time Interval Control is a solid state
device used to actuate the automatic.
sequential tr .9genng of hot melt guns
and pum ps. I he CT-3 Timer may be used
in conjunction with a single-acting pump
applicator and automatic gun or guns inpalletizing or other such aoolications.
Nordson
For Better Ways To Apply
Coatings and Adhesives
Nordson Corporation
78 Jackson Street a Amherst, Ohio 44001 • 2161988-9411
F-4
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MODELS. P. 	 PATENTED
Break through in application
technology for high volume —
high viscosities.
The Una-Flow system was Cesigned to handle
high viscosity thermoclastic sealants and
adhesives wh;:e solving the problems asso-
ciated with pr3ti'ously available systems. The
technological advances incorporated in the
Uni-Flow system allow it to melt down and
deliver hot melts under nearly ideal condi-
tions for top performance.
If You Couldn't Pump
Before, You Can
Pump Now!
Pumping - Metering - Dispensing
from 55 gallon drum. Molten
viscosities from 1,000 cps to
9,000,000 cps.
Advantages of the UNI-FLOW System .. .
• positive displacement—no skips or gaps In the beat
• faster throughput than other systems —up to 20 lbs./min.
• takes standard 55 gallon drums—save expense by
allowing the user to buy in less expensive bulk form
• positive heat control at all zones—virtually eliminates
burn -up of material and burn-out of the epuicment
in hot spots and applies the hot melt at optimum
temperature —100°F to 500°F continuous
• can be adapted to automatic extrusion systems
Cevelcced & Manufactured By
INDUSTRIAL MACHINE MANUFACTURING, CO.
1005 Holly Spring Road
Richmond, Virginia 23224
	 804 - 232-5661
F-5
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Features:
METER
READOUT
P rovides a con-
tinuous readout
of each of ire
eight tempera-
lure zones by use
of a platinum
resistance sensor
common to the
,: ^troller circuit
o e meter reads
the exact tem-
pt ,ature sensed
by trio: contruiler)
FOLLOWER PLATE
Newly desigred'ollower plate
contains	 21	 replaceaole
cartridge heaters producing a
total neat(ng capacity of
2' 3 KW over 5400 square
nches of finred surface area
A !ow watt density of six warts
per square inch prevents
localized material overheat-
ing. cnar rnng. cross-linklN.
etc
RUN/ fAt•:,
BY SWITCH
This switch turns the
^., unit back to a owerpre-set 'stand-by
tem peratu r e cuing
nor,-use cevods.
making ,r possio(e tobang Ire unit u p to
operating to-cera-lure within five min-
utes after rerumtng
switch to the .run
xvion.
HAND GUN
Capable c' t l rovucing vandrle read d ame-
ters with ion, force linger hp control The
trigger has a special 12 to 1 torte multiplier
linkage permuting r*mmute valve o pen nqs 'or
the first half inichof trigger travel Th s enac es
the operator to fill cor.
ners or start a bead
without a urge, surging
glob. The hand gun
also has an adjustable
stoplot producing a
fixed bead diameter at
full trigger travel. alle-
viating o perator finger
fatigue.
HEATED FLEXIB I .E HOSE
The ^cse n-corccrates ar .rter-
naf e ,ecthc resistance neater
w cn s n o(recr contact with tre
material ( not a wrap around ^/pe -^heater as ,n ccrventrona( hosed).
The neater s actuary ns-ce the
teflon liner of the metal braxled
hose Th!s produces much more
effluent -eat trarsfer than incon-
ventional ^oses. trus cerrrttbrg
higher materiat temperar.res
without overheating or oegrw..-
mg the teflon iner 7 he material
tem perature -s oreciset y con-
trolled by a plahnum temperature
sersing probe also ocated n-
sice the nose and in direct con-
tact with cote tre sealant and the
healing element The meter
reading of the hose temperature
is actuary a direct readout of the
material temcerature at the
noz_ e
DISPENSING PUMP
The positive cisc,acement
^
ear pump disperses up to5 lbs per minute with
non-surging flow at rated
pressure Cr a smooth,
gap- t ree bead
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS
These specially desigred plug-in. 2" x 2" solid state tem perature controllers are
ca pab l e o f holding each of the eight heat zones to within 3° t0 4°F of set - point A reci
' on the card provides easy visual inspection ter p roper functioning.
Specifications:
OVERALL SIZE:	 width 32 inches length panel face
Io back post) 55 inches. height
(beam fully rased) 116 inches
WEIGHT	 900 lbs (empty)
AIR	 80 psi minimum 100 psi
REQU I REMENTS	 recommended. 150 psi maximum
AIR CONSUMPTION: less than 1 scfm continuous.
ELECTRIC SERVICE 208/240/480 wac. 3 phase. 100
REQUIREMENTS
	
amp entrance
POWER 63 am ps, at 240 vac (sta rt-u p only.
Cr'NSUMPTION 20 min	 average start-u p nmel. 31
amps (co n ti n uous disper si ng)
TEMPERATURE 1C0° to 500' F (continuous)
RANGE.
MATERIAL FLOW approximately 15 ts, minute at
RATE 50.000 cos. 1 2 Ibs- minute at 9
million cps.
START-UP TIME
	
20 minutes average ifrorn 55' F).
Automatic Dispensing GUN Available.
O^ per`, J
Developed & Manufactured By
INDUSTRIAL MACHINE MANUFACTURING, CO.
1005 Holly Spring Road
Richmond, Virginia 23224	 804232-5661
1
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q Pumping
q Metering
q Mixing
q :Measuring
q Dispensing
6" diameter air motor
standard, with 8" and '0"
	
Control prate
withair motors optional. 	 con separate
_ control for the
heated platen.
pump, hose
1	 ^_	 and tun.
-..a 11,
-- .
Double eievator ram-
3" diameter standard. 	 •
S%" available for high
viscosity matenais	 is P^
I^ .C4
Double-acting, balanced,
reciprocating,	 «
	
chopping check style	 +^
piston pump	 1 "•	 ^^
21.1 ratio standard
38:1 and 59:1 ratios
	
with optional air motors.
	 /	 !MW 'le
'`'
	
r •.^ 	 Patented heated
!oilower platen arch
Ntaterial heat	 ;^	 *^'.	 dual heat resistant wiper
exchanger
	
1rings tits standard U S.
^«	
1{	
55 gallon ,a tom 1200 kg).
A- .^
Pyies Industries. Inc. through an extensive research and de,.-e!
opment program. has oerfectec a system for handling matenais
with a wide viscosity range at eievated temperatures. 'Aarevais
with molten viscosities ;rom 500 cps to 4.000.000 cps may ce
applied directly to the part trcm the onginai buik shipping
containers. No onger s there a need to Randle reprocessec
mater.ais in block. chip. granu._% r ^r c,ilc.+ form in r.opper -y-,e
dispensers. Pyies inciustr.es rkorme•q •f1ow I11 .viii ailow you to
de,e!op tomorrow's product:cn -retrocs .:nc rratenais today.
COPYRIGHT = :976 PYLES ,`DUSTRIES. ;VC	 -R!`,'E.: v 6 a
ORIGINAL PAGE I`'	 F_g
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OPERATING PRINCIPLES
Materiai in its buik 55 gailon shipping container is
placed on the base plate of the unit. The elevator is
lowered to bring the heated follower platen into
contact with the surface of the material. The upper
Sayer of the material is melted and with the
assistance of the follower ram pressure, is forced
into :he hump. The heated pump then pressure
tees the materiai through a heat exchanger, heated
hose and gun to the substrate. As material is
pumped from the container, the elevator lowers
automaticaily to keep continuous contact between
the materiai and the heated follower piaten.
SYSTEM FEATURES
• Handles any meltable material direct from the
original 55 gallon shipping container.
• Heats only the material about to be used to
application temperature in a completely closed
environment. This demand heating principle elim-
inates induced polymerization, thermal degrada-
tion, and oxidation caused by uneven heat, bulk
ideating for extended periods, and heating in
open atmosphere.
• Temperature control ranges from 0 to 450° F (235'C).
Accuracy is = 11 0 of the scale reading.
• The follower platen covers the material and pro•
sects it from the contamination and wipes the con-
tainer clean of material.
• The system may be used to bulk feed existing
hopper type units.
TECHNICAL DATA
• Heat is transferred by a cast-m eiement secured
to the foilower piaten. The piaten temperature can
be maintained at ;t 2 110 of the scale reading. Ad.
205 ble in 10• increments from ambient to 4C0' F
• Heating capabiiities depend on the specific ^eat
of the materiais salected. The ;eat availabie at
the toilower is rated at 39.:00 BTU There are
630 square inches of effective heating surface
below the follower piaten.
• Basic pumping unit is a Pyles' standard 716.11.2G0
double elevator, doubie•actrg 21:1 ratio chopping
check pump. Ratios of 38:1 and 59'. are available.
• Start up time for ar. entereiy cold system is 30 to
45 minutes. Start itp time :vhen 6,anging to a
new drum is 7 to 15 minutes.
• For materiais with application temperatures bet:veen
400° and 450' F (205' • 235' C), the standard five zone
heating system may be used to increase the materiai
temperature from the meitirg point to the tinai appii-
cation temperature.
• Output rates must be determined for each :nci-
vidual materiai and application. Completing and
returning the "Request for Quotation" form s'reer
will enable us to do this for you.
• Special units are available on request for applica-
tions requiring utput temperatures in excess of
400° F (205" C).
V
SYSTEM COMPONENTS
23208	 Basic ilmm+••O-Aew IU comoiete with 3" double ele•
23240
	
vator ram, heater' follower platen and pump, air and
33380	 electrical heating controls. Model number indicates
23480	 voltage required.
A 5 1 ." elevator ram is available for high viscosity materials. To specify,
add — 50 to the base model number (e.g. 23240-50).
ACCESSORIES
3000 .45 Heat Exchanger
23000. 60 Low Material Level Indicator Kit
23000.61 .automatic Dua! Pump Crossover Control
23000.65 7 Day Pre-Production Start Up Timer
23000-75 Tamper Proof Control Cover Kit
SPECIFICATIONS:
Air Supp ly
20 SCFM at 90 PSIG
E ec-mcal30: 208. 2+0. 380, :)r
+80 VAC: 50 or :0 Hz:
.+kW
Dimensions
Width46" 1116.8 cm!
Depth 25" , 63.5 crii
Heigra F-A Up a 1"
-23'cm)
Full Down 54"
1 137 cm)
Weiarit
675 ,b. 306 kg)
F-9
GUNS AND HOSES
.2000 . 200 - K . -automatic Gun	 22000.100 Manual Gun
?2000 . 100
	
	 Manual dispensing gun vlth ,. _irrridge hearer Nozzle onfice )31" star.-'ard.
Other orifices and configurations avaliabie upon request
_'2000 . 200 . 11
	 Automatic dispersing gun with heater, cor.troiler, and :hermome:er
DouE ie air operated. requires a 4-way vaive -o actuate. Nozzie onfice 016"
stancard. other orifices avaliable.
22000 . 85	 Temperature controller. One required for each hose and rnanuai gun.
Standard Heated Hose Assemblies (2,000 PSI W P. — 6,000 PSI B.P.)
22008 . 8 .312 ID x	 8' long, 4 " NPT . M 1 7.9 mm x 243.8 cm)
220:5 . 8 .312 ID x 15' long, t ," NPT-M (7.9 mm x 4! 7.2 cryi)
22020. 8 .312 ID x 20' ;ong, ," NPTA4 (7.9 mm x 609.6 cm)
23010 - B 500 ID x 10' :ong, ;" NPT-M (12 mm x ?J4.3 cm)
23015-B 500 ID x 15' :ong, 2" NPT•M (12 mr- x 4572 cm)
23020-B .500 ID x 20' long, 1 ." NPT•M (12 nim x 609 6 cm)
High P-essure Heated Hose Assembiies 14.000 PSI W P. • 12,000 PSI B P i NOTE: THESE
HOSES ARE REQUIRED WITH THE OPTIONAL 38:1 AND 59:1 PRESSLRE RATIOS.
_3010-C	 lo5O ID x 10' long, 	 ',.'PT M (16.5 mm x 304.3 crn)
23015•C	 650 iD x 15' :ong, 3 4 NPT-M (16.5 mm x 45; .2 cm l
'.102("( -
	 650 T) x 20' ong, '," NPT M 116.5 mm x -ilia h _m)
Kent-Moore
PYLES INDUSTRIES, INC.
SUBSIOIARr CF KENT-MCCRE ^;CFiPCRAT Cr:
v^aM ! 102 m	 29990 WIXOM ROAD • WIXCM. MICHIGAN 48096z
.am« m us	 TELEPHONE: 13171 "s49-5500 F - 10
